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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the composition of high-quality tables with the use of
electronic tools. A generic model is designed to support the different stages of tabular composition, including the editing of logical structure, the specification of layout
structure, and the formatting of concrete tables. The model separates table's logical
structure from its layout structure, which consists of tabular topology and typographic
style. The notion of an abstract table, which describes the logical relationships among
tabular items, is formally defined and a set of logical operations is proposed to manipulate tables based on these logical relationships. An abstract table can be visualized
through a layout structure specified by a set of topological rules, which determine the
relative placement of tabular items in two dimensions, and a set of style rules, which
determine the final appearance of different items. The absolute placement of a concrete
table can be automatically generated by applying a layout specification to an abstract
table. An NP-complete problem arises in the formatting process that uses automatic
line breaking and determines the physical dimension of a table to satisfy user-specified
size constraints. An algorithm has been designed to solve the formatting problem in
polynomial time for typical tables. Based on the tabular model, a prototype tabular
composition system has been implemented in a UNIX, X Windows environment. This
prototype provides an interactive interface to edit the logical structure, the topology and
the styles of tables. It allows us to manipulate tables based on the logical relationships
of tabular items, regardless of where the items are placed in the layout structure, and
is capable of presenting a table in different topologies and styles so that we can select a
high-quality layout structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis investigates different issues of tabular composition: abstract model, layout
specification, editing and formatting. We consider the composition of tables to be one of
the most challenging aspects of document typesetting. Tables may contain different kinds
of objects, such as text, graphics, mathematical formulas, and so on, which display distinct characteristics and need different treatment. From the logical point of view, tables
are multi-dimensional objects. They are, however, usually presented in two dimensions.
Tabular typesetting needs to solve the same problem that we need to solve to typeset text
and tabular typesetting raises additional problems that need to be solved. Moreover, we
often need to explore different layouts and styles of the same tables, so that we can choose
one layout and style that presents the table's data in a convincing way. We do not know
of any generally available tabular composition system that satisfies these requirements.
We introduce various aspects of tabular composition in this chapter. We first describe
the characteristics of tables. We then discuss the different stages that are involved in
tabular composition. Next, we review the development of tabular composition systems
and give our research objectives. Finally, we state the major research contributions of
the thesis.

1
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Table 1.1: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade
1991
Winter
Spring
Fall

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

1992
Winter
Spring
Fall

1.1

Definition and characteristics

It may be easy to point out a table in a book, but a precise definition of a table is elusive.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines a table as: "An arrangement of numbers, words
or items of any kind, in a definite and compact form, so as to exhibit some set of facts
or relations in a distinct and comprehensive way, for convenience of study, reference,
or calculation." This definition summarizes the characteristics of a table using three
different aspects: content, form and function.

1.1.1

The content of a table

The content of a table is a collection of interrelated items, which may be numbers,
text, symbols, figures, mathematical equations, or even other tables. Some of the items
are the basic data a table displays, and the others are the auxiliary data that are used
to locate the basic data. We use the term entries to denote the former kind of data and
the term labels to denote the latter kind. Labels are further classified into categories that
are organized hierarchically. For example, Table 1.1 presents the average marks of the
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assignments and examinations for a course offered in the three trimesters of 1991 and
1992. The marks are entries and the strings that denote the years, the terms, and the
kinds of marks are labels. Furthermore, Year is a category that consists of the labels
1991 and 1992. Term is another category that consists of the labels Winter, Spring,
and Fall. Mark is a category that consists of the subcategories Assignments and
Examinations and the label Final Grade. There are logical relationships between the
entries and the labels. Each entry is associated with one label from each of the categories.
For example, the entry 85 at the top-left corner is associated with the labels 1991,
Winter, and Assl, and the entry 70 at the bottom-right corner is associated with the
labels 1992, Fall, and Final Grade. The tabular items and their logical relationships
provide the logical structure of the table and the number of categories defines the logical
dimension of the table. Table 1.1 has three categories; thus, it is a three-dimensional
table.

1.1.2

The presentational form of a table

The content of a table must be presented in some form and on some medium. Usually, tables are presented as row-column structures on a planar medium, such as paper or screen.
Fig. 1.1 defines the terminology for the parts of a table represented as a row-column structure. We inherit the most terminology from The Chicago Manual of Style [Chi93] except
that we define the concepts of 'stub head' and 'block' for our convenience. A table is
divided into four main regions by stub separation and boxhead separation. The stub is the
lower left region that contains the row headings, the boxhead is the upper right region
that contains the column headings, the stub head is the upper left region that contains
the categories in the stub, and the body is the region to the right of the stub and below
the boxhead that contains the entries. The intersection of a row and a column is called
a cell and a rectangular collection of cells is called a block.
In traditional tabular presentation, the entries are usually put in the body of a table
and the labels are placed in the stub or in the boxhead. To present multidimensional
tables in two dimensions, we have to associate more than one category with the stub or
with the boxhead. In this case, some labels appear more than once. For example, in the
stub of Table 1.1, the labels of category Term appear twice so as to present the asso-
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Figure 1.1: The terminology for the row-column presentational structure of table.
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ciations between Year and Term. The arrangement of labels decides the arrangement
of entries. Each entry is usually put in a cell such that it is to the right of its associated labels in the stub and beneath its associated labels in the boxhead. Different types
of typographic cues can be used to help readers search for information in a table. We
can use rules or white space to separate tabular items, distinct type faces or point sizes
to distinguish different types of items, and background colors or patterns to highlight
important information.
Although the row-column structure is a familiar and natural form for tabular presentation, tabular data can also be presented in other forms. For example, Fig. 1.2 is a
pictorial form of Table 1.2. The combination of pictorial form and the row-column structure can increase the accuracy of obtaining tabular information [PLSS84]. The reasons
are that the row-column structure provides precise information for a particular question,
while the pictorial form provides general information for browsing and comparison. Various graphical techniques have been investigated to reveal tabular information with visual
presentation [Bri14, Tuf90, Tuf83, Zei85]. In this thesis, we focus on presenting tables
only in the row-column structure. We use layout structure to denote the presentational
form of a table.

1.1.3

The function of a table

The main function of tables is to present detailed information in a compact way such that
the ability to search and compare the information is enhanced. Since tabular information
is conveyed by its presentational form, one critical factor in determining how easily tables
can be read depends on the presentational forms selected by the designer. This selection is
motivated, in part, by an understanding of how users interact with tables [Wri82]. At least
three cognitive processes are involved in users' interaction with a table [Wri80a, Wri80b]:
1. A comprehension process, needed for understanding the principle on which the

table is organized to grasp the underlying logical structure of the table.
2. A search process, needed for locating the relevant information within the table.
3. An interpretive and comparative process, needed to answer specific questions after
the relevant information has been obtained.
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University of XXX Sponsored Research
funds awarded in millions of dollars
Funds

1

1981

1982 1983 1984 1985
rzzzJ GRANTS

1986

1987 1988 1989 1990
i==:J CONTRACTS

Figure 1.2: A pictorial form of Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: University of XXX sponsored research funds {in millions of dollars).

Year

Fund
Grant

Contract

8.8
11.6
18.0
18.0
21.6
22.8
25.1
25.1
25.1
26.8

4.0
5.1
6.4
5.1
6.8
6.4
6.4
8.0
14.4
16.8

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Based on these three cognitive processes, a well-designed table should be organized in
such a way that the underlying logical structure is made obvious and tabular items are
located and interpreted easily.

1.2

Tabular composition

In traditional typesetting, tables were always treated separately from the main body of
text. They involve the most frequent change in typographic style within the text and
require the skill of a compositor or typesetter to handle them [Wil83]. Two kinds of
people are involved in the composition of tables. The author is mainly responsible for
the design of the logical structure and the topological arrangement whereas the graphic
designer is concerned with the presentational style. Since authors know their subject material and graphic designers are familiar with aesthetic principles and publishers' styles,
their cooperation guarantees the production of high-quality tables. Nowadays however,
anybody can produce tables with the help of a tabular editor and formatter. Although
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users may know their subject material very well and be quite familiar with statistical
principles, they still may not know how to design high-quality tables, or even realize the
shortcomings of a given table.
The criteria for a well-designed table may differ for different people and different
purposes. The most important criteria that most people agree with are legibility and
accuracy. A well-designed table should enable readers to obtain information rapidly
and make few errors. With respect to the three cognitive processes we mentioned in
Section 1.1.3, a well-designed table should enable readers to learn to use the table quickly
with little or no instruction in the comprehension process, to locate information easily
and accurately in the search process, and to avoid the time-consuming calculations that
provide opportunities to make mistakes in the interpretive and comparative process.
The other criteria that affect the design of tables are the style of a publisher, the space
constraints of the medium on which a table is to be displayed, and the purpose for which
a table is to be used.
Researchers from psychology, statistics, and typography have suggested possible guidelines for the design of high-quality tables. Hall [Hal43] discusses the principles and
technical details involved in the design of statistical tables and the improvement of the
tables. He gives rules to guide the design of tables and gives examples that illustrate
how badly-designed tables can be improved by applying these rules. In a series of papers [WF70, Wri68, Wri77], Wright provides guidelines for the design of tables based
on previous cognitive research and experiments conducted by herself and others. Her
research focuses on improving the comprehension of the underlying logical structure of
a table and on improving the effectiveness of obtaining tabular information. Ehrenberg [Ehr77] provides basic precepts for the presentation of numerical data which have
largely been ignored in statistical practice. These precepts can be used to address the
criterion that the underlying logical structure of a table should be obvious at a glance
with little or no instruction. Norrish [Nor89] gives the conventions for tabular presentation in the traditional publishing industry. These conventions not only address the issues
of how to present the table body, but also how tables are related to the surrounding
text. The Chicago Manual of Style [Chi93] is the standard style guide for authors and
editors involved in publishing. It devotes one section to the conventions and techniques
for tabular typesetting, including the arrangement of elements, the selection of styles for
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different components, and the handling of different sizes and shapes. Zeisel (Zei85] draws
attention to the difficulties in the presentation of statistical tables and presents some
solutions to these difficulties. He also discusses analytical techniques for the refinement
of statistical tables to meet readers requirements. The emphasis of his book is on the
relationships among data that describe what is and what happens, rather than on issues
of presentational form.
Based on these studies, we have abstracted guidelines for the design of high-quality
tables at different stages of composition. These guidelines are summarized.

1.2.1

Logical structure design

At this stage, we decide the content of a table by taking into account the readers' requirements and convenience. There are three guidelines for this stage:
1. Contain only necessary information [Hal43, Zei85]

Suppose a course instructor needs to design a table to show students their final
marks. Students are concerned not only with their marks but also how their marks
compare with those of other students. Thus, the table should list not only the
marks for each student, but should also give the average, minimum and maximum
marks. On the other hand, a large table with complex structure needs more time to
comprehend. If a table contains more information than readers need, it is better to
simplify the table by combining items and removing redundant and unrelated items.
For example, if a department chair wants to examine the marks for a course, he
or she is probably interested only in the average, minimum, and maximum marks,
and how many students have failed the course. Thus, a table for the chair need not
display the marks of every student. We can consider such a summary table a view,
in the database sense, of the original table.
2. Present a table as an explicit structure [WF70]
A table in which all the information is given explicitly such that a reader needs only
to locate the required item, is called an explicit structure. A table that contain all
necessary information, but requires readers to do some calculation after locating
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an item is called an implicit structure. For example, if we design a table conversion
from pounds to kilograms in the range O through 99 pounds, an explicit structure
will list all the conversion values for 0, 1, ... , 99 pounds, whereas an implicit
structure may list only the conversion values for 0, 1, ... , 9 pounds and 10, 20, ...
90 pounds. The implicit structure requires readers to do an addition if they want
to know how many kilograms are equivalent to 55 pounds. Obviously, an explicit
structure is more efficient for the reader and an implicit structure's presentation
normally uses less space.
3. Reduce the number of categories and subcategories as appropriate [Wri77, Zei85]
Experiments carried out by Wright have shown that increasing the number of decisions to be made is a handicap in reading tabular information. The number of
decisions is proportional to the number of categories and the number of subcategories in each category. We can combine categories to reduce the logical dimension
or merge two levels of labels to lower the depth of a category. For example, we can
combine the categories Year and Term in Table 1.1 to form a new category that
has labels W91, S91, F91, W92, S92 and F92. One advantage of the reduction
of the logical dimension or the depth of category is that it can save space in the
presentation of a table.

1.2.2

Tabular arrangement

After we decide on the content of a table, we need to arrange the items in two dimensions
so that the logical structure of the table is clearly seen. Some guidelines for this stage
are:
1. Place related items close together [WF70, Ehr77]
Placing related items close together helps readers locate and compare information.
For example, university terms are normally used in connection with years. It would
be unwise to change the topological arrangement of Table 1.1 by placing category
Term in the boxhead and category Year in the stub. Similarly, Midterm and
Final are closely related in that they are both examinations. It is inappropriate to
separate them with other items.
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2. Avoid using two dimensions whenever possible [WF70, Wri68]
Although presenting a table in two dimensions (using both row and column headings) saves space, a two-dimensional structure is more difficult to comprehend than
a one-dimensional structure because readers need to integrate a row heading and a
column heading simultaneously to locate a cell. This guideline is, however, appropriate for tables that have only one or two categories, even though we can always
reduce the dimension of a table to one. When a table has more than two categories, it is better to present it in two dimensions. A one-dimensional presentation
of a table with three or more categories is hard to read, and it is aesthetically
displeasing.
3. Place the most frequently referenced items to the left or at the top of a table [Wri68]
Westerners are used to reading information from left to right and from top to
bottom. These reading habits greatly affect the way we read tables. Previous studies provide evidence that searching from left to right takes less time than searching
from right to left. That is why in traditional tabular presentation labels are usually
put in the stub and boxhead and entries in the body.
4. Vertically arrange items to be compared [WF70, Ehr77]
It is easier to search and compare items reading down a column rather than reading
across a row, especially for a large number of items [Ehr77]. For example, it is easier
to compare a group of decimal numbers that are aligned vertically on their decimal
points.

5. Arrange items in some meaningful order [Hal43, Ehr77]
Arranging the rows and columns in some meaningful order often enables readers to
see the overall distribution of the data. It also helps readers to compare a particular
entry with others. For example, if we want to generate a table to show students
the marks in a course, we may want to sort the students' names in decreasing order
of their marks.
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Presentational style

Finally, we are at the stage of selecting a presentational style for a table. In the world
of publishing, various publishers have their own styles for tabular presentation [Chi93,
AAU78]. These styles control the general appearance of tables throughout a publication, although for some particular tables, we may need to specify specific styles. Some
guidelines for the selection of presentational style are:
1. Use type sizes between 8 and 12 point [WF70, Chi93]

Researchers have found that an 8-point typeface is more legible than a 6-point
typeface in mathematical tables [Tin30], and for non-numerical material a type
size larger than 12 point can reduce reading efficiency [Spe68]. Type sizes between
8 point and 12 point are the best choices.
2. Separate and group items by spaces or rules [Hal43, WF70, Ehr77, Nor89]
Occasionally using spaces and rules to separate or group items can help the readers' eyes to align the items across a row and down a column. Wright [WF70] has
observed that it is better to leave less space between related columns than between
unrelated ones [Wri73]. Widely spaced items require the readers' eyes to travel too
far and slow down the searching process. Tinker [Tin60] has found that grouping rows is much more helpful than having all rows equally spaced, and grouping
rows into blocks of approximately five rows is the best solution. With the advent
of mechanization in typesetting, such as the use of linotype machines, it became
difficult and expensive to typeset vertical rules. Consequently, there was a universal trend by publishers to give up the use of vertical rules. Although there is
no longer a problem in generating vertical rules with computer-aided typesetting,
many publishers still maintain this style and many style manuals, such as The
Chicago Manual of Style [Chi93], still do not advocate the use of vertical rules.
3. Use typographic cues to distinguish different kinds of items [WF70]
Previous studies indicate that distinguishing different kinds of items by typographic
cues, such as type faces, type sizes, foreground and background colors, and patterns,
can significantly reduce errors when reading a table. Typographic cues can help
readers scan selectively and locate the appropriate answers more easily.
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4. Flush left and indent the row headings in the stub [Chi93, Nor89]
Many publishers prefer to left justify the row headings left in the stub. If there are
two or more levels of subheadings, successive levels are indented at least two quads
from the previous levels. Tables presented in this way not only clearly display the
logical structure but also use less space.
5. Align the items as appropriate for different classes of items [Chi93]
For example, numbers should be aligned vertically on decimal points, dollar symbols, pound symbols, or percentage symbols. Mathematical formulae are aligned
on operators (such as +, -, <, =, and so on). For columns that contain text, if all
entries are short, then they may be centered in the column. Long segments of text
and mixed-length segments of text are normally left justified.
6. Round numbers to just two or three significant digits [Ehr77]
It is difficult to compare a pair of numbers and calculate their difference mentally
if the numbers are too long. Rounding numbers to two or three significant digits
makes comparison easier.
7. Span the items that contain the same value [Chi93]
If adjacent entries contain the same values, we can present the common value once
and place it in the center of the area occupied by these entries. An item that

occupies more than one table cell is spanned. Spanning items enable us to easily
comprehend which entries share the same value and may reduce the presented table
size if the common items occur very frequently.

1.2.4

Dealing with size and shape

At all stages of tabular composition, we should take into account the space limitations
of the medium on which a table is presented and the proportion between tabular width
and height [Chi93]. No publisher is happy to see a tall, thin table or a short, fat one
that must be printed broadside. Also, the variation among column widths and among
row heights affects the appearance of a table. We would prefer not to have a table that
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contains one column that is a centimeter wide and another one that is 10 centimeters
wide.
If a table has unsatisfactory size or shape, we can improve it by changing the content,

the topological arrangement, or the typographic style of the table. To change the content of a table, we can remove unnecessary information and use shorter text to make a
large table smaller, or replace abbreviations with their complete forms to make a narrow
column wider. To change the topological arrangement, we can transpose a fat and short
table, or move some categories from the stub to the boxhead for a tall and thin table. To
change the typographic style, we can select smaller type sizes and reduce the white space
between columns and rows of a large table, or change the sizes of columns and rows to
correct unpleasant proportions between them. When we change the width of a column
that contains long text, the line-breaking points have to be adjusted to fit the new width.
If we cannot place a large table on one page, then we have to use other typesetting

techniques. We can break a table that is too tall, but is not too fat, into multiple pages
by duplicating the column headings for each page. For a table that is too fat for one
page, we can print it broadside or print it on facing pages. If a table is still too fat, then
we have to print it on a larger sheet of paper and fold it, an expense that no publisher
likes to incur, except for important tables in profitable books.

1.3

Review of previous work

We first briefly describe the development of computer-aided document typesetting and
how it has affected the evolution of electronic tabular composition. We then describe
several tabular composition systems in some detail. Finally, we evaluate these systems
according to criteria that evaluate their functionality and ability to support the different
stages of tabular composition.

1.3.1

The development of electronic tabular composition

Tables are indispensable objects and the evolution of electronic tabular formatting is
closely associated with the development of computer-aided typesetting [Fur82]. The use
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of the computer for document typesetting began in the 1960's. The earliest discussions
of computer-composition systems are Barnett's Computer Typesetting [Bar65], Stevens's
Automatic Typographic-Quality Typesetting Techniques [SL67], and Phillips's Computer
Peripherals and Typesetting [Phi68]. All of the early document formatting systems accepted a stream of text characters interleaved with action codes and produced very
simple layouts. Some of them did not even deal with page layout but only produced
typeset galleys to be pasted-up manually in the traditional way. Early efforts in tabular typesetting used special programs that performed calculations over numerical data
and generated tables in a single format. The pioneering system in style specification
was TABPRINT [Bar65] developed by Barnett at MIT in the early 1960's. Typographic
styles for each table preceded the data and provided basic formatting choices.
A significant evolution of document formatters occurred when formatting commands
were embedded in documents to govern the presentation of the logical content of the
documents. The document formatting systems at this stage, such as troff with me
and ms macros [Oss76], Scribe [Rei80] and 'IEX with B-'IEX macros [Knu84, Lam85],
compile a document with embedded formatting tags and generate formatted documents,
possibly accompanied by some error and warning messages. These systems separate the
document structure from the document style and enable users who lack the skills of
document design to produce high-quality documents in multiple presentational layouts.
They describe tables as row structures and provide more styles for tabular formatting,
including vertical and horizontal alignment options for text, different types of rules and
spanning specification. These systems do not capture the logical structure of tables and
they treat rows and columns differently. Moreover, the available document styles provide
little support for the achievement of a consistent appearance for tables.
NLS [EE68], the first interactive document composition systems, introduced the
notion of WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) during the late 1960s. Subsequently, a number of integrated document composition systems, including Etude [Ils80],
Janus [Cea82], Tioga [Tei84], Furuta's system [Fur86J, and Grif [QV86], were developed
to provide a WYSIWYG environment for editing and formatting structured documents.
These systems allow users to view and manipulate documents through a visual interface
and integrate multiple objects into a uniform representation. A WYSIWYG environment
is especially suitable for tabular editing and formatting because tabular items are orga-
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nized simultaneously in two dimensions (rows and columns) and the logical relationships
among the items are presented through their relative positions in two dimensions. By
modeling tables as two-dimensional row-column structures, these interactive composition systems can manipulate rows and columns equally well and select styles in a more
direct way for both rows and columns. Yet, these systems still do not capture the logical
structure of tables.
Although the separation of the logical and layout structures of documents has been
widely used, there was no distinction between the logical and layout structures of tables until Improv [Imp91], a commercial spread sheet system, was introduced. At about
the same time, Vanoirbeek adopted a new tabular model, in Grif [QV86], that specifies
the logical structure of tables [Van92]. Both systems maintain the logical relationships
among tabular items, provide the ability to arrange these interrelated items easily in two
dimensions, and allow users to manipulate tables based on their logical structure. These
two systems, however, are weak in the manipulation of tabular logical structure and provide insufficient styles to govern the presentation oflogical components. More recently, a
tabular formatting system called TAFEL MUSIK [SKS94, SSK94] was designed to specify the logical structure and typographic styles using database schemas and techniques.
This system does not appear to support tabular editing.

1.3.2

Some tabular composition systems

We introduce only systems that are representative of the different approaches to tabular
processing at different development periods.

TABPRINT
TABPRINT [Bar65] was developed at MIT in the early 1960s. It dealt with numerical
data punched on cards or written on magnetic tape in a fixed format and generated
formatted output. The input consisted of three parts: the typographic specification, the
heading section, and the data section. The typographic specification gave the general
style for the whole table, including type face, point size, and line spacing. The heading
section described the column headings and their alignment options. The data section
specifies row by row.
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Thi
Thi [Les79] is a preprocessor for the batch-oriented document formatting system troff [Oss76].
It processes the table definitions and generates the formatting commands for troff. Tables are defined in three sections: options, format, and data. The option section gives
the global parameters for the whole table, such as the rule types for the table frame,
the alignment options for the whole table, and the delimiters for data items. The format section specifies the formatting attributes for each column, including type faces and
sizes, column widths, column separation space, vertical rule types, alignment options,
and horizontal spanning headings. The data section specifies the entries row by row.
The entries can be strings of characters, troff commands, horizontal rule types, vertical
spanning headings, and text blocks. Tbl is capable of determining the heights of rows
and widths of columns based on the text placed in them, but users have to give either
the line-breaking points or the width of text for troff to do the line breaking.

B-'I'.EX [Lam85] is a document preparation system based on '!'.EX, a procedural formatting
system [Knu84]. The system is based on the concept of structured document design.
Users specify documents by their logical components, which are actually 'I'.EXmacro definitions. Tables are specified with the tabular environment and the array environment.
The first environment is designed for common text tables, and the second one is for tables that contain mathematical equations. These environments allow users to specify the
border line style, the justification of each column, and the data as rows that consist of
a list of entries mixed with additional formatting information. Like Tbl, B-'I'.EX can also
determine the heights of rows and widths of columns based on the text, provided that
either the line-breaking points or the width of text are given in advance.

Tabular mark up in SGML
SGML [Int86], the Standard Generalized Markup Language, is an ISO standard that
provides a syntactic meta-language for the definition of textual markup systems, which
are then used to indicate the logical structures of documents. Each markup system,
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specified by a context-free grammar, defines the structure and rules for marking up the
document instances. The marked-up document instances can be formatted by compiling
the mark up into the mark up for a formatting system such as H-TEX, can be interchanged
across a heterogeneous network, or can be added to a database system. When translating
a marked-up document for a formatting system, the typographic description of how to
present documents is usually supplied in a style sheet, which is a collection of styles
that may be attached to part or all elements of a document. A specific tabular markup
method has been designed as an application of SGML [Int88]. Using this method, a
table is specified by four components: a heading, a body, a caption, and an optional
description. The table heading specifies only the hierarchical structure of the column
headings, which can be divided into four levels of subheadings. The table body is a
list of rows, and each row is a list of entries for the columns. The table caption and
description are text. With a second SGML tabular markup method [Int92], a table is
modeled by a four-level hierarchy: the first level is the whole table; the second level may
contain a head that specifies the column headings, a foot that specifies the footnotes,
and a body that specifies the entries; the third level consists of rows, and the fourth
level consists of cells. The formatting attributes can be specified with different levels of
objects, including type sizes, size constraints, cell arrangement, alignment options, and
rule types.

TABLE
TABLE [BEF84] is a prototype interactive editor that provides a uniform editing environment and true integration for a variety of dissimilar objects (specifically text objects
and table objects) in a WYSIWYG environment. All document objects are represented
as an object-oriented architecture and the operations upon different objects are determined by the nature of the objects. Each object in the hierarchy has its own variables
and operations. Subobjects can inherit variables and operations from their superobjects.
TABLE describes a table with a dual-hierarchical structure (row hierarchy and column
hierarchy). Tables are manipulated using an object-oriented mode as follows. An object
can be activated, the levels of granularity can be changed, from the granularity of a whole
table to the granularity of a single character, and a different logical object can be selected
in the current granularity. The currently active operations are determined by the nature
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of the active object.

Spreadsheet systems

Lotus 1-2-3 [Lot84] and Microsoft Excel [MS-90] are sophisticated spreadsheet systems,
that provide automated business tools for the manipulation, computation, and analysis
of data as well as providing presentational tools for reporting results in different formats.
Tabular data is put in a worksheet, a two-dimensional lattice that can be addressed by
row and column indices. Formatting attributes can be assigned to any data cell. A part
from lattice formats, tabular data can be presented in different forms, such as bar graphs,
pie graphs, and line graphs.

Beach's system
Richard Beach [Bea85] presented a framework for formatting tables that is suitable for
use in interactive editors and formatters. A central idea in his approach is the separation
of the table arrangement from the table layout. The table arrangement, or table topology,
is expressed by a grid structure. Geometric constraints are expressed as linear inequalities
in which the independent variables are the positions of the grid lines and the alignment
points of table entries. The table layout, or table geometry, is computed from both the
table topology and the physical dimensions of the table entries. A linear-inequalityconstraint solver is used to compute the table geometry. He implemented sophisticated
algorithms to manipulate and render tables based on the grid structure. All editing
objects, including the whole table, a row, a column, an entry, and a rule, are organized
with an object-oriented architecture, and style attributes can be specified for each of
them. The style options include alignment options, rule parameters, or bearoff distances.
A subobject may inherit the style attributes of a superobject. For example, an entry may
either have its own style attributes or inherit the style attributes of its row and column,
or of the whole table.
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Furuta's prototype
Richard Furuta [Fur86] developed an integrated editor-formatter that merges the flexibility of document representation using an the abstract object-oriented approach with the
naturalness of document manipulation using the exact-representation editor-formatters.
Documents are represented by a heterogeneous structure: tnt (strict tree - not strict
tree). The top level of a tnt is a strict tree, and the leaves of the strict tree are tree blocks
with arbitrary structure, which are used to represent nonhierarchical objects {for example, tables and mathematical equations). Tree blocks can contain objects that are tnt
structures. A table block is modeled with a variety of dual-hierarchy structures. The tnt
structure allows table entries to be different kinds of objects such as text, equations, and
subtables. Furuta's prototype provides operations to manipulate a table's row-column
structure, to edit the contents of entries, and to span entries horizontally and vertically.
Cameron's system

John P. Cameron [Cam89] presented a cognitive model for tabular editing. The model
is an extension of the model presented by Beach. The goal of the model is to propose
a group of functions which allow table designers to manipulate both the topological
structure and the content of a table in a natural manner to give a visual, interactive
environment. To provide the operations that are involved in the mental process of making
a table, Cameron introduced two distinguishing concepts: region and section. A region
of a table is an area of the table that is obtained by slicing completely through the table
with either two parallel horizontal lines or two parallel vertical lines. A section is any
group of cells in a rectangular box. Cameron's system breaks down the mental process
underlying tabular construction into three steps: structure editing, content editing, and
visual editing. Structure editing consists of the creation or modification of the topological
structure of a table. The operations in this process are: splitting and joining cells, and
inserting, deleting, duplicating and moving a region. Cameron also mentions that more
complex operations such as rearranging the label region {reversing the hierarchy of index
items and their subindex items in a label region) and transposing a table can also be
added to his system, but it would increase the complexity of the system. Content editing
consists of the activities involved in entering, deleting, and modifying the individual
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entries in a table. Since the entries can be of various types, such as numeric, textual,
mathematical, graphical, or even tabular, different operations are required to support
each of these activities. Visual editing consists of modifying the visual format of the
entries in a section of a table. The allowable modifications are: type faces, alignment
options, background shading and colors, and the types of border rules.
lmprov

Improv [Imp91) is an improved version of Lotus 1-2-3. It is an interactive commercial
system for the editing and formatting of tabular data for finance and business. Tables are
defined by specifying multiple categories in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions
of a spreadsheet. The labels of these categories are placed at the top or on the left
side of the spreadsheet. Entries are placed in cells that are addressed by the labels of
different categories. Besides inheriting the functions provided by Lotus 1-2-3, Improv
also provides some operations to manipulate tables logically. For example, tables can
be topologically rearranged by moving a category from the horizontal dimension to the
vertical dimension, and conversely.

Vanoirbeek's system

In Vanoirbeek's system [Van92), a table is specified as a collection of entries that are
semantically connected to multiple labels of different categories. The logical structure of
a table is modeled by a tree with additional edges: a table consists of a set of logical dimensions (categories) and a set of items (entries); the logical dimensions include rubrics
(labels) which may themselves contain subrubrics; additional edges are used to represent the connections between items and rubrics. The main reason for this representation
mechanism is to comply with the hierarchical document representation used in the host
system Grif [QV86). Vanoirbeek breaks table creation into two processes: editing and
formatting. Editing includes structure editing and content editing. When editing the
structure, one can add or suppress dimensions, rubrics, and subrubrics, and also merge
items. When editing the content, one can use classical text editing functions to edit the
names of dimensions, rubrics, subrubrics, and the content of items. Formatting associates
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the values of typographic attributes with the tabular components. The typographic attributes include the presentational options that control the geometric arrangement of the
table and formatting options for data, rules, and decoration. The typographic attributes
can be specified in a generic way by a set of presentational rules. Each presentational
rule is related to an attribute, and it specifies how the value must be calculated during
formatting. Presentational rules allow the propagation and synthesis of attribute values
in a tree structure to achieve consistent typographic choices throughout the document.

TAFEL MUSIK
TAFEL MUSIK [SKS94, SSK94] borrows database techniques to handle various aspects
of tabular processing. It provides a data model to represent a homogeneous class of
tabular logical structures and supports a tabular style description language (TSDL) to
specify styles for tabular logical structures. A TSDL interpreter applies the styles to a
tabular logical structure retrieved from the database and generates the final tabular layout. The details of the data model and TSDL are not yet known since the paper [SSK94]
about them is still in preparation. The authors do, however, describe an algorithm that
attempts automatic formatting and high-quality layout has been described [SKS94]. The
algorithm automatically determines the physical dimensions of the rows and columns
and breaks text into lines according to the widths of the columns. Moreover, the algorithm generates a layout that satisfies some objective function (for example, minimal
area, minimal diameter, and minimal white space) and satisfies all the user-specified size
constraints expressed as linear inequalities. The algorithm divides the entire optimization
problem into a number of subproblems, and it uses accelerating techniques to increase
efficiency.

1.3.3

Evaluation of prior work

We evaluate tabular composition systems based on the following criteria, which we believe
can be used to indicate whether they provide sufficient functionality to support the
different stages of tabular composition:
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1. Does it specify the multi-dimensional logical structure of tables and provide suffi-

cient functionality to manipulate the logical structure?
2. Does it specify the topological arrangement of tables and provide the ability to
arrange tabular items flexibly in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions?
3. Does it specify sufficient styles for different kinds of tabular components to achieve
high-quality layout?
4. Does it help users to deal with different table sizes and shapes?
The early system, TABPRINT, provides little functionality to support tabular composition. It can generate tables according to only limited formatting styles that control
the presentation of the whole table. Variant styles for different items are not allowed.
Using Tbl and :0-TEX, users specify tables explicitly based on the topological arrangement; thus, there is no clear separation between the logical structure and the topology. Tbl and H-TEX are specification languages that rely on the underlying formatting
systems troff and TEX, respectively. These formatting systems do not provide true
two-dimensional formatting. Table specifications are precompiled and tabular items are
broken down into two separate formatting processes: a horizontal formatting process
followed by a vertical formatting process. Because Tbl and H-TEX do not provide editing
facilities, users have to respecify tables if they want to change the topological arrangement of these tables. Tbl provides many typographic styles, but the styles for columns
and rows are treated differently. H-TEX provides styles for only columns. It is difficult for
users to specify tables that require complex layouts, such as the cut-in style and grouping
items in a number of rows with white space and rules. Tbl and :0-TEX can break text
into lines if the text width is given and the tabular markup mechanism specifies size
constraints for both rows and columns. Such functionality can help users to control table
size and shape to a limited extent.
The tabular markup methods using SGML are not tabular composition systems. They
specify explicitly the topological arrangement and do not separate the logical structure
from the topology. Like Tbl and H-TEX, they require the respecification of a table if
its topological arrangement needs to be changed. The latest tabular markup method in
SGML provides many styles for the whole table, the column headings, the rows, and the
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cells, but it provides no styles for the columns except an alignment option. It also allows
size constraints for both rows and columns.
TABLE, spreadsheet systems, Beach's system, Furuta's prototype, and Cameron's
system, which are all interactive, also describe tables based on their topological arrangement and do not separate the logical structure from the topology. These systems provide
true two-dimensional formatting and treat rows and columns equally. Although these
systems provide a WYSIWYG environment for editing the topological arrangement of a
table, users may need many editing operations to rearrange tabular items. For example,
if we want to change the topological arrangement of a table by exchanging the labels
in the stub and the boxhead, we have to use many moving operations. These systems
are able to specify typographic styles interactively for the whole table, columns, rows,
blocks, and cells. Beach's system can automatically calculate the heights of rows and
widths of columns that satisfy a set of size constraints expressed as linear inequalities
and achieve the minimal value for the sum of the tabular width and height. It assumes,
however, that the text is broken into lines in advance, which enables the system to find
a layout in polynomial time.
Improv and Vanoirbeek's system are able to specify the multi-dimensional logical
structures of tables. Neither of them, however, provides sufficient ability to modify the
logical structure of a table. Both systems offer only the basic functions to create a
new logical structure interactively. Some changes to an existing structure, such as the
change from an implicit structure to an explicit one, may require the user to abandon
the old structure and create a new one. Both systems provide the ability to edit the
topological arrangement by changing the position of a category inside the stub or the
boxhead and by moving a category from the stub to the boxhead, and conversely. This
ability also helps users to control tabular size and shape. Although Improv captures the
tabular logical structure, it provides few typographic styles to control the presentation of
logical components. Vanoirbeek's system does provide some basic typographic styles for
categories, labels and entries, but it provides no typographic styles for complex tabular
layouts. Both Improv and Vanoirbeek's system can control the sizes and shapes by
specifying the widths and heights of tables or the sizes of columns and rows. Yet they
do not deal with automatic line-breaking and size constraints during the calculation of
the physical dimensions of a table.
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TAFEL MUSIK is a tabular typesetting system that is currently under development
and as such little is known about it. It also describes tables based on their multidimensional logical structure. It is, however, a batch-oriented formatting system and
provides no editing ability to update the logical structures of tables. TAFEL MUSIK
provides a powerful ability to control tabular size and shape by allowing users to specify
size constraints as linear inequalities, automatically breaking text into lines, and calculating the optimal layouts for a small number of objective functions.

1.4

Research Objectives

The general goal of our research is to create a tabular model for the design of high-quality
tables in two dimensions. It should support the different stages of tabular composition,
including the design of the logical structure, the arrangement of tabular items, the specification of typographic styles, and the formatting of concrete tables. This model should be
based only on the nature of tables and should be independent of any existing formatting
and editing systems. The specific objectives are:
1. To propose an abstract model to specify tabular logical structure

Like Vanoirbeek's system and TAFEL MUSIK, our abstract model should also
describe the multi-dimensional logical structure of tables. The major difference
between our abstract model and theirs should be the representation used to specify
the logical structure. Vanoirbeek's system abstracts tables as a tree with additional
edges to comply with the hierarchical structure used in its host system Grif. TAFEL
MUSIK uses a two-dimensional database model to specify multi-dimensional tables.
Neither the hierarchical structure nor the database model naturally describe the
characteristics of multi-dimensional tables. Our abstract model should use wellunderstood mathematical notation to abstract tables and should hide the representation and implementation.
2. To investigate what operations are needed for the manipulation of abstract tables.
The editing operations for row-column structures have been investigated. The
operations for multi-dimensional logical structures, however, have been little in-
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vestigated. The editing model should manipulate tables at an abstract level. The
operations in the editing model should be topology independent.
3. To explore what topological and style rules are necessary to specify a tabular layout
structure.
We divide layout specification into two parts: topological specification and style
specification. In topological specification, we should focus on the rules needed
to specify the relative placement of tabular items in two dimensions. In style
specification, we should provide style rules that govern the present~tion of the
whole table, the main regions (the stub, boxhead, stub head, and body), the logical
components (categories, labels, and entries), and the layout components (rows,
columns, and blocks). These style rules should include not only basic formatting
attributes, such as the type face and point size, spacing and rule type, horizontal
and vertical alignment options, and size constraints, but also formatting attributes
that enable us to easily specify complex layout structures, such as grouping items,
cut-in headings, and spanning options for entries.
4. To solve the formatting problem arising in the generation of a concrete table when
applying layout specifications to an abstract table.
The most difficult problem arising in tabular formatting is how to determine efficiently the physical dimensions of a table that satisfies user-specified size constraints. Beach [Bea85] has given a polynomial-time algorithm that requires users
to indicate the line breaks in advance. TAFEL MUSIK's developers have designed
an exponential-time algorithm that achieves automatic line-breaking and satisfies
one of a small number of objective functions. Automatic line-breaking and size constraints are important features that can help users to deal with table size and shape.
Our objectives are to analyze the computational complexity of tabular formatting
with respect to different restrictions and to design an algorithm that supports automatic line-breaking and size constraints expressed as linear inequalities and finds
the physical dimensions in polynomial time for many tables.
5. To demonstrate that our model is feasible by implementing a prototype tabular
composition system that helps users to efficiently design high-quality tables.
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Based on our tabular model, we should implement a prototype tabular editor and
formatter. This prototype should provide an interactive interface to help users
easily specify and manipulate logical structure, topological arrangement, and typographic styles. It should also generate formatted tabular outputs for different
typesetting systems.

1.5

Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized from five aspects. First, we propose
an abstract model to specify the multi-dimensional logical structure of tables. This model
uses well-understood mathematical notation, such as sets and functions, to abstract
tables, which distinguishes our model from other models. This model not only precisely
abstracts the category structure and the logical associations between labels and entries
but also allows us to determine what operations are necessary for the manipulation of
the multi-dimensional logical structure.
Second, we present an editing model for the manipulation of the multi-dimensional
logical structure of tables. The editing model enables us to edit tables independently of
their topology. We no longer need to perform a transformation between logical components and layout components when editing tabular logical structure. As far as we know,
no one has explored what operations are needed for multi-dimensional tables at such an
abstract level.
Third, we give a presentational model for the specification of tabular layout structure. We adopt a similar arrangement of the categories to those used in Improv and in
Vanoirbeek's system, but offer more options to arrange labels. The style rules provided
in the presentational model can be used to specify style from different viewpoints. In
addition to the traditional style for the row-column structure, we provide style rules to
specify the style for the logical components of an abstract table and for the four major
regions of a table: stub, boxhead, stub head and the body. To our knowledge, no current
system offers such an abundance of style rules for tabular presentation. Moreover, we
also propose an approach to solve style conflicts when applying a set of styles rules to a
table.
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Fourth, we are the first to prove that the tabular formatting is NP-complete with
respect to two useful features: automatic line breaking and size constraints expressed as
linear inequalities. We also design a polynomial-time greedy algorithm that can partially
solve the tabular formatting problem for many tables.
Lastly, we implemented a prototype to validate our ideas and demonstrate that we
can integrate our models in an interactive tabular editor and formatter. This prototype
not only helps users to easily design high-quality tables in two dimensions, but also offers
users a tool to analyze and explore tabular data efficiently.
This thesis describes our proposals, discussion and investigations, and it presents
possible future work based on our current achievements. In Chapter 2, we present a formal model for the abstraction of tabular logical structure. In Chapter 3, we discuss the
operations for the manipulation of tabular logical structure. In Chapter 4, we describe
what presentational rules are necessary for topological specification and style specification. In Chapter 5, we formally define the tabular formatting problem and prove its.
NP-completeness. We also give an algorithm that solves the problem in polynomial time
for many common cases. In Chapter 6, we introduce a prototype interactive tabular editor and formatter which is based on the tabular model and describes how we solve some
key problems arising during the implementation of the prototype. In the last chapter,
we draw some conclusions about current achievements and discuss what remains to be
done.

Chapter 2
Abstraction
Tabular abstraction plays an important role in tabular composition because it determines
the capabilities of editing and presentation. When we design a table, we usually decide on
the logical structure before we select a presentational form. Thus, we should deal with the
logical structure and the layout structure separately. There are at least two advantages
with the separation the logical structure and the layout structure. First, tables can be
manipulated independently of their layout structure. For example, to remove a label from
a category, we no longer have to determine which rows or columns should be removed
from the layout structure. Second, by associating different topologies and styles with
the logical structure, we easily can obtain various layout structures for a table. For
example, to obtain the transposition of a table, we need to respecify only the topology
of a table. We now present an abstract model that specifies only the logical structure
of tables and ignores their layout structures. This model is based on our preliminary
model [WW93]. We describe an editing model and a presentational model, which are
based on the abstract model, in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

2.1

Guidelines for tabular abstraction

We propose three guidelines for the design of a tabular abstract model. We base the
model on observation of tables in the literature [CRC88, Sta86, BR74, Rit86] and on
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the discussions of tables from the perspectives of typography [Chi93, Rub88, Wil83],
psychology [WF70, Wri68, Wri77, Tin60, SW84], and statistics [Zei85, Ehr77, Hal43].
First, the model should capture a wide range of tables. We do not expect to provide an
approach that models the logical structures of all tables. There are some tables that have
a complex logical structure (see Section 2.4). We focus our efforts on the most common
kinds of tables, with one simplifying assumption: we ignore footnotes. We examined
tables in books from various sources, including typography, statistics, sociology, science,
and business, and found that majority of tables can be specified with a multi-dimensional
logical structure (see Table A.I in Appendix A). A table with multi-dimensional logical
structure consists of a number of categories and a set of entries. The labels in each
category are organized hierarchically and each entry is logically associated with exactly
one label from each category.
Second, the model should not include any characteristic that is related to the presentational form of a table. Any concept that is associated with tabular topology ( such as
row or column) or typography (such as typeface or rule type) should not appear in the
model.
Third, the model should abstract tabular logical structure with well-understood mathematical notions, rather than with a specific representational scheme. In this way, we
can view an abstract table as an abstract data type that hides its representation and
implementation. We can also use this model to define the semantics of the editing model
described in Chapter 3.

2.2

Terminology

We specify the logical structure of a table as an abstract table, which describes the
hierarchical label structure of categories and the logical relationships between labels and
entries. We first define some necessary terminology and notation before we define an
abstract table.
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Labels
A label can be any string of characters and symbols, including the empty string.
Labeled sets
A labeled set is a set together with a label. We specify a labeled set as an ordered pair
(label, set). For example, (1991, 0) and (Grade, {50, 60}) are labeled sets.

Labeled domains
A labeled domain is defined inductively as follows:
1. A labeled empty set ( L, 0) is a labeled domain.

2. A labeled set of labeled domains such that the labels of the labeled domains are
pairwise distinct is a labeled domain.
3. Only labeled domains that are obtained from rules 1 and 2 are legal.
For a labeled domain D = (l, s), we use lbl(D) to denote the label I and set(D) to denote
the set s. A labeled domain can be represented by a labeled tree in which the children of
a node are unordered. Fig. 2.1 presents the relationship between a labeled domain and its
labeled tree. Each node in the tree represents a labeled domain and each external node
represents a labeled empty set. For convenience, we will use the tree of a labeled domain
to explain some concepts and operations that are related to labeled domains. It should
be clear that we can use labeled domains to describe the hierarchical label structures of
categories.
Label sequences
We use label sequences to uniquely identify the labeled subdomains in a labeled domain. For a labeled domain D = (l, s ), the label I is a label sequence that identifies
D. We extend this notion inductively for the labeled subdomains in D as follows. If
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(Dl, { ( dll, { ( dlll, phi),
(dl12, phi),

} ),
( d12, phi),
( d13, phi),

} )
Figure 2.1: The relationship between a labeled domain and a corresponding labeled tree.

a labeled sequence l identifies a labeled domain which contains a set of labeled domains {(l1 , s 1 ), •.. , (lr, Sr)}, then l.l; is a label sequence that identifies labeled sub domain (l;, s;). For example, the label sequence Dl.dll identifies the labeled subdomain
(dll,{dlll,0},{dl12,0}) in the labeled domain in Fig. 2.1. The dot notation that we
use is well known in library classification systems and it is often called Dewey notation.
An explicit dot is used to separate the labels in a label sequence to avoid ambiguity.
Given a label sequence l, we use A(l) to denote the labeled domain identified by l. We
also use lbl(l) and set(/) to denote the label and the set of A(I).
Frontier label sequences
A label sequence that identifies a labeled domain with an empty set is a frontier label
sequence. In the associated labeled tree, such a label sequence corresponds to a root-tofrontier path. The frontier fr(D) of a labeled domain D is the set of all frontier label
sequences of D and for a set G of labeled domains, fr(C) = {fr(D)[D E G}. Given
a labeled domain D, fr(D) is unique and, moreover, given fr(D), we can reconstruct
a unique D. Thus, given a set S of label sequences that satisfies the following two
conditions:
1. All label sequences in S have a common first label,
2. S is prefix-free; that is, whenever a label sequence x.y is in S, for some label
sequences x and y, the label sequence xis not in S,
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we can construct a labeled domain D such that fr(D) = S. If we can construct a labeled
domain D from a set S of label sequences such that S = fr(D), then Sis consistent. For
example, S = {Dl.dll.dlll, Dl.dll.d112, Dl.dl2, Dl.d13} is consistent because Sis the
frontier of the labeled domain in Fig. 2.1. S = {Dl.dll, Dl.dll.dlll} is not consistent
because we cannot construct a labeled domain such that S is the frontier of the labeled
domain.
Unordered Cartesian product
Given n 2:: 1 disjoint sets A 1 , A 2 , ••• , An their unordered Cartesian product A 1 © ... ©An
is a set A such that each element of A is a set that contains exactly one element from
each of the sets A;(l S i S n). We use the unordered Cartesian product to associate
frontier label sequences with entries in an abstract table. When we have n disjoint
labeled domains D 1 , D2 , ••• , Dn, we need the unordered Cartesian product of their sets
of frontier label sequences, namely fr(D 1)© ... ©fr(Dn)- For a set C of labeled domains
D 1 , ••• , Dn, we use ©fr(C) to denote fr(D1) © ... © fr(Dn).

2.3

The definition of an abstract table

Now we are ready to define an abstract table. An abstract table is specified by an ordered
pair (C, o), where
1. C is a finite set of labeled domains.
2. <l is a map from ©fr( C) to the universe of possible value.
We have introduced labeled domains to model the informal notion of a category; thus,
we now treat a category as a labeled domain and C as a finite set of categories. We use
©fr(C) to model the entry set ofa table. Each entry is identified by a [Cl-element set in
©fr( C) and is assigned a value by o. If o assigns no value for an entry {f1 , f 2 , ••• , f1o1},
we say that entry {f1 , f 2 , ••• , f101} is undefined. We use the word "frame" to denote a
table in which the map o is empty, or is considered to be empty; thus, ©fr( C) is also
called the frame of a table. There are two important quantitative measures of a table:
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Table 2.1: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Term

Assignments

Examinations

i

Assl j Ass2 Ass3 Midterm IFinal
1991

1992

Winter
Spring

85
80

80
65

75
75

Fall

80

85

Winter
Spring

85
80
75

80
80
70

Fall

75

60
60
55

80

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
70

Grade
75
70
75
75
75
70

its dimension and size. The dimension dim(T) of an abstract table T = (C, <>) is the size
of C, the number of categories in C. On the other hand, the size size(T) of an abstract
table T = (C, <>) is the size of ®fr(C), the number of entries in T. Using this model, we
can specify the logical structure of Table 2.1 with the abstract table T = (C, <>) in which
C consists of following three categories:

(Year, {(1991, 0), (1992, 0)} ),
(Term, {(Winter, 0), (Spring, 0), (Fall, 0)} ), and
(Mark, {(Assignments, {(Assl, 0), (Ass2, 0), (Ass3, 0)} ),
(Examinations, {(Midterm, 0), (Final, 0)} ),
(Grade, 0)} ).

and ,I' is defined by:
<>({Year.1991, Term.Winter, Mark.Assignments.Assl})
<>({Year.1991, Term.Winter, Mark.Assignments.Ass2})
<>({Year.1991, Term.Winter, Mark.Assignments.Ass3})

= 85;
= 80;
= 75;
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J({Year.1991,
J({Year.1991,
J({Year.1991,
J({Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J({Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Year.1991,
J( {Y ear.1991,
J({Year.1991,
J({Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,
J( {Year.1992,
J({Year.1992,

Term.Winter, Mark.Examinations.Midterm})= 60;
Term.Winter, Mark.Examinations.Final})= 75;
Term.Winter, Mark.Grade})= 75;
Term.Spring, Mark.Assignments.Assl}) = 80;
Term.Spring, M ark.Assignments.Ass2}) = 65;
Term.Spring, M ark.Assignments.Ass3}) = 75;
Term.Spring, Mark.Examinations.Midterm}) = 60;
Term.Spring, Mark.Examinations.Final})= 70;
Term.Spring, Mark.Grade}) = 70;
Term.Fall, Mark.Assignments.Assl}) = 80;
Term.Fall, M ark.Assignments.Ass2}) = 85;
Term.Fall, M ark.Assignments.Ass3}) = 75;
Term.Fall, Mark.Examinations.Midterm})= 55;
Term.Fall, Mark.Examinations.Final}) = 80;
Term.Fall, Mark.Grade})= 75;
Term.Winter, Mark.Assignments.Assl}) = 85;
Term. Winter, M ark.Assignments.Ass2}) = 80;
Term.Winter, Mark.Assignments.Ass3}) = 70;
Term.Winter, Mark.Examinations.Midterm})= 70;
Term.Winter, Mark.Examinations.Final})= 75;
Term.Winter, Mark.Grade})= 75;
Term.Spring, M ark.Assignments.Assl}) = 80;
Term.Spring, M ark.Assignments.Ass2}) = 80;
Term.Spring, M ark.Assignments.Ass3}) = 70;
Term.Spring, Mark.Examinations.Midterm}) = 70;
Term.Spring, Mark.Examinations.Final})= 75;
Term.Spring, Mark.Grade}) = 75;
Term.Fall, Mark.Assignments.Assl}) = 75;
Term.Fall, M ark.Assignments.Ass2}) = 70;
Term.Fall, M ark.Assignments.Ass3}) = 65;
Term.Fall, Mark.Examinations.Midterm})= 60;
Term.Fall, Mark.Examinations.Final}) = 80;
Term.Fall, Mark.Grade})= 70.
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Since we use sets to specify the category structure of a table, the categories are
unordered and the labels in a category or a subcategory are also unordered. Ordering is
an issue of topology, and we do not include it in the abstract model. We will deal with
category ordering and label ordering in Chapter 4.
The definition of an abstract table fulfills our three guidelines; that is, it can be used
to specify the logical structures of commonly used tables, it is independent of tabular
topology and typography, and it uses sets and mappings, which are well-understood
mathematical notions. In the next chapter, we will use this model to specify the semantics
of the tabular editing operations.

2.4

Expressiveness of the abstract model

We have made the simplying assumption that we do not model footnotes in the abstract
model. Clearly, footnotes play an important role in tables. See the examples in the
book Human Activity and Environment [Sta86]. In this book, 148 of the 172 tables have
footnotes (see Table A.l, Appendix A). Although we do not model footnotes, a user can
still use footnotes with any tabular entry. The limitation is that they are dealt with by
the target typesetting system, they are not manipulable as abstract objects within our
model.
Second, the abstract model does not capture all tables even when we ignore footnotes.
The model can be used to specify tables that have only a multi-dimensional logical structure. Not all tables have such a nice structure however. Some tables are a combination of
several tables as a multi-dimensional structure. For example, Table 2.2 is a combination
of two tables as a multi-dimensional structure. There are two categories: Barometer reading and Temp. alt. factor in this table. The entries of the table are divided
into two groups. One group, including all the entries above the double line, are associated with only partial labels in the category Temp. alt. factor and the partial labels in
the Barometer reading. The other group, including the entries below the double line,
are also associated with partial labels in the two categories. We can break the category
Barometer reading into two categories in this way: Barometer reading 1 includes
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the labels above the double line and Barometer reading 2 includes the labels below
the double line. Similarly, we can also break the category Temp. alt. factor into two
categories: Temp. alt. factor 1 and Temp. alt. factor 2. Then, we obtain two tables
that can be specified as a multi-dimensional structure. Another example, Table 2.3, is a
combination of three tables in multi-dimensional structure. There are three categories:
X, Y, and Type of calculations ( the category in the stub head) in this table. The first
subtable, whose entries are associated with the categories X and Type of calculations,
is placed in the boxhead. The second subtable, whose entries are associated with the categories Y and Type of calculations, is placed in the stub. The third subtable, whose
entries are associated with categories X and Y, is placed in the body. To specify these
tables, we should be able to specify multiple mappings that can share some categories
in an abstract table. This is a topic of future investigation. We also need to investigate
how to present these kinds of abstract tables in two dimensions.
We carried out an experiment to measure how well our abstract model specifies tables
in the real world. We counted tables in books from various sources, including statistics,
sociology, science, and business. The results of the experiment, given in Table A.1,
Appendix A, reveals that the abstract model can be used to specify 56 percent of the
tables if we consider footnotes, or 97 percent of the tables if we ignore footnotes. From
this experiment, we see that the majority of the tables in traditional printed documents
can be specified with a multi-dimensional logical structure.
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Table 2.2: Metric units.
Temperaturealtitude factor
1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

Barometer reading
780
mm

760 740
mm mm

720
mm

700
mm

0.9
4.5
9.0
13.0
18.2
22.8
27.4

......

0.9
4.4
8.8
13.2
17.7
22.2
26.7
31.2

0.9
4.3
8.6
12.9
17.2
21.6
26.0
30.4

0.8
4.2
8.3
12.5
16.8
21.0
25.3
29.6

0.8
4.0
8.1
12.2
16.3
20.4
24.6
28.8

760
mm

740
mm

720
mm

700
mm

680
mm

660
mm

34.9
39.3
43.8
48.4
...... 52.9
...... 57.5
...... 62.1
...... 66.7

33.9
38.3
42.7
47.1
51.5
55.9
60.4
64.9

33.0
37.2
41.5
45.8
50.1
54.4
58.7
63.1

32.0
36.2
40.3
44.5
48.6
52.8
57.1
61.3

31.1
35.1
39.1
43.1
47.2
51.2
55.4
59.5

35.8
40.4
45.0
49.7
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wheat and fl.our prices by months, 1914-1933.
X

class

-- --

mid,

2

20

6 25 37 52 24 15 15 13 18 6

0

6 50 111 208 120 90 105 104 162 60 55 48 1119

fd 2 0

6 100 333 832 600 540 735 832 lt45 600 605 576 7217

1 12 144

14.00

14.i 11 5 55 605

--- 13.i

.

y

- -

--

12.

-- 11.

11.00

..

10.00
.

-

--

9.00
•

n•

10.

3

4

1

3

7 14 98 686

6

8

9.5 6 17 102 612

1
4

5.5 2 16 32 64

1

1 10 5

8 11 4

7 22 12 3

4 10 1

3

1

1

144

2

616

1

520

1

5 40 320

240

2
2

8

4

1
2

5 20 25

-· --

5

6

6.5 3 54 162 486

nn

9 10 11 12

9 10 90 810

2

-

8

1

7.5 4 46 184 736

nn

7

2

8.5 5 28 140 700

-

6

1

7.00

6.00
-" -5.00

5

10 5 50 500

8.00

-· --

::40 i:.-so :.so Total f(dxdy)

1

15.00

12.00

I • - In

0
fd

--

...

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

---

13.00

I• .,

7

: equt-

. - -- 15.1 12

- ne ' • n ,

5
evil

-

...

.40 .60 .80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.20

864
360
840
726
790
764

1

576
86

4.00

4.5 1 34 34 34 15 5 14

33

3.00

3.5 0

0

n

••

Total

5

0

0

5

240 999 669

X= Wheat price per bushel in dollars;

6319

Y= Flour price per barrel in dollars.

Chapter 3

Editing
Modeling a table as a row-column structure requires users to perform a transformation
from logical components to layout components when editing the logical structure of the
table. For example, if we want to delete a label from a category, we need to determine
the rows or the columns that contain this label and remove these rows or columns.
Modeling tables with their logical structure, however, makes editing independent of their
topological arrangement. We can manipulate tables at a logical level without worrying
about their layout structure. We present an editing model that proposes a set of editing
operations for tables. We use the abstract model described in Chapter 2 to specify
the logical structure of tables and the semantics of these operations. As we will see
in Chapter 6, we use these operations to implement the editor in a prototype tabular
composition system.

3.1

What operations are necessary?

We need to be able to create a new table and to manipulate and modify an existing
table. The operations should include: changing logical dimension, reorganizing the label
structure of categories and updating the entry values and labels. Thus, we divide the
operations into three groups.

40
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Table 3.1: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Assignments

Term

Examinations

Assl j Ass2 I Ass3 Midterm I Final

1991

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

Winter
Spring
Fall

1992

Winter
Spring
Fall

3.1.1

Grade

Table operations

Table operations may change the dimensions of tables and, therefore, change their frames.
The size of a table, however, may or may not be changed by these operations. The basic
operations for this group include the creation of an empty table, the addition of a new
category, and the deletion of an existing category. More complex operations may be
necessary when we take into account some special requirements of editing. Sometimes
we need to generate new categories that are based on existing ones. For example, if
we want to design a table that shows the flight schedules between the major cities of
Canada for an airline company, we can use a two-dimensional table with two categories
that consist of the same labels-the cities. It is easier to design such a table if we create
one category first and then copy it to make the second category. Thus, we may need an
operation to duplicate a category. Other examples of additional operations are: reducing
the logical dimension of Table 3.1 by combining categories Year and Term, or undoing
the combination by splitting the combined category into two categories. Thus, we need
operations to combine two categories and split one category into two categories.
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Category operations

Category operations change the label structure of a category; thus, they preserve
the dimension of a table and may change the size of a table. The basic operations for
this group include inserting a subcategory into a category, deleting a subcategory from
a category, moving a subcategory to a new place within a category, and duplicating a
subcategory. Now suppose that we want to design a conversion table from pounds to
kilograms for the range of O to 99 pounds. We may present the table as an implicit
structure shown in Table 3.2, in which the labels of the category Pounds are organized
as shown in Fig. 3.l(a). Assume that we want to change it to the explicit structure
shown in Table 3.3, in which the labels of the category Pounds are organized as shown
in Fig. 3.1( d). Fig. 3.1 shows an approach to transforming the category structure from an
implicit to an explicit structure. It is helpful if we have an operation that can combine two
subcategories by appending all the children of a subcategory to the frontier nodes of the
other categories and a reverse operation that splits a subcategory into two categories. We
also need an operation that promotes a set of subcategories up one level and an operation
that demotes a set of subcategories down one level to change the depth of a category.

3.1.3

Label and entry operations

Label and entry operations change only the labels and entry values. The operations
in this group are simple but are frequently used. These operations do not change the
frame of an abstract table, but affect the content of items in the frame. They preserve
both the dimension and the size of a table. The operations include changing a label and
assigning a new value for an entry. If we want to support a searching ability, we also
need operations that read the entry values. Sometimes we need to compute the value of
an entry based on its old value. For example, if the value of an entry is a set of numbers,
we may need to change the entry value to be the sum of the numbers. Thus, we need an
operation that performs a calculation over an entry value.
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Table 3.2: An implicit conversion table from pounds to kilograms.
Pounds

Kilograms

One digit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.00
0.45
0.90
1.36
1.81
2.26
2.72
3.17
3.63
4.08

Two digits
00
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0.00
4.54
9.07
13.60
18.14
22.68
27.22
31.75
36.29
40.82
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Table 3.3: An explicit conversion table from pounds to kilograms.
Pounds

Kilograms

0
1
2

0.00
0.45
0.90

8

3.63

9

4.08

10
12

4.54
4.99
5.44

18
19

8.17
8.62

90
91
92

40.82
41.27
41.72

98
99

44.45
44.90

11
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--=:::--~---===-1 digit

~

...... ®@
(a)

t

Combine the label tree 'One digit'I
with the label tree 'Two digits' i

Split the label tree 'Two digits' into
two label trees and label the new
label tree 'One digit'

---Pounds

tt
(b)

Remove 'O's from the label of the
nodes at the 3rd level and merge
the nodes of the 3rd and 4th level

Generate new parents for 10 groups
of nodes at the 3rd level and add 'O's
to the labels of the new parents

---Pounds

(c)
Assign an empty label for the
node 'Two digits' and merge it
with its children

Generate a new parent labeled
'Two digits' for all the nodes at
the 2nd level

11
Pounds

---~/~

®®······®
(d)

Figure 3.1: The transformations between implicit and explicit structures.
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Applying an operation

After applying an operation to a table T = (C, 8), we obtain a new table T' = (C', 81 ). An
operation may change the category structure C and the mapping 8. If C is changed, the
domain ©fr( C) of 8 is also changed, which causes a change in the associations between
labels and entries. Mathematically, 8' defines new values for the entries of T'. In the
editing model, we could assign no values to 8'; however, in most cases, the values of 8'
depend on the values of 8. Thus, we generate new entry values from old entry values
according to the requirements of the different operations.
The table operations that change the dimension of a table generate a new table in
which ©fr(C') is different from ©fr(C); thus, 81 associates new values for all the entries
in ©fr(C'). Suppose we insert a new category, which contains l frontier label sequences,
into an n-dimensional table T. Before the insertion, each entry is associated with n
frontier label sequences from n different categories. After the insertion, the number of
entries increases by a factor l and each entry is now associated with n + 1 frontier label
sequences. For this operation, we assign the value of an old entry to the l new entries
that are also associated with the frontier label sequences of the old entry. Removing a
category with k frontier label sequences from a table T is more complex. In contrast
with insertion, the number of entries in the new table is smaller and each entry is now
associated with n - 1 frontier label sequences. Each new entry corresponds to the k old
entries that were associated with the common frontier label sequences of the new entry.
There are many possible ways to assign values for the new entries. For example, we may
choose one of the values from the k old entries or use the average of these values. It is
impossible to make an appropriate choice unless we know the motivation for removing
the category. We should provide a method that allows users to make the decision. Our
strategy is to assign a multiset of the k old entry values to the new entry so that we can
generate a new value from it with subsequent operations.
When we consider the category operations that change the label structure of a category, only some of the entries in © fr( C') are affected. 8' needs to assign new values
for only the affected entries and should not change the other associations. For example,
consider the operation that relocates a subcategory within a category. The modified category loses some frontier label sequences and gains some new ones. The value of an old
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entry that was associated with a lost frontier label sequence is assigned to the new entry
that is associated with the corresponding new frontier label sequence. Another example
is the deletion of a subcategory from a category. After the deletion, the modified category
loses some frontier label sequences and may also gain one new one. If the deletion of a
subcategory results in a new frontier label sequence being added to the category, we also
assign a multiset of the old entry values associated with the lost frontier label sequences
to the new entry associated with the new frontier label sequence.
The label and entry operations that change only the entry values and labels are much
easier to handle. These operations affect only one label or one entry.

3.3

Labeled-domain operations

Since we use labeled domains to model the category structure, we define some basic
operations for labeled domains before we define editing operations. We also need to
define some operations for labels and label sequences.
Label operations

Given two labels x and y, xy is the catenation of x and y and x\y is the left quotient
of x and y. For example, if x = "lab" and y = "labeled", then xy = "lablabeled" and
x\y = "eled". We define strip(x, y) to be x\y if xis a prefix of y and to bey, otherwise.
Label-Sequence operations

Given a label sequence l, the first label in l, denoted by first([), is undefined if l is the
empty label sequence; otherwise, it is the label li such that l = [i.l 2 and 12 is a label
sequence. The last label in l, denoted by last(l), is undefined if I is the empty label
sequence; otherwise, it is the label 12 such that I = l 1 .l2 and l1 is a label sequence. The
front of a label sequence I, denoted by front([), is undefined if l is the empty label
sequence; otherwise, it is the label sequence l' such that l = l'.last(l). The back of a label
sequence l, denoted by back(l), is undefined if l is the empty label sequence; otherwise,
it is the label sequence l' such that l = first(l).l'.
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Given a labeled domain d, a label sequence l of d determines a labeled subdomain
d' of d. The subdomain d' satisfies lbl(d') = last(l). Observe that fr(d') satisfies the
relation
{l.back(h): h E fr(d')} <; fr(d).

Expansion
Given a labeled domain d and a label sequence l of d such that first(l)
expansion of d with l, denoted by d + l, is the labeled domain d' such that
fr(d')

= (fr(d) U {l})-{x: 3y a non-empty label sequence and

xy

= lbl(d),

the

= l}.

From the viewpoint of a labeled tree, d+ l adds one or more nodes to d to ensure that there
is a path from the root to a frontier node identified by l. To maintain the consistency of
fr(d'), we need to remove all prefix label sequences of l that were frontier label sequences
of d. We generalize this operation for a set L of label sequences in the obvious way; we
denote it by d + L. Fig. 3.2(a) illustrates the expansion of a labeled domain d with two
label sequences d.dl.d4 and d.al.a2.
Contraction
Given a labeled domain d and a label sequence l of d, the contraction of d with l, denoted
by d - l, is the labeled domain d' such that
fr(d')

= (fr(d) -{l}) U {front(l):

front(l).y is not in fr(d), for any y}.

From the viewpoint of a labeled tree, d - l removes the subtree whose root is the node
identified by l. If the node identified by front(l) becomes a frontier node after removing
the node identified by l, front(l) will be added to fr(d'). Obviously, if fr(d) is consistent,
fr( d') is also consistent. We generalize this operation for a set L oflabel sequences in the
obvious way; we denote it by d - L. Fig. 3.2(b) illustrates the contraction of a labeled
domain d with label sequences d.dl and d.d2.d5.
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D

+ {d.dl.d4, d.al.a2}

(a)
d

d

\

D - { d.dl, d.d2.d5}
d2
5
(b)

d

\

@

~

D·A

Q@
(c)

Gi)
D/A

l
3

(d)
Figure 3.2: Examples of the labeled-domain operations.
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Product
Given two labeled domains d1 and d2 , the product of d1 and d2 , denoted by d1 • d2 , is the
labeled domain d that satisfies

That is, l is in fr(d) if and only if there are unique l1 and l2 such that 11 is in fr(di), 12 is
in fr(d 2 ), and I= Zi.back(/2 ). Fig. 3.2{c) illustrates the product of two labeled domains
D and A.

Quotient
Given two labeled domains d1 and d2 , the quotient of d1 and d2 , denoted by dif d2 , is the
labeled domain d such that
If there is no d such that d1 = d · d2 , then di/ d2 is undefined. Fig. 3.2( d) illustrates the
quotient of two labeled domains D and A.

3.4

Editing operations for abstract tables

We propose 18 editing operations for the manipulation of abstract tables. We describe
the syntax of these operations in a functional form by giving the names of the operations
and the types of their operands and results. We have used extra white space to divide
them into three groups, namely, tabular operations, category operations and label and
entry operations:

Empty:
Insert_Category:
Delete_Category:
Duplicate_Category:
C ombine_C ategories :
Split_Category:

table
table
table
table
table

--+ table
x labeled domain
--+ table
x label seq.
--+ table
x label seq. x label
--+ table
x label seq. x label seq.
--+ table
x label seq. x label seq. x label --+ table
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Insert..Subcategory:
Delete..Subcategory :
M ove_Subcategory :
Duplicate..Subcategory :
Combine..Subcategories:
Split..Subcategory :
Promote_Subcategories :
Demote_Subcategories :
Change...Label:
Change_E}ntry_Value :
Compute_E}ntry_Value:
GeLEntry_Value:

table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
table

x label seq. x label seq. x labeled domain
x label seq. x label seq.

x label
x label
x label
x label
x label
x label

seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.

x label
x label
x label
x label
x label
x label

seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.

x
x
x
x
x
x

-+ table
-+ table
label seq.
-+ table
label seq. x label -+ table
label seq.
-+ table
label seq. x label -+ table
label set
-+ table
label set x label -+ table

x label seq. x label seq. x label -+ table
x entry x entry value

x entry x operator
x entry

-+ table
-+ table
-+ entry value

The semantics of an operation can be specified by giving the change in an abstract table
as a result of applying the operation; thus, the operations are independent of a table's
presentational form. We define the semantics of these operations using the labeleddomain operations defined in the previous section. To make them easier to understand,
we use concrete tables rather than abstract tables to present examples of the operations;
thus, we have to specify the label orders for the categories and the placement of categories
in the stub and boxhead for these concrete tables. All the operations, however, are
ordering independent. We use the notation {+ · · · :j:} to represent a multiset.
Empty

This operation generates an empty table (C, J), where C

= 0 and <l = 0.

Insert_Category
This operation adds a new category to a table. Given a table T = (C, J) and a category d,
we obtain a new table T' = (C', J'), where C' = CU { d} and J' is defined as follows. For
each f' E @fr(C'), there is a unique f E @fr(C) and a frontier label sequence l E fr(d)
such that /' = f U {l}. We define J'(f') = J(f). For example, Table 3.4 is generated by
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Table 3.4: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

1991

1992

Term

Section

Assignments

Examinations

Assl j Ass2 j Ass3

Midterm j Final

Winter

Section!
Section2

Spring

Section!
Section2

85
85
80
80

Fall

Sectionl
Section2

80
80

Winter

Sectionl
Section2

Spring

Sectionl
Section2

Fall

Sectionl
Section2

85
85
80
80
75
75

80
80
65
65
85
85
80
80
80
80
70
70

Grade

75
75
75
75

60
60
60
60

75
75

55
55

70
70
70
70
65
65

70
70
70
70
60
60

75
75
70
70
80
80

75
75
70
70

75
75
75
75
80
80

75
75
75
75

75
75

70
70

adding a new category

(Section, {(sectionl, 0), (section2, 0)})
to Table 3.1.
Delete_Category

This operation removes a category from a table. Given a table T = (C, o) and a category
din C, we obtain a new table T' = (C',o'), where C' = C - {d} and o' is defined as
follows. For each / E fr( C'), there are
such that f U {l;} E fr(C). We define

1/r(d) I frontier label sequences li, l2 , ••• , ll/r(d)I

o'(f) = {j: o(f U {l}) : l E fr(d) :j:}.
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Table 3.5: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade

1991

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

1992

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

For example, jf we remove the category Term from Table 3.1, we get Table 3.5, in which
each entry is a multiset of marks that were associated with the three removed terms. If
we do not keep the repeated values, we may not get the appropriate result. We can also
supply an operator to Compute..Entry_Value to remove the repeated elements.
Duplicate_Category
This operation duplicates a category for a table. Given a table T = (C, 8), a category d
in C and a label l which should be different from the labels of categories in C, we obtain
a new table T' = (C', 8'), where

C'

=Cu {(Z, set(d))}

and 8' is defined as follows. For each f' E ®fr( C'), there is an f E fr( C) and a frontier
label sequences E fr(d) such that f' = f U {s}. We define 8'(!') = 8(1). For example,
suppose d is the category:

(From, {(Toronto, 0), (Vancouver, 0), (Montreal, 0), (Ottawa, 0),
(Edmonton, 0), (Calgary, 0)} ),
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Table 3.6: The frame of a flight schedule between major cities of Canada.
From

To
Toronto Vancouver Montreal Ottawa Edmonton Calgary

Toronto
Vancouver
Montreal
Ottawa
Edmonton
Calgary

then the following operations

T1 := Empty
T2 := InserLCategory(T1, From)
T3 := Copy_Category(T2 , From, To)
generate the frame of a flight schedule between major cities of Canada as shown in
Table 3.6.
Combine_Categories

This operation combines two categories of a table using the product of labeled domains.
Given a table T = (C, <>) and two categories c1 and c2 in C, we obtain a new table
T' = (C', <>'), where
and <>' is defined as follows. First, observe that size(T') = size(T); therefore, T' and T
have the same number of entries. For each f E ®fr(C), there are l; E fr(c;), for i = 1, 2,
such that {l1, 12} i:::; f. There is a unique corresponding f' E ®fr(C') such that
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Table 3.7: The average marks for 1991-1993.

Year

Assignments

I

Assl Ass2 I Ass3

Mark
Examinations
Midterm I Final

Grade

Winter
1991 Spring
Fall

85
80

80
65

75
75

60
60

75
70

75
70

80

85

75

55

80

75

Winter
1992 Spring
Fall

85
80

80
80

70
70

70
70

75
75

75
75

75

70

65

60

80

70

We define J(f') = J(f). For example, after combining categories Year and Term in
Table 3.1, the new table contains only the two categories Year and Mark. Mark keeps
the same label structure as before and Year has the new label structure:
(Year,{(1991, {(Winter, 0), (Spring, 0), (Fall, 0)} ),
(1992, {(Winter, 0), (Spring, 0), (Fall, 0)})

} ).
The new table, which is shown in Table 3.7, looks similar to Table 3.1 except that the
stub head contains only the name of the category Year.

SpliLCategory
This operation splits a category of a table into two categories using the quotient oflabeled
domains. Given a table T = (C, J), a category c in C, a label sequences of c such that
set( s) f 0 and c/ A( s) is not undefined, and a label l which is different from the labels
of the categories in C, we obtain two categories c1 and c2 in this way: c1 = c/A(s), the
quotient of c and A(s), and c2 is (l, set(s)), the labeled domain obtained after assigning
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a new label l for A(s). We obtain a new table T'

= (C', o'), where

and o' is defined as follows. First, observe that size(T') = size(T); therefore, T' and T
have the same number of entries. For each f E ®fr(C), there is and E f such that
d = l1.l2 E fr( c), where l1 E fr( c1) and l 2 is the back of a frontier label sequence in
fr(A(s)). There is a unique corresponding f' E ®fr(C') such that

We define o(f') = o(f). For example, suppose T specifies the logical structure of
Table 3.7, which contains only two categories, Year and Mark. We can split category
Year into two categories, Year and Term, by performing the operation

Split_Category(T, Year, Year.1991, Term)
to change Table 3.7 back to Table 3.1.

Insert_Subcategory
This operation expands a category by inserting a new subcategory into it. Given a table
T = (C, o), a category c in C, a labeled domain d, and a label sequence s of c, the
insertion of d into c with respect to s is a category c' that satisfies
c'

We obtain a new table T'

= c + {s.x: x

E fr(d)}.

= (C',o'), where
C' = (C - {c}) U {c'}

and 01 is defined as follows. For each f E ®fr(C'), if f E ®fr(C), we define o'(f) = o(f).
If f E ®fr(C') - ®fr(C), there must beat E fr(d) such that s.t E f; thus, we define
o'(f) = o((f-{s.t})U{s}) ifs E fr(c); otherwise, it is undefined. For example, Table 3.8
is the result of inserting (Summer, 0) into the category Term with respect to Term and
(0.3A + 0.3M + OAF, 0) into the category Mark with respect to Grade in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.8: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Term

Assignments

Examinations

Grade

Assl I Ass21 Ass3 Midterm IFinal 0.3A+0.3M+0.4F

1991

1992

Winter
Spring

85
80

80
65

75
75

60
60

75
70

75
70

Summer
Fall

80

85

75

55

80

75

Winter
Spring

85
80

80
80

70
70

70
70

75
75

75
75

Summer
Fall

75

70

65

60

80

70

Delete_Subcategory

This operation removes a subcategory from a category of a table. Given a table T = (C, J),
a category c in C, and a label sequence s of c, the deletion of c with respect to s is a
category c' that satisfies
1
C

We obtain a new table T'

=C-

S.

= (C', J'), where
C' = (C - {c}) U {c'}

and J' is defined as follows. For each/ E ©fr(C'), if/ E ©fr(C), we define J'(f) = J(f).
If/ E ©fr(C') - ©fr(C), f must contain front(s) which becomes a frontier label
sequence of d' after removing s; thus, we define

J'(f)

= {+ J((f-{front(s)}) U {front(s).k}): k E fr(A(s))

:j:}.

For example, after deleting the labeled domains (Summer, 0) and (0.3A+0.3M +0.4F, 0)
from Table 3.8, we obtain Table 3.1.
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Move_Subcategory
This operation moves a subcategory inside a category of a table. Given a table T = (C, J),
a category c in C, and two label sequences s and p of c, we obtain a new category c' by
making labeled domain A(s) a labeled subdomain of A(p):

c'

= (c- s) + {p.x: x E

fr(s)}.

= (C',J'), where

We obtain a new table T'

C'

= (C -

{c}) U {c'},

and J' is defined as follows. For each f E 0/r(C'), if f E 0/r(C), we define J'(f)
If f E 0/r(C') - 0/r(C), there are two cases:
1.

= J(f).

f contains front(s) and front(s) is a frontier label sequence of c', in which case
J' (!) is undefined.

2. f contains a label sequence p.t, where t E fr( s), in which case

J'(f) = J((f- {p.t}) U {front(s).t}).
For example, suppose that Ass3 is a quiz and we want to reclassify it as an examination.
We can move subcategory Ass3 under Examinations with this operation and change
its label to Quiz to obtain Table 3.9.
Duplicate_Subcategory
This operation duplicates a subcategory inside a category of a table. Given a table
T = (C, J), a category c in C, two label sequences sand p of c, and a label l which is
different from the labels of the labeled domains in set(p), we obtain a new category c' by
adding a copy of A(s) to set(p) after labeling the new labeled domain as l:

c'
We obtain a new table T'

= c+ {l.x: x E

fr(set(s))}.

= (C', J'), where
C'

= (C -{c}) U {c'}
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Table 3.9: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Term

Assignments
Assl

1991

1992

I Ass2

Examinations

I

Midterm Final Quiz

Grade

Winter
Spring

85
80

80
65

60
60

75
70

75
75

75
70

Fall

80

85

55

80

75

75

Winter
Spring

85
80

70
70

75
75

70
70

75
75

Fall

75

80
80
70

60

80

65

70

and <11 is defined as follows. For each f E ®fr(C'), if f E ®fr(C), we define <11(!) = <1(!).
If f E ®fr(C') - ®fr(C), f must contain a label sequence p.l.t, where t E fr(set(s));
thus, we define

<11(!) = <1((! - {p.l.t}) U {s.t} ).
For example, if we want to add one more assignment Ass4 under Assignments to
Table 3.1 and the marks for assignment 4 are almost the same as for assignment 3, we
can use this operation to duplicate subcategory Ass3 and its associated entries to obtain
Table 3.10.
Combine_Subcategories

This operation combines two subcategories in a category of a table using the product of
labeled domains. It is similar to Combine_Categories except that the operation is applied
to subcategories. Given a table T = (C, <!), a category c in C, and two label sequences
s 1 and s 2 of c such that s 2 is not a prefix of s 1 , we obtain a new category c' by removing
labeled domains A(s 1 ) and A(s 2 ) from c and adding a new labeled domain A(s 1 ) • A(s 2 )
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Table 3.10: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Assignments

Term

Examinations

Assl Ass2 IAss3 IAss4 Midterm IFinal

Grade

J

Winter
Spring

1991

Fall
Winter
Spring

1992

Fall

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

to set(front(s 1)):

c'

= ((c- s1) -

We obtain a new table T'

s2) + {front(s1).x: x E fr(A(s1) · A(s2))}.

= (C', .5'), where
C' = (C - {c}) U {c'}

and .5' is defined as follows. For each f E ®fr(C'), if f E ®fr(C), we define .5'(!)
If f E ®fr(C') - ®fr(C), there are two cases:

= .5(1).

1. f contains front(s 2) and front(s 2) is a frontier label sequence of c', in which case
.5' (!) is undefined.
2. f contains a label sequence s 1.u.v, where u E fr(set(s 1)) and v E Jr(set(s 2)), in
which case

For example, suppose T is the conversion table from pounds to kilograms in the range of
0 to 19 pounds shown in Table 3.11. We can change the label structure of the category
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Table 3.11: A conversion table from pounds to kilograms.
Pounds

Kilograms

One digit

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.00
0.45
0.90
1.36
1.81
2.26
2.72
3.17
3.63
4.08

Two digits

00
10

0.00
4.54

Pounds into the structure of Table 3.12 by performing the operation

Combine..Subcategory(T, Pounds, Pounds.two digits, Pounds.one digit).
To convert Table 3.12 into a conversion table we need to add the values in each entry
multiset using the operation

Compute_Entry_Value(T', Pounds.two digits.i.j, Sum)
where i

= 00

or 10 and j

= 0, ... , 9.

Split_Subcategory
This operation splits a subcategory in a category of a table into two subcategories using
the quotient of labeled domains. It is similar to SpliLCategory except that the operation
is applied to subcategories. Given a table T = (C, 5), a category c in C, two label
sequences 81 and s 2 of c such that 8 1 is a prefix of s 2 , and a label l which is different
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Table 3.12: After combining two subcategories in Table 3.11.
Pounds

Kilograms

00

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.45
0.90
1.36
1.81
2.26
2.72
3.17
3.63
4.08

10

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.54

0.00
0.45
0.90
1.36
1.81
2.26
2.72
3.17
3.63
4.08

Two digits
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from the labels of the labeled domains in set(front(s 1)), we obtain a new category c' by
removing labeled domain A{s 1) from c and adding two new labeled domains A{s 1)/ A{s 2 )
and (l, set(s 2)) to set(front(s 1)):

c'

= {(c - s1) + {front(s1).x : :i:

We obtain a new table T'

E /r{A(s 1)/ A(s 2 ))})

+ {front(s 1).l.x : :i: E fr(set(s 2))}.

= {C',J'), where
C'

= (C -{c}) U {c'}

and J' is defined as follows. For each f E 0/r(C'), if f E 0/r(C), we define J'(f)
If f E (0/r(C') - 0/r{C)), there are two cases:

= J(f).

1. f contains a label sequence front(si).t, where t E fr(A(s 1)/ A(s 2 )), in which case

J'(f) = {:j: J((f-{front(si).t}) U {front(s 1).t.u}): u E fr(set(s2)) :j:}.
2. f contains front(s 1).l.t, where t E fr(set(s 2)), in which case

J'(f) = {:j: J((f- {front(s 1).l.t}) U {s 1 .u.t}): s1.u.t E fr(c) :j:}.
For example, suppose T is the conversion table of Table 3.13. We can change the label
structure of T into Table 3.14 by performing the operation

Split_Subcategory(T, Pounds, Pounds.two digits, Pounds.two digits.DO, one digit).

Promote_Subcategories
This operation promotes a set of subcategories up one level in a category. Given a table
T = (C, J), a category c in C, a label sequence s of c, and a set L oflabels of the labeled
domains in set(s), we obtain a new category c' by moving labeled domains A(s.:i:),:i: EL,
to set(front( s)) and assign last( s )x as the labels of the corresponding promoted labeled
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Table 3.13: A conversion table from pounds to kilograms.
Pounds

00

Kilograms
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Two digits

10

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

0.00
0.45
0.90
1.36
1.81
2.26
2.72
3.17
3.63
4.08
4.54
4.99
5.44
5.90
6.35
6.80
7.26
7.71
8.17
8.62
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Table 3.14: After splitting a subcategory in Table 3.13.
Pounds

One
digit

Kilograms
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

00
Two
digits
10

0.00
0.45
0.90
1.36
1.81
2.26
2.72
3.17
3.63
4.08

4.54
4.99
5.44
5.90
6.35
6.80
7.26
7.71
8.17
8.62

0.00
0.90
1.81
2.72
3.63
4.54
5.44
6.35
7.26
8.17

0.45
1.36
2.26
3.17
4.08
4.99
5.90
6.80
7.71
8.62
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subdomains. If set( s) is empty after the promotion, the labeled domain A( s) is also
removed from the category. We can define c' as:

c'

= ((c-{s.x: x E L})-{s: L = {lbl(x): x E set(s)}})
+UxeL{front(s).last(s)x.t: t E fr(set(s.x))}.

We obtain a new table T'

= (C',5'), where
C' = (G-{c}) U {c'}

and 5' is defined as follows. For each f E ®fr(C'), if f E ®fr(C), we define 5'(!)
5(1). If f E (®fr(C') - ®fr(C)), there is a label sequence u E / such that u
front(s).last(s)x.t, where x EL and t E fr(set(s.x)); thus, we define

5'(!)

=

= 5((1-{u}) U {s.x.t}).

For example, suppose T identifies the logical structure of Table 3.1; then we can generate
Table 3.15 by performing following operations:

T1 := Combine_Categories(T,Year,Term)
T 2 := Promote_Subcategories(T1 , Year, Year.1991, {Winter, Spring, Fall})
T3 := Promote_Subcategories(T2 , Year, Year.1992, {Winter}).

Demote_Subcategories
This operation demotes a set of subcategories down one level in a category. Given a table
T = (C, 5), a category c in G, a label sequence s of c, a set L of labels of the labeled
domains in set(s), and a label l that is different from the labels of the remaining labeled
domains in set(s), we obtain a new category c' by replacing all the labeled domains in
set(s) whose labels are in L with a new labeled domain

(l,{(strip(l,lbl(x)),set(x)): x E set(s) /1 lbl(x) E £}).
For each demoted labeled domain, if the old label contains l as a prefix, the new label
is the remaining part of the old label after removing the prefix l; otherwise, the label is
unchanged. We can define c' as:

c'

= (c-{s.x EL})+ LJ {s.strip(l,x).t: t E fr(set(s.x))}.
zEL
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Table 3.15: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Assignments

Year

I

I

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Examinations
Grade

I

Midterm Final

1991Winter
1991Spring

85
80

80
65

75
75

60
60

75
70

75
70

1991Fall
1992Winter

80
85

85
80

75
70

55
70

80
75

75
75

Spring

80

70

70

75

75

Fall

75

80
70

65

60

80

70

1992

We obtain a new table T'

= (C', 8'), where
C' = (C-{c}) U {c'}

and 8' is defined as follows. For each f E 0/r(C'), if/ E 0/r(C), we define 8'(!) = 8(1).
If/ E (0/r(C')- 0/r(C)), there is a label sequence u E / such that u = s.strip(l,x).t,
where x EL and t E fr(set(s.x)); thus, we define

8'(!)

= 8((1-{u}) U {s.x.t}).

For example, suppose T identifies the logical structure of Table 3.15; then we can generate
Table 3.16 by performing the operation

Demote_Subcategories(T, Year, Year,
{1991 Winter, l991Spring, 1991FaZZ},
1991).
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Table 3.16: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Year

Assignments

Examinations
Grade

I

I

Assl Ass21 Ass3 Midterm Final

1991

Winter
Spring

85
80

80
65

75
75

60
60

75
70

75
70

Fall

80

85

75

55

80

75

85

80

70

70

75

75

Spring

80

80

70

70

75

75

Fall

75

70

65

60

80

70

1992Winter
1992

Change_Label
This operation changes the label of a labeled domain in a category. Given a table
T = (G,8), a category c in G, a label sequences of c, and a label l that is different
from the labels of the labeled domains in set(front(s)), we obtain a new category c' by
replacing the old label of A( s) with l. We obtain a new table T' = (C', 8'), where

C'

= (C -

{c}) U {c'}

and 8' is defined as follows. For each/ E ®/r(C'), if f E ®/r(C), we define 8'(!) = 8(1).
If f E (®fr(C') - ®fr(C)), there is a label sequence u E / such that u = front(s).l.t,
where t E fr(set(s)); thus, we define 8'(!) = 8((1- {u}) U {s.t}).
Change_Entry_Value
This operation assigns a new value for an entry in a table. Given a table T = (C, 8), an
entry e in ®fr(C), and a value v of any kind, we obtain a new table T' = (C', 8'), where
C' = C and 8' is defined as follows. For each / E ® fr( C'), we define 8' (!) = v if f = e,
and 8' (!) = 8(!), otherwise.
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Compute_Entry_Value
This operation computes a new value based on the old value of an entry in a table. Given
a table T = (C, 6), an entry e in ©fr( C), and a user-defined operation op which takes
an entry value as an operand, we obtain a new table T' = (C',6'), where C' = C, and
6' is defined as follows. For each f E ©fr(C'), we define 6'(!) = op(6(!)) if/= e, and
6'(!) = 6(1), otherwise. Given an entry value v, suppose we define an operation Sum
that returns the sum of the numbers in v if vis a multiset, and returns v, otherwise. We
can use Compute...Entry_Value with Sum to generate Table 3.13 from Table 3.12.
The frequently-used user-defined operations are for numerical calculations such as
Sum, Product, Average, Minimum, Maximum, and so on. There are also many other
useful operations; for example, transforming a multiset into a set or catenating all elements in a set. We can implement Compute...Entry_Value in a table editor in at least
two ways. In the first approach, the system provides some frequently-used operations
and users can choose only these operations for Compute...Entry_Value. In the second
approach, the system provides a language to define user-defined operations and a mechanism to interpret the operations defined in that language. Our prototype adopts the
first approach. How to implement Compute...Entry_Value using the second approach is
left for future investigation.
Get__Entry_Value
This operation returns the value of an entry in a table. Given a table T
entry e in ©fr(C), this operation returns 6(e).

3.5

= (C, 6) and an

Expressiveness of editing model

The editing model provides the basic operations that support the editing of tables as
multi-dimensional logical structures. We can use these operations to compose tables step
by step, from an empty table to a table with a complex structure. We can also construct
complex operations from these operations for some special applications. We believe that
we have provided complete operations for editing a single table as a multi-dimensional
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logical structure. A table that can be specified as a multi-dimensional logical structure
consists of two parts: the categories which are hierarchical structures and the mapping
from the categories to entries. The editing model provides sufficient operations to add
and remove categories, to manipulate the category hierarchy, and to update the mapping
from categories to entries. However, we do not provide operations that can be applied to
more than one tables, for example, to combine or split tables. Suppose Table A contains
categories X and Y, and Table B contains categories X and Z. We could combine Tables
A and B to obtain Table C that contains the category X and a new category that is the
conjunction of Y and Z.
We also believe that the operations in the editing model are non-redundant. One may
argue that we need only the operations: Empty, Insert_Category, Delete_Category,
Insert..Subcategpry, Delete..Subcategory, Change_l,abel, Change...Entry_Value,
C ompute...Entry_Value, and GeLEntry_Value, and that the other operations can be
obtained from these operations. Suppose we decompose M ove_Subcategpry into the two
operations: Delete_Subcategory and InserLSubcategory. After we delete a subcategory,
all associated entries are also removed. When we insert a subcategory into a table, the
associated entries are empty. Thus, the semantics of M ove_Subcategpry is not preserved
under decomposition. Similar problems occur when we decompose the other operations
into sequences of more basic operations.

Chapter 4
Layout specification
The final purpose of tabular composition is to generate a concrete table in two dimensions such that it clearly exhibits its underlying logical structure. The layout of a table
determines the efficiency of reading the table and the accuracy of obtaining pertinent information. There are two components that affect tabular layout. The topology of a table
determines the arrangement of tabular items in two dimensions and the style governs the
final appearance of different tabular components. We have discussed some guidelines for
the specification of topology and styles in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. We now propose a
presentational model to specify layouts for abstract tables. This model consists of a set
of presentational rules for tabular topology and style. These presentational rules support
the high-quality tabular layouts with respect to the topology and style guidelines.

4.1

Tabular Layouts

When we present a table as a row-column structure, we usually first arrange the labels
in the stub and boxhead and then decide the positions of the entries according to the
positions of their associated labels. Each entry is placed in a cell such that it is to the
right of its associated labels in the stub and beneath its associated labels in the boxhead.
In the abstract model, labels are grouped into categories; thus, the arrangement oflabels
can be determined by the arrangement of categories in the stub and the boxhead as well

71
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as by the label orderings of the categories. We use topological specification to describe
the relative arrangement of tabular items in two dimensions.
The selection of style rules is the key to the design of high-quality layouts of tables.
Most current tabular composition systems provide only style rules that govern the appearance of layout objects, such as rows, columns or blocks. In the traditional style sheets
of tables, we usually need to specify only the style for the whole table and its major regions, including the stub, the boxhead, the stub head, and the body. Thus, it is useful to
provide style rules for these presentational objects. In addition, we may need to specify
styles that govern the appearance of logical objects, such as categories, labels and entries,
no matter where these objects appear in a concrete table. The style rules for both the
presentational objects and the logical objects enable us to control the appearance of a
table independently of the tabular topology. In this way, we do not have to respecify style
rules for a table after we change its topology. When we compose a document, we usually
present all tables in a uniform style so as to achieve consistent appearance throughout
the document. It is crucial that we can specify collective style rules to govern the general
appearance of a collection of tables. We use style specification to describe the selection
of style rules for a table or for a set of tables.

4.2

Topological specification

When a table contains more than two categories, multiple categories appear in the stub,
in the boxhead, or in both although they are not orthogonal to each other. When this
multiplicity occurs, the labels in these categories are either indented as shown in the
stub of Table 4.1 or organized hierarchically as shown in the stub of Table 4.2. Different
orderings of categories in the stub or in the boxhead give rise to different topological
arrangements. By interchanging the order of Year and Term, we get the arrangement
shown in Table 4.3. We use two topological rules to specify the category orderings, one
for the stub and the other for the boxhead:
STUB:

Cf, c;, ... , c:,..

BOXHEAD:

ct, ct .. .'C!,

where

c; is the ith category in the stub and Cj is the jth category in the boxhead.

For
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Table 4.1: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade

1991
Winter
Spring
Fall

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

1992
Winter
Spring
Fall

Table 4.2: The average marks for 1991-1992.

1991

Winter
Spring
Fall

Winter
1992 Spring
Fall

Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70
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Table 4.3: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade
Winter
1991
1992

85
85

80
80

75
70

60
70

75
75

75
75

80
80

65
80

75
70

60
70

70
75

70
75

80
75

85
70

75
65

55
60

80
80

75
70

Spring
1991
1992
Fall
1991
1992

example, the category orderings of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 can be specified by
STUB:
BOXHEAD:

Year, Term
Mark.

The label ordering within a category is another attribute that affects the topological
arrangement. In Table 4.1, the labels in category Term are arranged in the order of
Winter, Spring, Fall. If we reverse the order to give Fall, Spring, Winter, we get a
different arrangement. Therefore, we need another topological rule to specify the label
ordering within a category:

where C is a category and L; is the ith label of C in the ordering. Sometimes, we do
explicitly specify the label ordering for a category; instead, we implicitly specify the order
using standard ordering, such as numerical order or lexicographic order. Thus, another
form of topological rule for label ordering is:
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<ordering option>,

where <ordering option> includes numerical order, reverse numerical order, lexicographic
order, and reverse lexicographic order. For example, the label orderings for the categories
in Table 4.1 can be specified as:
ORDER Year:
ORDER Term:
ORDER Mark:

lexicographic order
Winter, Spring, Fall
Assignments, Examinations, Grade.

This specification does not, however, completely describe the label orderings in Table 4.1
because it does not specify the orderings of labels Assl, Ass2 and Ass3 for Assignments, and Midterm and Final for Examinations. We must use the topological rules
for the subcategories. Thus, the complete ordering specification of the labels for Table 4.1
lS

ORDER Year:
ORDER Term:
ORDER Mark:
ORDER Mark.Assignments:
ORDER Mark.Examinations:

lexicographic order
Winter, Spring, Fall
Assignments, Examinations, Grade
lexicographic order
Midterm, Final.

Sometimes, we need to order labels based on their associated entries. For example, in
Table 4.4, the student IDs are ordered based on their grades (in the last column): the
student IDs with associated higher grades appear earlier than student IDs with associated
lower grades. To specify this kind of indirect ordering, we extend the topological rule for
label ordering to:
ORDER C:

<order option> [ON <label sequence set>].

If ON <label sequence set> is omitted, the labels are ordered with respect to their own

values; otherwise, they are ordered with respect to the entries that are associated with
the given label sequence set. We can specify the label orderings for Table 4.4 with:
ORDER Mark:
ORDER Student ID:

Midterm, Final, Grade
reverse numerical order ON {Mark.Grade}.
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Table 4.4: The marks for CS340.
Student ID
90800108
90800103
90800112
90800102
90800100
90800111
90800114
90800101
90800104
90800110

Mark
Midterm Final Grade
90
92
82
73
82
54
70
64
50
45

96
88
84
85
68
86
64
68
68
61

93
90
83
79
75
70
67
66
59
53

Once we are given a topological specification, we can determine the topological positions
of the labels and the entries of a table. The geometric positions, however, cannot be
determined without a style specification.

4.3

Style specification

A style rule consists of a scope and a set of formatting attributes that are associated with
the scope. For example, tables (scope) are displayed in Roman (formatting attribute)
with horizontal rules only {formatting attribute). The style rules for tables fall into
three classes: presentational-oriented style rules, content-oriented style rules, and layoutoriented style rules. A presentational-oriented style rule has a scope that is a major region
of a table: the table itself, the stub, the boxhead, the stub head, and the body. It affects
the cells and separations (rules and spacing) in the major regions. A content-oriented
style rule has a scope that is a logical object or a set of logical objects of an abstract
table, including a category, a subcategory, a label, an entry, an entry value, and an entry
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set. It affects only the cells in which the logical objects are located and the separations
of these cells. A layout-oriented style rule has a scope that is a layout component of a
concrete table, including a row, a column, and a block. It always affects the cells and
separations in the layout component no matter what objects are put into it.
The presentational-oriented style rules are independent of both the logical structure
and the topology of a table. These style rules determine the general appearance of a table,
regardless of any change in the logical structure and topology. The content-oriented style
rules are associated with the logical components of a table and are independent of the
topology. These style rules are always applied to the items in their scopes, no matter
where the items are placed. The layout-oriented style rules are independent of the logical
structure and affect the appearance of a set of items that are dependent on the current
topology. If we rearrange the tabular items, then the layout-oriented style rules may be
applied to unexpected items and require adjustment. For example, we have specified the
following style rules for Table 4.5:
TABLE:

STUB:
CATEGORY Year:
COLUMN 7:

Roman
double line for the top and bottom edges of the frame
single line for the stub and the boxhead separations only
indented style
bold face
grey background.

By applying these style rules to a new topology, the transposition of Table 4.5, we get
Table 4.6. The general appearance of these two tables is similar because they have the
same presentational-oriented style rules for the table and the stub. The labels of category
Year are displayed in bold face for both tables, even though they are in different positions.
Although the entries that are associated with label Grade are a logical unit, we intended
to highlight these entries by specifying a layout-oriented style rule for column seven in
the first topology. After the change of topology, this layout-oriented style rule is applied
to the marks that are associated with 1992 Fall term. To highlight the correct items
in the new topology, we have to remove the layout-oriented style rule for column seven
and add a new rule for row ten. From this example, we see that presentational-oriented
and content-oriented style rules enable us to specify styles for tables independently of
their specific topologies. If we ignore the inconvenience caused by the layout-oriented
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Table 4.5: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

1991

Winter
Spring
Fall

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

60
60
55

1992

Winter
Spring
Fall

~ffifu%~¥.i~

70
70

75
15

:;tillti

60

80

~@}lG=tt!

Table 4.6: The average marks for 1991-1992.
1991

1992

Winter Spring Fall

Winter Spring~
~

g~~\1~1

Assignments

85
80
75

80
65
75

80
85
75

85
80
70

80

Examinations
Midterm
Final

60
75

60
70

55

80

70
75

70
75

Grade

75

70

75

75

75

Assl
Ass2
Ass3

80

ii.till

:,171~w:

liittt

ttil.t{
Jmlt'J
:IBtil1l
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style rules when changing a table's topology, they have some advantages. First, since
tables are presented as a row-column structure, we are accustomed to specifying style
rules for rows and columns. Second, sometimes it is easier to specify layout-oriented
style rules, than to specify content-oriented style rules to achieve the same effect. In
the last example, we would need to use two content-oriented style rules to replace the
layout-oriented style rule for column seven: one style rule for the label Grade and the
other for the set of entries that are associated with label Grade.
In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the formatting attributes for different

style rules and then we provide more details about the presentational-oriented style rules,
the content-oriented style rules, and the layout-oriented style rules. We also introduce
the concepts of collective style rules and specific style rules.

4.3.1

Formatting attributes

We provide eight types of formatting attributes for style rules:
• Cell style
Thi allows us to control the appearance and the background of the items in cells. We
can specify type faces and sizes, background colors, line spacing, leading spacing,
horizontal and vertical alignment options, and so on.
• Separation style
Appropriate separation of tabular items can assist readers to find information in
table move easily. We should be able to select white space or different types of
horizontal and vertical rules to separate different kinds of items.
• Frame style
Sometimes we want to highlight· the items in a particular rectangular area by placing
rules or white space around the area. The frame style enables us to select white
space or different types of rules to surround a rectangular area.
• Arrangement style
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This style enables us to control the arrangement oflabels in the stub, boxhead, and
stub head. We can specify four different styles for the stub: hierarchical, indented,
cut-in, and repeated. These styles are in common used. Since indented style and
cut-in style are never applied to the boxhead, we can specify only repeated style
and hierarchical style for the boxhead. We can fill the stub head with the headings
of the categories in the stub or leave the stub head empty.
• Spanning style
This allows us to span the entries that have the same value in a rectangular block.
The spanning options are: no spanning, horizontal spanning only, vertical spanning
only, horizontal spanning first, and vertical spanning first. These spanning options
enable us to span entries in one dimension without spanning in the the other dimension, or to span the entries in two dimensions by giving priority to one dimension.
Rectangular spanning is the most useful spanning shape for most tables. Other
spanning shapes, such as an L shape, an ortho-convex shape, or even an arbitrary
shape may be used in some tables, but it is unclear where to put the spanned value
inside these shapes. Inappropriate placement of a spanned value may make the
table less legible.
• Grouping style
This groups items into blocks of a given number of rows by the use of either white
space or rules. We can turn grouping on or off and specify how many rows are
in a group. The grouping separation should be specified in the separation style.
Grouping style is usually applied to tall tables to assisting searching for items. We
do not provide vertical grouping since the grouping of columns is never observed.
• Category heading style
This specifies the style of the category headings. For example, in Table 4. 7 the
category heading Formatting attributes is displayed above its labels, but the
category heading Scopes is presented in the stub head. The display of category
headings can help readers comprehend the logical structure of a table more easily.
On the other hand, some category headings, such as Year or Weekday, are familiar
to us and we can still interpret the logical structure even when these category
headings are not displayed.
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• Size constraints
To present a table in limited space and also achieve an aesthetic layout, we may
want to constrain the area, the column widths, or row heights. Size constraints
enable us to restrict the size and the shape of tables.
Style rules may have different formatting attributes in different scopes. For example,
the grouping style can be applied to the whole table only and the category heading style
can be applied only to the scopes that are associated with categories. Table 4. 7 shows the
formatting attributes for different style rules. The same formatting attribute for different
scopes may not allow the same choices. For example, the separation style for the whole
table allows more separation specifications than the same style for the other scopes. We
explain the differences in the following subsections.

4.3.2

Presentational-oriented style rules

Presentational-oriented style rules control the general appearance of a table and its four
major regions. The scope of these style rules can be the whole table or one of its regions:
the stub, the boxhead, the body, and the stub head.
A style rule for the whole table can specify the cell style, the separation style, the

frame style, the grouping style, the category heading style, and the size constraints. The
separation style includes the selections of rule types, rule widths, and white space for
different kinds of separations in a table, including horizontal separation (which separates
the rows), vertical separation (which separates the columns), grouping separation (which
separates a group of rows), block separation (which horizontally and vertically separates
the items that are associated with labels in different subhierarchies), stub separation
(which vertically separates the stub and the stub head from the boxhead and the body),
and boxhead separation (which horizontally separates the stub head and the boxhead
from the stub and the body). For example, the separation styles:
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Table 4. 7: The formatting attributes for different style rules.
Formatting attributes
Scopes
Presentationalstructure
style
rules

Table
Stub
Boxhead
Stub head
Body
Category

Contentoriented
style
rules

Subcategory
Label
Entry
Entry value
Entry set

Layoutoriented
style
rules

Block
Row
Column

Cell Separ- Frame Arrange- Spann- Group- Cate- Size
ation
ment
mg
mg
gory constr.

v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'

v'
v'
v'
;;r
v'
v'
v'

v'

v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'

v'
v'
v'
v'

v'

v'

v'

v

v'
v'

v'

v'

v'

v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'

v'
v'
v'

v'
v'
v'
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Table 4.8: The marks of CS340.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade
1991
Winter
Spring

85
80

80
65

75
75

60
60

75
70

Fall

80

85

75

55

80

Spring

80

80

70

70

75

75

Fall

75

70

65

60

80

70

75
70

''
'' 75
---------- ----------------~---------------L------'
''
1992
''
''
Winter
85
70 ''
70
80
75 '' 75

Stub separation:
Boxhead separation:
Horizontal separation:
Vertical separation:
Block separation:

single line with lOpt white space
single line with lOpt white space
5pt white space
5pt white space
dashed line with lOpt white space

generate Table 4.8.
A frame style for the whole table includes the selection of rule types, rule widths, and
white space for the left, right, top, and bottom edges of the table frame. The frame style
for Table 4.8 is:
Left edge:
Right edge:
Top edge:
Bottom edge:

5pt white space
5pt white space
single lines with 5pt white space
single lines with 5pt white space

The grouping style includes the selection of grouping and the number of rows to be
grouped. Table 4.9 is given by the following style rules:
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Table 4.9: The marks of CS340.
Student ID

Mark
Midterm Final Grade

90800100
90800101
90800102
90800103
90800104

82
64
73
92
50

68
68
85
88
68

75
66
79
90
59

90800108
90800110
90800111
90800112
90800114

90
45
54
82
70

96
61
86
84
64

93
53
70
83
67

90800115
90800116
90800117
90800118
90800119

60
88
65
94
72

70
70

80
72

75
79
68
87
72

90800201
90800202
90800203
90800204
90800205

85
46
98
74
88

75
60
90
84
60

80
53
94
89
70

------------ ---------------------

------------ --------------------71

------------ ---------------------
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Table 4.10: The average marks of some courses, 1991-1992.
1991 '' 1991 : 1991 : 1992 '' 1992 : 1992

------

1______ 1 - - - - 1 _______ 1 - - - - - 1 _____
I

L

I

I

I

Winter : Spring : Fall : Winter : Spring : Fall
CS241

Midterm
Final
Grade

60
75
75

60
70
70

55
80
75

70
75
75

70
75
75

60
80
70

70
80
75

70
50
60

60
84
72

60
72
66

78
70
74

74
80
77

CS242

Midterm
Final
Grade

90
76
83

84
70
77

55
75
65

CS246

Midterm
Final
Grade

60
40
50

80
70
75

95
83
89
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Table 4.11: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Mark
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade

1991
Winter
Spring

Fall

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

1992
Winter
Spring

Fall

4.3.3

Content-Oriented style rules

The scope of a content-oriented style can be a category, a subcategory, a label, an entry,
a set of entries with the same value, or a set of entries that are associated with a label
set.
The style rule for a category may specify the category heading style, the cell style,
and the separation style. For example, the style rules:
CATEGORY Term:
CATEGORY Mark:

bold face
heading is displayed
single line for horizontal separation

generate Table 4.11.
The style rule for a label, an entry or a set of entries with the same value may specify
the cell style and the frame style. The style rules:
LABEL Mark.Grade: underlined
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Table 4.12: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade

1991
Winter
Spring
Fall

,,,.......f'tt

~Mt~J.)1%

80
80

80

65

!!t§iR:11

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

············
. 70 :
.............

70
70

70
70

65

60

75
75
80

75
75
70

75

75

1992
Winter
Spring
Fall

tW!Jff/1
80
75

80
80
70

ENTRY {Year.1991, Term.Spring, Mark.Grade}:
bold face
dotted line for the frame
ENTRY VALUE 85: grey background
generate Table 4.12.
The style rule for a subcategory or for an entry set that is associated with a label
set may specify the cell style, the separation style, and the frame style. The frame style
controls all the frames of the blocks occupied by a subcategory or an entry set. The style
rules:
SUBCATEGORY Examinations: dotted line for the left and right edges of the frame
dashed lines for the horizontal and vertical separation
ENTRY SET {Term.Winter, Mark.Assignments}:
grey background
generate Table 4.13.
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Table 4.13: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments
Assl Ass2 Ass3

Examinations :
-------------~
'
. Grade
Midterm : Final (

1991
Winter
Spring
Fall

80
80

65
85

75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

70

70
70

65

60

75
75
80

75
75
70

1992
Spring
Fall

4.3.4

80
75

80
70

Layout-Oriented style rules

The scope for a layout-oriented style rule can be a row, a column, or a block. The possible
style rules for these scopes are the spanning style, the cell style, the separation style, the
frame style and the size constraints. The size constraints specify lower and upper bounds
of the column widths and row heights within the scope and lower and upper bounds on
the total width and height within the scope. For example, the style rules:
COLUMN 7:
ROW 6:
BLOCK (8, 2, 10, 4):

generate Table 4.14.

single line for the left edge of the frame
grey background
horizontal spanning first
dashed line for all separations
single line for the top and right edges of the frame
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Table 4.14: The average marks for 1991-1992.
Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade
1991
Winter
Spring

85
80

75
75

80
65

60
60

75
70

75
70

70
70

75

75

75
80

75

1992
Winter
Spring
Fall

4.3.5

85 : 80 :
70
80
:
t------r----r----75 : 70
65
- -

- - - L - -

- -

'

60

70

Collective and specific style rules

The appearance of a table can be governed by many style rules. Some style rules are given
by a publisher or an editor of a book to achieve a uniform appearance of all tables in the
same book. Some style rules are given by a table designer for the specific presentation
of one table. We can classify the style rules for a table into two classes: collective style
rules and specific style rules.
A collective style rule is a style rule for the presentation of a collection of tables.
A collective style rule can be any style rule that we have discussed in Sections 4.3.2
through 4.3.4. If a collective style rule is a presentational-oriented style rule, it should
be applied to all the tables. If a collective style rule is a content-oriented style rule or
layout-oriented style rule, it is applicable to only the tables that contains the scope of the
style rule. For example, a collective style rule for a category, say the category Year, is
applicable only to tables that contain a category named Year, and a collective style rule
for a particular column, say the fifth column, is applicable only to tables that contain at
least five columns.
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Sometimes we need to override some formatting attributes of the collective style rules
to present a table differently for specific reasons. In these cases we use specific style rules.
For example, if we want to highlight the highest grades, we can use a specific style rule
to set a grey background for the entries with the highest grades.
There are a number of advantages in the separation of the collective style rules from
specific style rules. First, the collective style rules need to be specified only once for a
collection of tables. Second, if we want to change the appearance of a collection of tables,
we need to change only the collective style rules. Third, authors do not need to know
the details of the collective style rules and editors do not need to know the details of the
tables when they design the collective style specification.

4.4

Problems

App lying a topological specification to a table is straightforward. However, applying
a style specification is another story. Many problems arise when applying a group of
style rules to a table. We discuss three key problems: style conflict, the side effects of
layout-oriented style rules, and the dynamic change of spacing.

4.4.1

Style conflict

We do not have to specify style rules for all components of a table. A component can
inherit the style rules of one of its super-components or the default style rules. For
example, a cell that holds a label can inherit the style rules of the label's category and
the cell's region (stub, boxhead, or stub head); a cell that holds an entry can inherit the
style rules of any entry set that contains the entry or the style rules of the cell's row
and column. Thus, we need to find approaches to solve style inheritance. If we were
able to use a tree structure to describe the relationships among the tabular components,
we would define a priority order for style inheritance based on single inheritance. There
are, however, multiple inheritances in a table. For example, a cell belongs to its row and
column, which do not contain each other completely; thus, it can inherit style rules from
both the row and the column. Therefore, the approaches for style inheritance should
handle multiple inheritance. Three approaches can be used to make the decision:
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1. Combine the style rules of all super-objects

In this approach, we attempt to find style rules that satisfy all the style rules from
all the super-objects. For example, italic Roman is the result of combining Roman
and italic. There may not be, however, such a simple solution for all the style rules.
For example, there is no suitable font that is the result of combining Roman and
Courier.
2. Use the style rules of the super-object with the highest priority
In this approach, either the tabular system or the user determines which superobject has the highest priority. Although we may define a realizable solution without user intervention, there are always cases that cannot meet users' expectations.
This approach does not allow an object to inherit the combination of the style
rules of its super-objects, which is similar to the way that c++ handles multiple
inheritance: a subobject can inherit a method from a specific super-object, but it
cannot inherit the combination of the methods in all super-objects.
3. Combine the previous two approaches
First, we try to combine the style rules of all super-objects. Whenever there is
no satisfactory combination, we use the style rules of the super-object with the
highest priority. This approach overcomes the shortcomings of the previous two
approaches.
Beach's system provides style rules for columns and rows and allows a cell to inherit
the style rules of its column and row. Therefore, his system also needs to handle multiple
inheritance. Beach adopted the first approach to solve style conflicts. He didn't, however,
discuss the case in which there is no solution for the combination of multiple style rules.
Since Vanoirbeek's system models tables as a tree structure, it provides only style rules
for the objects in a tree structure; thus, this system does not have the problem of multiple
inheritance. Our system adopts the third approach to handle style conflicts. We describe
our approach in more detail in Chapter 6.
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Side effects of layout-oriented style rules

From previous examples, we have seen that layout-oriented style rules may be applied to
unexpected items after changing the topology of a table. This may happen whenever we
specify layout-oriented style rules for logical components. To avoid these unpleasant side
effects, we encourage users to specify content-oriented style rules for logical components.
We can use three methods to handle the problem of layout-oriented style rules:
1. We do not change the style rules, but provide commands to remove layout-oriented

style rules. In this case, users are responsible for the removal of old layout-oriented
style rules and for the specification of new rules.
2. We remove or automatically suppress all layout-oriented style rules once the topology is changed. Therefore, users have to specify new style rules for the new topology.
3. We attempt to adjust the style rules after a topological change. For some changes,
such as transposition, we can easily adjust the style rules. For other changes,
however, we cannot adjust the style rules so easily. Since items in a block may be
separated in multiple blocks after changing topology, a style rule for a block in the
old topology needs to be replaced by multiple style rules for different blocks in the
new topology.
We adopt the first approach in our tabular editor since it gives users the power to
remove or to keep the layout-oriented style rules after changing the topology.

4.4.3

Dynamic change of spacing

To achieve an aesthetic layout, line and separation spacing should depend on the font
size used to present the items. If we use a larger (or smaller) font to present a table,
this spacing should be larger (or smaller) as well. We can use one of the following three
approaches to handle this problem:
1. Users must change the spacing whenever they change a font size. They may not

know, however, how much spacing is appropriate for a well-designed presentation.
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2. We change the spacing to the appropriate values for well-designed presentation
whenever the font sizes are changed. If users really do not like the new spacing,
they can change it.
3. We provide two kinds of spacing: relative and absolute. Relative spacing is proportional to the font size of an object and absolute spacing is fixed. Users can select
either kind according to their requirements.
The third approach is the best solution because it does not require respecification of the
spacing after changing font size. Our editing system, however, uses the second approach
because we had not developed the third approach when implementing the system.

4.5

Expressiveness of the presentational model

The topological rules in the presentational model allow only the arrangement of labels
in the stub and the boxhead. This approach forces users to follow the guideline we
gave in Section 1.2.2; namely, place the most frequently referenced items to the left or
top of a table. Experiments [Wri68] have proved that readers tend to ignore the labels
that are put in the body and consider them as entries. Thus, the presentation model
does not allow a user to specify a topology in which some labels are placed in the table
body, such as in Table 4.15. In Table 4.15, the apartment numbers in boldface are labels
and they are placed in the body to shorten the table length. In some large tables, the
labels in the boxhead are replicated many times in the body to help users to locate items
faster. Table 4.16 shows the phosphorus loadings to the Great Lakes, from 1976 to 1982.
Notice that the labels in the boxhead are repeated three times for each lake in the stub.
After users locate a lake, they can immediately search for a year in the same row. The
replication saves eye-traveling time between the the boxhead and the located row. Our
presentational model is also unable to specify this kind of topological arrangement.
The presentational model enables users to specify styles from different viewpoints:
general, logical, and layout. The presentational-oriented style rules, which control the
general appearance of tables, are usually specified as collective style rules for a set of
tables. The content-oriented style rules, which specify style for the logical components,
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Table 4.15: Apartments at 31 Eleanor Drive, Nepean.
Floor
number

Number
of rooms

Size
(ft 2 )

Exposure

Number
of rooms

Aptl
1

1

700

1

700

West

1

1

700

West

1

2

1050

East

1

2

1050

West

2

3

1550

East

700

East

1050

West

AptlO

East

2

Aptll

3

700

Apt8

Apt9
2

West

Apt6

Apt7
2

700
Apt4

Apt5

1

Exposure

Apt2

Apt3

1

Size
(ft 2 )

1050

East

Apt12

West

3

1550

West
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Table 4.16: Phosphorus loadings to the Great Lakes, 1976 to 1982.

Lake Erie

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Point source

6,006

5,832

4,631

2,890

2,452

1,898

1,455

Non-Point source
Tributary

7,211

6,545 12,874

6,241

9,773

6,745

9,154

Atmospheric

1,119

1,119

1,550

1,550

729

660

Total load

879

Target load

14,336 13,496 18,384 10,681 13,773 9,372 11,269
14,606 14,606 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000

Lake Ontario

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Point source

2,119

2,594

2,030

2,419

2,122

1,818

1,643

Non-Point source
Tributary

4,490

2,970

2,899

3,200

3,069

2,435

3,318

Atmospheric

473

623

764

311

311

328

600

Total load

7,082

6,187

5,693

5,930

5,502

4,581

4,961

Target load

6,072

6,072

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

All takes

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Point source

9,595

9,802

7,739

6,252

5,568

4,536

3,893

Non-Point source
Tributary
Atmospheric
Total load
Target load

21,248 16,017 24,517 18,432 20,631 17,750 21,500
5,433 5,583 7,284 11,157 11,157 2,481 3,393
36,276 31,402 39,540 35,841 37,356 24,767 28,786
32,562 36,562 31,360 31,360 31,360 31,360 31,360
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enable users to specify style independently of a table's topology. The layout-oriented style
rules, which specify style for the layout components, provide the traditional way to specify
style based on the row-column structure. The formatting attributes for various style rules
were carefully chosen according to the guidelines we gave in Section 1.2.3 and as a result
of the examination of different kinds of tables. We offer the styles that are commonly
provided by other systems, such as various typographic options for items, commonly-used
styles for rules, sufficient alignment options, and different methods of spanning items. We
also provides some styles that are seldom provided by other tabular composition systems,
for example, grouping items with rules or white space and arranging items in the stub
in cut-in or indented styles. However, the presentational model cannot specify all styles
observed in all tables. For example, we do not handle oblique lines; thus, we are unable
to specify a table in which the headings of the categories in both dimensions are put
in the stub head, separated by an oblique line. We allow only horizontal typesetting of
text, vertical typesetting is not provided. We are not able to use graphical elements to
highlight visual presentations; for instance, using horizontal or vertical braces to group
items, or using arrows to strengthen the effect of spanning items.
We also did experiments to measure how well the presentational model can be applied
to tables in the real world. We classified the tables from the books used in the experiment
for the abstract model described in Section 2.4. Table A.2 in Appendix A reveals that
the model can be used to specify the topology of 94 percent of the tables in these books
and to specify the style of 97 percent of the tables. From these experiments, we see that
our presentational model matches the real-world situation quite well.

Chapter 5
Formatting
An abstract table specifies only the logical structure of a table, it ignores the topological
and typographical attributes, whereas a concrete table is a visualization of an abstract
table in two dimensions. After applying a topological specification and a style specification to an abstract table, we generate a grid structure, an intermediate form between
an abstract table and a concrete table, and size constraints for the columns and rows of
the grid structure. The formatting process determines the physical dimension of ·a grid
structure that satisfies the size constraints. Many factors contribute to the complexity
of the formatting process. We focus on tabular formatting that provides automatic line
breaking and allows size constraints expressed as linear equalities or inequalities, but does
not provide objective functions. We first prove that the complexity of tabular formatting
is NP-complete, and then we present an exponential-time algorithm that can solve the
formatting problem in polynomial time for many tables.

5.1

Complexity of tabular formatting

The following three factors contribute to the complexity of tabular formatting:
1. The method of handling the line breaking of text within a table cell: fixed or

automatic.
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Table 5.1: The complexity of tabular formatting.
Line
breaks

Fixed

Size
constraints

None

Diameter

Area

White space

None

pl

p7a

p73

p73

Linear equality
or inequality

p7a

pl

p73

p7a

1

1

1

1

p73

1

1

1

NPC 2

NPC? 3

NPC? 3

NPC? 3

1

1

1

1

Nonlinear
expression
None
Linear equality
Automatic or inequality
Nonlinear
expression
1
2

3

Objective functions

Proved by Richard Beach [Bea85].
See Theorem 5.1.
These results are conjectured; see the report of Wang and Wood (WW96] and the discussion in Chapter 7.

2. The kinds of size constraints for the columns and rows: none, linear equalities or
inequalities, or non-linear expressions.
3. The objective function that evaluates the quality of a tabular layout: none, minimal
diameter, minimal area, or minimal white space.
Based on previous research and our current work, we list the complexity of tabular
formatting for different combinations of the restrictions in Table 5.1, where P denotes
polynomial-time solvable and NPC denotes NP-complete.
As far as we know, Beach is the only person who has discussed the computational
complexity of tabular formatting. In his PhD thesis [Bea85], Beach presented a tabular
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formatting problem, RANDOM PACK, that arranges a set of unordered table entries into
minimum area and proved that RANDOM PACK is NP-complete. Because of the random
positioning of the table entries, RANDOM PACK does not produce pleasing and readable
tables that clearly convey the logical structure. Beach also presented another problem,
GRID PACK, that formats a set of table entries assigned to lie between particular row and
column grid coordinates within the table and proved that GRID PACK is polynomialtime solvable. GRID PACK, however, assumes that the width and the height of the table
entries are fixed; thus only fixed line breaks are allowed. Although Beach also allowed
size constraints expressed as linear equalities or inequalities in his table model, he did
not include the size constraints in RANDOM PACK and GRID PACK. The designers of
TAFEL MUSIK have designed an exponential-time algorithm for tabular formatting that
provides automatic line breaking, allows size constraints expressed as linear equalities and
inequalities, and considers objective functions. However, they have analyzed neither the
complexity of tabular formatting nor the running time of their algorithm.
We present a tabular formatting problem with restrictions on the three factors listed
above. Automatic line breaking is important and useful for tabular formatting. It is also
important to allow users to control the selection of the dimensions of columns and rows
for a table. We simplify tabular formatting without losing these features.
We first disregard objective functions. The size constraints, we believe, play a more
important role than the objective function in the selection of the final layout for the
following reasons:
1. A layout that is optimal with respect to an objective function does not always

provide the most appropriate layout.

An optimal solution may make one column too narrow and another too wide,
or generate a table with an unacceptable aspect ratio. We need to specify size
constraints to avoid such pathological cases.
2. Users are more concerned about size constraints than they are about objective
functions.
Users tend to care more about the sizes of tabular components, Such as whether
a table can be placed inside a region of a given width and height, whether the
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proportions of the sizes among components in a table are appropriate, and whether
the proportions between a table and the surrounding objects are appropriate. For
example, the width of a table should not be wider than the page size, the widths of
different columns should not differ too much, and the width of a table should not be
too narrow if the table is placed between wide objects. Once these requirements are
satisfied, it really does not matter too much whether a table occupies the smallest
space or contains the least white space. Such requirements are specified by size
constraints, rather than by objective functions.
3. We do not always need an optimal solution.
In most cases, a solution that is close to optimal is good enough. Users can adjust
the size constraints to approach a solution that is closer to the optimal solution
for a particular table. For example, we can specify a thinner column to reduce the
white space in a column or specify a thinner or shorter table to reduce the area or
diameter of a table. .
When we do not use objective functions, we can select any layout that satisfies the size
constraints. We call this strategy an if-satisfied-then-taken strategy.
We next simplify the size constraints. We consider only the size constraints that can
be expressed as linear equalities or inequalities that contain only variables for column
widths or variables for row heights, but not for both. Size constraints expressed with
these kinds of linear equalities or inequalities are called homogeneous. For example,
suppose we use w 3 to denote the width of the jth column and h; to denote the height of
the ith row, then w1 + 2wa ::; 100 and h 2 - 3h4 = 0 are homogeneous size constraints,
whereas h 1 + w 2 2: 500 is not. If a size constraint contains only variables for column
widths, it is called a width constraint, and if a size constraint contains only variables for
row heights, it is called a height constraint.
Finally, we fix the direction of typesetting. We assume that the text is read row by
row from top to bottom and either from left to right or from right to left within each
row. Given a rectangular region, we first horizontally fill the region with text that is as
wide as possible. If the region is not wide enough for all the text, we break the text into
lines and vertically fill the region. We can easily extend our model to allow text that is
read column by column, but our assumption simplifies the presentation.
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c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

rl
r2
r3
r4

•

Block (3, 4, 4, 6)
Figure 5.1: A 4 x 7 grid.

5.2

Grid structure

A grid structure describes the placement of tabular items in a two-dimensional lattice.
We inherited this concept from Beach's system [Bea85] and make some changes. A grid
structure consists of two components: a grid and a set of non-overlapping items that are
placed on the grid.
An m x n grid is a planar integer lattice with m rows and n columns. For example,
Fig. 5.1 shows a 4 x 7 grid. The rows are identified from top to bottom by 1, 2, ... , m and
the columns are identified from left to right by 1, 2, ... , n. The intersection of a row and
a column is called a cell and the cell that is the intersection of the ith row and the jth
column is identified by (i, j). A block is a rectangular region that completely surrounds
a set of cells, and it is identified by (t, l, b, r), where (t, l) is its upper left cell and (b, r)
is its lower right cell.
An item is an object that is placed in a block of a grid. The content of an item
can be a string, a number, a textual object, a fixed-sized picture and image, or a table.
The size Junction of an item is a decreasing step function that describes the line-breaking
characteristics of the item for a particular output device. It takes a width as its argument
and returns the height of the item when the item is typeset within the given width. We
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can assume that both the width and the height are integers. The characteristics of a size
function for a textual item are shown in Fig. 5.2, from which we can see that:
1. The height of an item is monotonically non-increasing as the width increases, be-

cause an item does not require more lines when the width increases.
2. The height of an item does not change continuously. When we increase the width
of an item, the height is unchanged until the width is large enough to allow the
first non-broken unit in a line to move to the previous line. Thus, at some specific
widths (break points b2, ba, and b4 in Fig. 5.2), the height of an item decreases. For
the range of widths between two consecutive break points, the height of an item is
constant.
3. There is a minimal width for an item (b1 in Fig. 5.2). The minimal width should
be the width of the longest non-broken unit in the item. We designate the minimal width as a special break point. The height is maximized when the width is
minimized.
4. There is a maximal width for an item (b4 in Fig. 5.2). The maximal width is the
width of the item without any line breaking. The height is minimized when the
width is maximal.
These characteristics also hold for tables, mathematical equations, and fixed-sized pictures and images. They do not, however, hold for variable-sized pictures and images,
because the height of a picture or an image also increases when the width increases. We
use a step to denote the range of widths in [bk, bk+i), where bk and bk+i are two adjacent
break points or bk is the maximal break point and bk+i is +oo. The lower bound of a
step is called a step head and the upper bound of a step, which is bk+i - 1 if the step is
[bk, bk+1) or +oo if the step is [bk, +oo ), is called a step tail. A size function returns the
same height for all the widths in a step. In Fig. 5.2, the size function consists of four
steps [b1 ,b2 ), [b 2 ,b3 ), [b3 ,b4), and [b4,+oo).

e,

We can specify an item by a six-element tuple (t, l, b, r, ,p ), where (t, l, b, r) is the
block in which the item is placed in the grid, is its size function, and 7/; is the set of
step heads for f For convenience, we need to define some more notation. If s is a step,

e
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~(w)

' - - - ' - - - - ' - - - - ' - - - - - L -_ _ _ _ _ _

b1

b2

w

ba

Figure 5.2: The characteristics of a size function.

we use s.head to denote its head and s.tail to denote its tail. If ,j, is a set of step heads
for a size function, we use ,J,[min] to denote the minimal step head and ,J,[max] to denote
the maximal step head.

5.3

The tabular formatting problem

The goal of tabular formatting is to calculate the final geometric positions of all the
tabular components. By applying a topological specification and a style specification to
an abstract table, we are able to generate an m x n grid, a set of items placed on the grid,
and a set of size constraints. After that, we need to determine the physical dimensions
of the columns and the rows in the grid so that all the size constraints are satisfied and
all the items are placed completely inside the block they occupy. We can formally define
Tabular Formatting as follows:
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An m X n grid, r non-overlapping items: Ok = (tk, lk, bk, Tk, ek, 'Pk)
(1::; k::; r), ands size constraints: e 1 ,e 2 , ••• ,e,.
Are there n + m integers w 1 , w 2, ... , Wn and h1, h2, ... , hm such that
l. W = W1, W2, •.• , Wn satisfy all width constraints among e1, e2, ... , e,;
2. H = h1, h2, ... , hm satisfy all height constraints among e 1 , e 2 , ... , e,;
3. \lok(l::; k::; r),

I:;~z. Wp ~ 'Pk[min]

and

ek(I:;~z. Wp)

::;

I:~~t• hq•

The w;(l ::; j ::; n) are the column widths and the h,(l ::; i::; m) are the row heights of
the grid. The first two conditions ensure that w;(l ::; j ::; n) and h,(1 ::; i ::; m) satisfy all
the size constraints. The third condition ensures that the width of the block for each item
is at least the minimal width of the item and the height of the block should be sufficient
to hold the item when it is typeset within the width of the block. If w 3(l ::; j ::; n)
and h,(1 ::; i ::; m) satisfy all three conditions for an instance, we say that the instance
has solution (W, H). If they satisfy only the third condition for an instance, we say the
instance has layout (W, H).
For an instance of the tabular formatting problem, there may be more than one
solution. Suppose we have an instance that consists of a 5 x 3 grid and the 13 items
shown in Table 5.2. The size constraints for this instance are:

290pt ::; W1 + W2 + W3 ::; 380pt
h1 + h2 + hs + h4 + hs ::; 350pt
W3 ~ l20pt.
there are several solutions for this instance. One solution, shown in Table 5.2, is:

= 65pt, W2 = 68pt, W3 = 230pt,
h1 = 31pt, h 2 = 47pt, hs = 45pt, h 4 = 47pt, h5 = 45pt

W1

and another solution, shown in Table 5.3, is:

= 65pt, W2 = l05pt, W3 = 125pt,
h 1 = 33pt, h2 = 62pt, hs = 74pt, h 4 = 76pt, h 5 = 74pt.

W1
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Table 5.2: The tournament schedule.
Activity

Final Entry Starting Date, Location, Times
Date
Men's &
Prelim. Sat. Jan. 28, Finals Sun. Jan. 29,
Women's
11:00am-6:00pm, Court 1068-1073, PAC
Monday,
squash
Jan. 23,
1:00pm,
Singles
Prelim. Sun. Feb. 5, 10:00am-6:00pm,
PAC
2039
Tennis
Finals Sun. Feb. 12, 10:00am-6:00pm,
Waterloo Tennis Club
Mixed
Prelim. Wed. Mar. 8, 8:00pm-11:30pm,
Volleyball Friday,
Finals Mon. Mar. 13, 8:00pm-11:30pm,
Main Gym, PAC
Mar. 3,
1:00pm,
Men's &
Prelim. Fri. Mar. 17, 12:00pm-5:00pm,
PAC 2039 Finals Sat. Mar. 18, 3:00pm-1:00am,
Co-Rec
Broomhall
Columbia Icefield

5.4

Tabular formatting is NP-complete

We show that Tabular Formatting is NP-complete by reducing it to Subset Sum [GJ79],
which is known to be NP-complete. The definition of the Subset Sum is as follows:
INSTANCE:
QUESTION:

A finite set A, a size s( a) E z+, for each a E A, and a positive
integer B.
Is there a subset A'~ A such that LaEA' s(a) = B.

For convenience, we abbreviate Tabular Formatting as TF and Subset Sum as SS.
Theorem 5.1 TF is NP-complete.

Proof: It is easy to see that TF E NP since we can check in polynomial time whether
a given set of n + m integers satisfies all three conditions.
We reduce SS to TF. Given an instance of SS, we first divide A into d nonempty
subsets A 1 , A 2 , ••• , Aa by putting elements of the same size into the same subset. For
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Table 5.3: The tournament schedule.
Activity
Men's &
Women's
squash

Final Entry Date

Starting Date,
Location, Times
Prelim. Sat. Jan. 28,
Finals Sun. Jan. 29,
11:00am-6:00pm,
Court 1068-1073, PAC

Monday, Jan. 23,
1:00pm, PAC 2039 Prelim. Sun. Feb. 5,
10:00am-6:00pm,
Finals Sun. Feb. 12,
10:00am-6:00pm,
Waterloo Tennis Club
Mixed
Prelim. Wed. Mar. 8,
Volleyball
8:00pm-ll:30pm,
Finals Mon. Mar. 13,
8:00pm-11:30pm,
Main Gym, PAC
Friday, Mar. 3,
1:00pm,
PAC
2039
Men's &
Prelim. Fri. Mar. 17,
Co-Rec
12:00pm-5:00pm,
Broomhall
Finals Sat. Mar. 18,
3:00pm-1:00am,
Columbia Icefield
Singles
Tennis
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example, if A= {a1,a 2,a3,a4,a5,a6}, s(a1) = s(a 3 ) = s(a 5 ) = 3, s(a2) = s(a 6) = 5, and
s(a4) = 2, then A is partitioned into three subsets: A1 = {a1, a3 , a5 }, A 2 = {a 2, a6 } and
A3 = {a4 }. We use s(A,) to denote the size of the elements in subset A; and IA,I to
denote the number of elements in A;. Thus, SS is equivalent to this question: Are there
d integers zi, z2, ... , zd such that O :S zk

:S !Aki (1 :S

k

:S

d) and

Lti (zk x s(Ak)) =

B.

We can construct an instance of TF from this version of SS as follows:
1. Let m

2. Let s

= n = d.
= 2 and the size constraints be:

Lj=l Wj

B

+ L%= 1 s(Ak),

L%=1 ((1Akl + 1)

L~1h;
3. Let r

-

= d and, for each k, 1 :S

x s(Ak)) - B.

k :Sr, Ok= (k, k, k, k, tk, ,/Jk), where

"'Pk= {ix s(Ak) Ii= 1,2, ... , !Aki+ 1}
tk(x) 1s

-

undefined

(IAkl + 1) x s(Ak)

ifx < s(Ak)
if s(Ak) :S x < 2 x s(Ak)

if !Aki x s(Ak) :S x <(!Aki+ 1)
if x ?: {!Aki+ 1) x s(Ak).

x s(Ak)

From the previous example of an instance of SS, we can construct a 3 x 3 grid in which
three items are to be placed in the cells along the diagonal (Fig. 5.3(a)). The size function
for o1 is shown in Fig. 5.3(b ). It is should be clear that the construction takes polynomial
time in the size of the instance.
Suppose that there is a subset A'~ A such that LaEA' s(a) = B. Then, there must be
d integers z1, z2, ... , Zd such that O:S Zk :S IAkl (1 :S k :S d) and L%= 1(zk x s(Ak)) = B.
We let w; = (z; + 1) x s(A;) (1 :S j :Sn) and h, = (IA.I+ 1 - z;) x s(A;) (1 :Si :Sm).
Now we prove that w; (1 :S j :S n) and h; (1 :S i :S m) satisfy the three conditions of
TF.
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c3

12

01

I

,------,

9

I

02

r2

I

,------,

6
03

r3

I

I

9

12

3
3

6

(a)

w

(b)

Figure 5.3: An example of constructing an instance of TF from an instance of SS.

First,

Lj=l w;

-

-

Lf= 1 ((z; + 1) x s(A;))
L%= 1 (zk x s(Ak)) + L%=1 s(Ak)
B + L%= 1 s(Ak),

which implies that the first condition holds.
Second,
L~1 h;

-

-

Lf= 1 ((IA;I + 1 - z;) x s(A,))
L%=1 ((1Akl + 1) x s(Ak)) - L%=1 (zk
L%=1 ((1Akl + 1) x s(Ak)) - B,

which implies that the second condition holds.
Now, for each ok(l ::;

L;=kWp

and

k::; r),

Wk
> s(Ak)
- 7Pk[min],
-

x s(Ak))
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{k(Wk)
- {k((zk + 1) x s(Ak))
(IAkl + 1- zk) x s(Ak)
- hk
< I:!=k hq,

which implies that the third condition holds.
Therefore, the instance of TF has solution (W, H).
Conversely, if the instance of TF has a solution (W, H), then w 3 (l ~ j ~ n) must
fall in a step s3 = [u 3 x s(A3), t 3) of item o3, where 1 ~ u3 ~ IA3 I + 1 and t 3 is either
(u3 + 1) x s(A;) or +oo. We let Zk = uk - l (1 ~ k ~ d), in which case O ~ Zk ~ IAkl•
We prove that I:%= 1 (zk x s(Ak)) =Bin two steps.
First,

I:%= 1 (zk x s(Ak))

I:%: 1((uk -1) x s(Ak))
I:%= 1(uk x s(Ak)) - I:%: 1 s(Ak)
< I:k=l Wk - I:%: 1s(Ak)

-

-

B,

Second,

I:%= 1(zk

X

s(Ak))

I:%: 1((1Akl + 1) x s(Ak))(I:%=1((1Akl + 1) X s(Ak)) - I;;:'= 1(zk X s(Ak)))
- I:%=1((1Akl + 1) x s(Ak)) - I:;;'= 1((1Akl + 1- zk) x s(Ak))
- I:%=1((1Akl + 1) X s(Ak)) - I:;;'=1((1Akl + 2 - uk) x s(Ak))
I:%=1((IAkl + 1) x s(Ak))-I:i:'=i{k(uk x s(Ak))
- I:%= 1((1Akl + 1) X s(Ak))- I:i:'=i{k(wk)
2'. I:%= 1((1Akl + 1) x s(Ak))- I:i:'=ihk
-

-

B,
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L%=

Thus, combining the two inequalities, we have shown that
1 (zk x s(Ak)) = B.
We can define a subset A' by choosing Zk elements from Ak (1 :::; k :::; d), in which case

LaEA' a= L%=1(zk

X

s(Ak))

= B.

Therefore, TF is NP-complete.

D

NP-complete problems do not have polynomial-time algorithms unless P = NP,
which is considered unlikely. With this assumption, we can provide only an exponentialtime algorithm for TF that solves every instance. We first present an exponential-time
algorithm for TF in Section 5.5, and then we describe a polynomial-time greedy algorithm in Section 5.6 that partially solves TF for many common instances. Finally, in
Section 5.7, we combine these two algorithms to obtain an algorithm that guarantees to
solve TF completely and correctly and takes only polynomial time for many instances.

5.5

An exponential-time algorithm

The simplest way to solve TF is to check all the possible combinations of row heights and
column widths. The first combination that satisfies all three conditions of TF is selected
as a solution. Suppose we know the maximal range W3 for the width of the jth column
and the maximal range H; for the height of the ith row; then the number of possible
combinations of row heights and column widths is

N

n

m

i=l

i=l

= (II Wj) X (II H;).

Since we usually use small units such as points or even small fractions of a point to
measure length in a formatting system, W3 and H; may have values in the hundreds or
even thousands. Increasing the values m and n leads to an exponential increase in the
size of N. We can avoid examining all combinations of row heights and column widths
by solving the size constraints to obtain row heights for given column widths. Once the
column widths are fixed, the heights and widths of the items are also fixed; thus, we
can use Beach's approach to find the row heights in polynomial time. Thus, we need to
examine only
n

N=IIW3
j=l
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Algorithm 1 TF..Exponential-Time..Algorithm(colwnn_llidths, roll..heights):

bool;

var integer colwnn_llidths [1 .. colwnn~urnber] , roll..heights [1 .. roll~urnber] ;
begin
integer pair current..steps [1. .item~urnber];
for current_steps := each step combination of all the items do
if Find_Colwnn_l/idths (current..steps, colwnn_llidths) and
Find..Roll...l!eights(current..steps, roll..heights) then
return ( true) ;
end if
end for;
return(false);
end

Figure 5.4: An exponential-time algorithm for TF.
combinations.
We can reduce this number further by taking advantage of the characteristics of size
functions. Since the height of an item will be the same when it is typeset within the
widths of a step, we need to test only one of the widths in a step. For each combination
of steps, we can find the column widths and row heights by solving inequalities. Suppose
that item o3 has K 3 steps; then the number of combinations can be reduced to
r

N=ITK;.
j=l

N still increases at an exponential rate when most of the items have more then one
step. In many tables, however, most of the items contain only one step. The number
of combinations that used to be checked is not too large for these cases. Based on this
approach, we design the exponential-time algorithm that completely solves TF shown in
Fig. 5.4.
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Based on a given step combination C = {s 1 , s 2 , ••• , Sr} of all the items, where Sk is
a step of item Ok, Find_Column_Widths attempts to find column widths w.i(l ::; j ::; n)
such that:
1. w.i(l ::; j::; n) satisfy all the width constraints.

Similarly, Find...Row_Heights attempts to find row heights h;(l::;
1. h;(l ::;

i::; n)

i::; m)

such that

satisfy all the height constraints.

2. For each item Ok

= (tk, lk, bk, rk, ek, ,/Jk), ek(sk.head) ::;

2:::~t.

hq.

Find_Column_Widths is false only when there are no column widths for the step combination and Find...Row_Heights is false only when there are no row heights for the
step combination. Therefore, Algorithm 1 has a solution for a given step combination if
and only if both Find_Column_Widths and Find...Row_Heights have a solution. We give
pseudo code algorithms for Find_Column_Widths and Find...Row_Heights in Appendix B.
Find_Column_Widths and Find...Row_Heights find solutions by solving a set of linear equalities and inequalities. There is an algorithm for this problem based on the
simplex method that runs in O(t3) time, where tis the number of equalities and inequalities [Dan63]. Moreover, the algorithm guarantees that the sum of the values of the variables in the equalities and inequalities is minimum. Therefore, both Find_Column_Widths
and Find...Row_Heights can find solutions in O((r + s) 3 ) time, where r is the number of
items and s is the number of size constraints. The total running time of Algorithm 1 is
then
r

O((Il K.i) x (r + s) 3 ),
j=l

where K.i is the number of steps for item o.i.
We need to introduce some notation before we prove that Algorithm 1 completely
and correctly solves TF. Suppose C is a step combination for an instance of TF. We use
WIE( C) to denote the set of equalities and inequalities generated by Find_Column_Widths
for C and we use HIE( C) to denote the set of equalities and inequalities generated by
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Find...Row.lleights for C. Clearly WIE( C) has solutions if and only if Find_Column_Widths
has a solution w;(l :S: j :S: n ), and HIE( C) has solutions if and only if Find...Row.lleight s
returns a solution h;(l :S: i :S: m). If w;(l :S: j :S: n) satisfy only the inequalities for
item sizes (Condition 2) in WIE(C), then w;(l :S: j :S: n) is called a layout of WIE(C); if
h;(l :S: i :S: m) satisfy only the inequalities for item sizes (Condition 2) in HIE(C), then
h;(l :S: i :S: m) is called a a layout of HIE(C). We are now ready to prove the following
results.
Lemma 5.2 Given an instance I of TF, there is a solution for I if and only if there is

a step combination C such that WIE(C) and HIE(C) each have a solution.
Proof: Suppose instance I has a solution (W, H); then, for each Ok = (tk, lk, bk, rk, ek, "Pk),
we can find a step Sk such that Sk.head :S:
1, Wp :S: Bk.tail. Let step combination
C = {s1,sz, ... ,sr}- Since (W,H) is a solution of I, then w;(l :S: j :S: n) must satisfy
all the width constraints and h;(l :S: i :S: m) must satisfy all the height constraints.

I:;~

I:!~t,

I:;~

hq 2:: fk(L;~ 1, wv)- Since
Moreover, for each item Ok,
1, Wp is inside step sk, we
have ek(L;~l, wp) = ek(sk.head); thus,
hq 2:: ek(Sk.head). Thus, w;(l :::; j:::; n) is a
solution of WIE(C) and h;(l :S: i :S: m) is a solution of HIE(C). Therefore, WIE(C) and
HIE( C) each have a solution.

I:!~t,

Conversely, suppose there is a step combination C = {s 1 , s2 , ••• , sr} such that WIE(C)
has a solution w; (1 :S: j :S: n) and HIE(C) has a solution h;(l :S: i :S: m). Then,
w; (1 :S: j :S: n) must satisfy all the width constraints and h; (1 :S: i :S: m) must
satisfy all the height constraints. Moreover, for each item Ok = (tk, lk, bk, rk, ek, "Pk),
Bk.head :S:
Wp :S: Bk.tail and
hq 2:: ek(Sk,head). Because
Wp is inside step
sk, we know that ek(L;~l. wp) = ek(Sk.head). Thus,
Wp 2:: 1Pk[min] and
hq 2::
ek(L;~l. Wp)• Therefore, (W, H) is a solution for I, where W = W1, ... , Wn and H = h1, ... , hm.

I:;~1.

I:!~t,

I:;~1.

I:;~1.

I:!~t,

D

Theorem 5.3 Given an instance I of TF, there is a solution for I if and only if
Algorithm 1 has a solution.

Proof: If there is a solution (W, H) for I, then, by Lemma 5.2, there must be a step combination C such that both WIE( C) and HIE( C) have solutions. Thus, Find_Column_Widths
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has a solution w1(1 ::0: j ::0: n) for C and Find..Row..Heights has a solution h:(1 ::0: i ::0: m)
for C. If Algorithm 1 has not found a solution before C, then it will terminate with C
and return solution (W',H'), where W' = w~, ... ,w~ and H' = h~, ... ,h',,.. Therefore,
Algorithm 1 must find a solution.
Conversely, if Algorithm 1 finds a solution (W, H), then it must terminate after checking a step combination C for which Find_Column_Widths finds w;(l ::C: j ::0: n) and
Find..Row..Heights finds h;(l ::0: i ::0: m). Thus, both WIE(C) and HIE(C) have at least
D
one solution. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2 there is a solution for the instance.

5.6

A polynomial-time greedy algorithm

Algorithm 1 takes exponential time, in most cases, to find a solution for TF. Most
tables, however, usually have few size constraints. For many such cases, we are able
to find a solution in polynomial time by taking advantage of the monotonicity property of size functions. Given an instance I of TF, the monotonicity property of size
functions enables us to generate a list Lr = C1 , C2 , .•• , C. of step combinations, where
C,, = {sf, s;, ... , s~}(l ::0: u ::0: z), that satisfies the following properties:
Property 1 For the first step combination C1 , WIE(C1 ) must have at least one solution.
Property 2 For each item Ok

= (tk, h, bk, Tk, ~k, ,fak), s;:+ 1 is either the same as sk or the

successor of sk; thus, ~k(s;:+ 1 .head) ::0: ~k(sJ:.head).
Property 3 There is at least one item such that its step in Cu+i is larger than its step
in C,,.
Property 4 In the last step combination C., for each k, 1 ::C: k ::C: r, si, is the largest
step of item Ok.
Property 5 For each step combination C,,(1 ::0: u ::0: z), there is a layout w}'(l ::C: j ::C: n)

for WIE(C,,) and a layout hf(l ::0: i ::0: m) for HIE(C,,).
By checking only the step combinations in this list, we may be able to determine whether
there is a solution for the instance. Before we describe how we generate a list of step
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combinations that satisfies Properties 1-5 for an instance, we prove that these properties
enable us to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for TF that returns solutions for many
tables.
Lemma 5.4 If there is a solution for an instance I of TF, then there is a step combination that satisfies Property 1.
Proof: If there is a solution (W, H) for I, by Lemma 5.2 there must be a step combination

C such that both WIE( C) and HIE( C) have at least one solution. Thus, C is a step
combination that satisfies Property 1.
D

An implication of Lemma 5.4 is that if there is no step combination C such that
WIE( C) has at least one solution, then there is no solution for the instance. Given an
instance I of TF, if there is a step combination C such that WIE( C) has a solution, then
we are able to generate a list L 1 of step combinations that satisfies Properties 1-5. For
these instances, we obtain the following results.
Lemma 5.5 The number of step combinations in L 1 is at most Lj=l K;, where K; is
the number of steps for item o;.
Proof: By Properties 2 and 3, there is at least one item such that its step in C.,+ 1 is
the successor of its step in C.,. Since there are only K; steps for item o;(l :-S: j '.S'. r ), the
number of step combinations in Lr is at most Lj=l K;.
D

Lemma 5.6 If there is a solution for instance I, then there is a solution for HIE(C.).
Proof: Suppose there is a solution for the instance. Then, by Lemma 5.2, there is a step
combination C = {s 1 , s2, ... , sr} such that both WIE(C) and HIE(C) have at least one
solution. Suppose h;(l :'S'. i :'S'. m) is a solution ofHIE(C). Since C, consists of the largest

steps for all the items (Property 4), Sk must be either the same step as sk or a smaller step
than sk; thus, {k(s%,head) '.S'. {k(sk,head). Since h;(l :-S: i :-S: m) is a solution ofHIE(C), it
must satisfy all the height constraints. Moreover, for each item Ok= (tk, lk, bk, rk, {k, "Pk),
hq 2:'. {k(sk.head); thus,
hq 2:'. {k(sk.head). Therefore, h;(l :-S: i :-S: m) is also a
o
solution of HIE( C.).

1:: ~..

1:::~,.
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Lemma 5.7 If there is a solution for HIE(C,,), then there is a solution for HIE{Cv},

where u '.S v '.S z.
Proof: By Property 2, for each item Ok = (tk, lk, bk, rk, (k, 1Pk), sZ is either the same
as sJ: or larger than s):; thus, (k(sz.head) '.S (k(s):.head). If HIE(C,,) has a solution
h,(1 :'.Si :'.Sm), then h;(l :'.Si :'.S m) satisfy all the height constraints and, for each item

1::~

Ok,
1• hq?: (k(s):.head)?: (k(sZ.head); thus, a solution for HIE(C,,) is also a solution
for HIE(Cv).
D
Theorem 5 .8 Instance I has a solution, if the following three conditions all hold:

1. There is a step combination C1 such that WIE{C1} has a solution.
2. There is

a solution for HIE(C,).

3. If h(l :'.S h '.S z) is the largest integer such that WIE{Ch} has a solution and
1(1 :'.S l '.S z) is the smallest integer such that HIE(C1) has a solution, then l '.Sh.
Proof: If there is no step combination C1 such that WIE( C1 ) has a solution, then,
by Lemma 5.4, there is no solution for the instance. Similarly, if there is no solution
for HIE( C,), by Lemma 5.6, there is no solution for the instance. Since the first two
conditions hold, both l and h in the third condition are well defined. By Lemma 5.7,
there is a solution for HIE( Ch) because HIE( C1) has a solution and 1 '.S h. Since WIE( Ch)
D
also has a solution, by Lemma 5.2, there is a solution for the instance.

Based on Theorem 5.8, Table 5.4 indicates that we have three possible conclusions
while checking the step combinations in Lr (see Table 5.4):
• We have found a solution for I
• We are sure there is no solution for I
• We are uncertain whether there is a solution for I
It is clear that we get an uncertain answer only if LI satisfies the first two conditions
of Theorem 5.8 and fails the third condition. When attempting to solve WIE( C,,) or
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Table 5.4: The conditions that determine if there is a solution for an instance.
WIE{Ci)
has solution

Cannot
find C1

1 :Sh
HIE(C,)
Yes
l>h
has solution
Uncertain

No

HIE(C,) has
no solution

No

No

HIE(C.,) (1 :Su :S z), we get two possible results: there is a solution {Yes) or there is
no solution (No). An assignment of Lr is a combination of the two possible results (yes
or no) for each WIE(C.,) and HIE(C.,) (1 :S u :S z). The following theorem gives the
proportion of the assignments of Lr that generate an uncertain answer for instance I.
Theorem 5.9 If Lr

= C1 , C2 , ••• , C,

is such that WIE{C1 ) and HIE(C,) each have a
solution, then the proportion of the assignments of Lr that give an uncertain answer is

1
z

- - -1~ - ,
z2•-

where z is the number of step combinations in Lr.
Proof:
We need to count the total number of assignments of Lr and the number
of assignments that give an uncertain answer. The results for.WIE{C1) and HIE(Cz)
are certain (both are 'Yes') and the results for WIE(C.,) (2 :S u :S z) and HIE(C.,)
(1 :S u :S z - 1) are uncertain (see Table 5.5). Thus, we have at most 22 <•- 1) possible
assignments of Lr, By Lemma 5.7, however, if I is the smallest integer such that HIE(C1)
has a solution, then HIE( C1+1), HIE( C1+ 2 ), ••• , HIE( C,) also have solutions. Thus, there
are only z possible combinations of the results for HIE{ Ci), HIE( C2 ), ••• , HIE( C,_i).
Therefore, the total number of assignments of Lr is z2•- 1. For each of these assignments,
we assume that h{l :Sh :S z) is the largest integer such that WIE(Ch) has a solution and
1(1 :S l :S z) is the smallest integer such that HIE{C1) has a solution. Since Lr satisfies the
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Table 5.5: The possible assignments of Lr.

Lr

c.

WIE

HIE

Yes
?

?
?

?

?

?

Yes

first two conditions of Theorem 5.8, an assignment of Lr generates an uncertain answer
only if it fails the third condition, that is, if h < l. Thus, we need to calculate only
how many assignments of Lr satisfy h < l. Assume that h < l. Since Ch is the last
step combination such that WIE( Ch) has a solution, there is no solution for WIE( C1),
WIE(C1+1), ... , WIE(G.). Because WIE(C1 ) must have a solution and l > h 2'. 1, l
can only be 2, 3, ... , or z. For each l, only WIE(C2 ), ••• , WIE(C1-i) have two possible
results; thus, there are only 21- 2 possibilities such that l > h. Hence the total number
of possibilities that satisfy l > h is Li= 2 21- 2 = 2•- 1 - 1. Dividing this number by the
total number of assignments of Lr, it follows that the proportion of the assignments that
generate an uncertain answer is

which converges to

1/z

as z --+ oo.

D

For each step combination Gu of Lr, from Property 5, we know that WIE(Cu) and
HIE( Gu) each have a layout; thus, it is the size constraints that determine whether there
are solutions for WIE( Cu) and HIE( Cu). If we assume that size constraints generate
each assignment of Lr with equal probability, then the probability of giving the uncertain
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l)/(z2•- 1 ). Let

Pr = 0 if z = 1. When z > 1, Pr becomes smaller as z become larger. Pr = 0.25 if z = 2,
and Pr = 0.1 if z = 10. When z = 100, Pr = 0.01. From Theorem 5.9, we obtain the
following heuristic: A long list, Lr, of step combinations for instance I tends to reduce
the possibility of generating an uncertain answer. Therefore, we should try to find as
many step combinations as possible for the list Lr.
Given an instance I of TF,
satisfies Properties 1-5. While
three possible results: yes, no,
polynomial-time algorithm that

we try to generate a list Lr of step combinations that
we are checking the step combinations in Lr, we have
and uncertain. Based on this approach, we obtain a
partially solves TF as given in Fig. 5.5.

In Algorithm 2, Find...First_Combination, given in Appendix B, generates the first

step combination C 1 that satisfies Property 1 and a layout (W 1 , H 1 ), where W 1 = w~, ... , w~
and H 1 = hL ... , h~, in which all items are typeset within the corresponding steps in
C1 • The algorithm returns one of three possible answers:
• Not...Found, if there is no step combination that satisfies Property 1.
• Both_Ok, if C1 exists and WIE( C1 ) and HIE( Ci) each have a solution. In this case,
w}(l::; j::; n) is a solution ofWIE(C1 ) and ht(l::; i::; m) is a solution ofHIE(Ci).
• Wid_Ok, if C1 exists and only WIE( C1 ) has a solution. In this case,

is a solution of WIE(C1 ) and ht(l::;

i::; m) is

w} (1 ::; j ::; n)

a layout of HIE(C1 ).

To find the first step combination, Find...First_Combination first attempts to find the
column widths w}(l ::; j ::; n) such that
1.

w} (1 ::; j ::; n) satisfy the width constraints.

If there are no such column widths, the function returns Not...Found; otherwise, it finds

the steps for all the items based on w}(l ::; j ::; n) and generates the row heights
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Algorithm 2 TF_Folynomial-Time..Algorithm(colurnn_widths, row..heights):

enum

var integer colurnn_widths [1.. column.number], row..heights [1. .row.number];
begin
integer pair com_steps [1. . i tern.number] ;
enum {Not..Found, Wid_Ok, HeLOk, Both_Ok, None_Ok, End} result, pre_result;
result := Find..First_Combination(com_steps, colurnn_widths, row..heights);
if result = Not..Found then
return(No)
else while not result

= Both_Ok

and not result

= End

do

pre_result := result;
result := Find...Next_Combination(com_steps, colurnn_widths,
row..heights);
end while;
if result = Both_Ok then
return(Yes)
else if result

= End

and not pre_resul t

= HeLOk

then

return(No)
else return(Uncertain) end if
end if
end

Figure 5.5: A polynomial-time algorithm that partially solves TF.
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hl{l ::; i ::; m), which ensures that L 1 satisfies Property 1 and C1 satisfies Property 5.
Moreover, Inequality..Solver guarantees that ~J=l WJ is the minimum among the step
combinations that satisfy Property 1.
Given a step combination C., and its layout (W", H"), where W" = wf, ... , w~ and
H" =hf, ... , h;:., Find...Next_Combination, given in Appendix B, finds a new step combination C.,+i, generates a new layout (W"+1 , H"+l ), where wu+i = wf+i, ... , w~+ 1 and
H"+l = hf+ 1 , .•• , h;:.+ 1 , in which all items are typeset within the corresponding steps in
C.,+ 1 , and ensures that L1 satisfies Properties 2-5. It returns one of the five possible
answers:
• End, if all steps in C., are the largest steps of their corresponding items.
• Both_Ok, if C.,+l exists and both WIE(C.,+1) and HIE(C.,+ 1 ) have solutions. In
this case, w3+1 (1 ::; j ::; n) is a solution of WIE(C.,+1) and hf+ 1 (1 ::; i ::; m) is a
solution of HIE( C.,+i).
• Wid_Ok, if C.,+ 1 exists and only WIE( C.,+ 1 ) has a solution. In this case, wJ+l(l ::;

j::; n) is a solution ofWIE(C.,+1) and hf+l(l::;

i::; m) is

a layout ofHIE(C.,+1)-

• HeLOk, if C.,+1 exists and only HIE( C.,+i) has a solution. In this case, hf+l(l ::;
i::; m) is a solution of HIE(C.,+ 1 ) and w3+1 (1::; j::; n) is a layout of WIE(C.,+1)• None_Ok, if C.,+l exists and neither WIE(C.,+1) nor HIE(C.,+ 1 ) has a solution. In
this case, w3+1 (1 ::; j ::; n) is a layout of WIE(C.,+ 1 ) and hf+1(1 ::; i ::; m) is a
layout of HIE( C.,+i).
To reduce the number of uncertain responses, we try to find a step combination that
can generate a solution or lead us to a solution rapidly by selecting as few items as
possible whose steps we increase, to avoid reaching the largest steps of the items as long
as possible. Based on these ideas, we use the following heuristics to obtain C.,+l:
1. For each column 1 ::; k ::; n, we increase its width w;: to a new width w;; such
that w;; is the minimal width to cause at least one item to fall into the next step.
u
• wk+i,
u
u we genera t e a new s t ep com b"1nat·10n C'k
B ase d on w u1 , . .. , wk-i,
wk,
... , wn,

and a layout (Wk,Hl), where Wk= w;,1> ... ,w;,n and Hl = h;, 1 , •.. ,h~m· Then
step combinations Cf, C~, ... , C~ are possible candidates for Cu+l ·
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2. During Step 1, if we find that all items have reached their largest steps, we return
End.
3. If there is a Ck such that both WIE( Ck) and HIE( Ck) have solutions, then C.,+ 1 is
chosen as this Ck and (W"+ 1 ,H"+ 1 ) as (W£,Hk).
4. If we do not find a C.,+i in Step 3, we let C.,+i be a Ck such that I:i=l w~; +I:?,:, 1 h~,
is a minimum. In this case, (W"+ 1 , H"+ 1 ) is chosen as (W£, Hf.).
Step 1 guarantees that each Ck satisfies Properties 2 and 3. It also guarantees that
each Ck satisfies Property 5 because wf, ... , w',:_ 1 , wj;, w',:+ 1 , ••• , w~ must be a layout for
WIE(Cf.) and hf(l ::::; i ::::; m) must be a layout for HIE(Ck). Step 2 ensures that L1
satisfies Property 4. Steps 3 and 4 increase the likelihood that we find a solution. Step 4
is based on the observation that we usually specify size constraints for table width and
height. If we make the table width and height as small as possible, we are more likely to
find a solution in the succeeding search.
The running time for Find...First_Combination is O((r + s)3) and the running time
for Find..Next_Combination is O(n(n + m + (r + s) 3 )). By Lemma 5.5, the number of
the step combinations in the list is at most Lj=l K;. Therefore, the total running time
for Algorithm 2 is
r

O(L K;n(n + m + (r + s)3)),
j=l

where n is the number of columns, m is the number of rows, r is the number of items, s
is the number of size constraints, and K; is the number of steps for item o;. The running
time increases at a polynomial rate as n, m, r, and s increase.

5. 7

An efficient algorithm

By combining Algorithms 1 and 2, we obtain a more efficient algorithm that can completely and correctly solve TF as given in Fig. 5.6. For each instance of TF, Algorithm 3
first uses Algorithm 2 to check a list of step combinations C1 , C2 , ••• , C. that satisfy Properties 1-5. If Algorithm 2 does not find a solution for the instance, then Algorithm 1
is used. By Theorems 5.3 and 5.8, Algorithm 3 guarantees to solve TF completely and
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bool

var integer column_widths [1 .. column.number] , row-1leights [1 .. row.number] ;
begin

enu1n {Yes, No, Uncertain} result;
result := TF_Folynomial..Algorithm(column_widths, row-1leights);

if result = Uncertain then
return(TF..Exponential..Algorithm(column_widths, row-1leights));
else if result = Yes then
return ( true) ;
else return(false); end if
end

Figure 5.6: An efficient algorithm that always solves TF.
correctly. Although Algorithm 3 is still an exponential-time algorithm in the worst case,
it is many more efficient than Algorithm 1 for many instances.
We can divide the instances of TF into two groups, Ge and Gp. Ge includes the
instances for which Algorithm 2 returns Uncertain and Gp includes the instances for
which Algorithm 2 returns either Yes or No. Thus, Algorithm 3 takes polynomial time
to solve the instances in Gp and takes exponential time to solve the instances in G•.
By Theorem 5.9, ·the probability of giving an uncertain answer by Algorithm 2 for each
instance of TF is no more than 0.25 if we assume that the size constraints generate
each assignment of the corresponding list of step combinations with equal probability.
In addition, given a rectangular region, text is usually typeset to fill a region that is as
wide as possible. If the region is not wide enough, text is broken into lines to vertically
fill the region. Thus, we usually specify only width constraints to control the layout of
a table. In these cases, HIE( Ci) must have solutions; thus, we can decide whether there
are solutions for the instances by Algorithm 2. The height constraints may be necessary
when a table is too long to fit into a region and it is possible to shorten it by widening
the table. Therefore, we believe that Gp contains many more common instances than
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Table 5.6: A schedule of computer science courses.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Time

Introduction to
Algorithm Software
System
Data
computer science structure softwares analysis
engineering
This section is for those who already know
Morning This section is for something about computer science and intend
9:00-12:00 those who don't
to have a career in the software industry in the
future.
know anything
about computer
This section is for
This section is for
science and just
those who already
know something about those who know quite
Afternoon want to know
1:00-4:00 something about computer science and a lot about computer
it.
intend to learn how to science and intend to
write simple programs. learn more so that
they can have a career
This section is for those who don't know
in the software
Evening
anything about computers and intend to
industry in the future.
7:00-10:00
learn how to write simple programs.

Ge. For the languages in which people are used to reading text from top to bottom (such
as Chinese and Japanese), a similar algorithm holds when we interchange the roles of
widths and heights in the algorithm.
We end this chapter with an example that was generated by our tabular composition
system. Table 5.6 consists of a 5 x 6 grid and 19 items. We have the following size
constraints:
~~~~+~+~+%+~+%~~~
W2

h4
h1

2: lOOpt
~

lOOpt

+ h2 + ha + h 4 + hs

~

400pt

For this instance, Algorithm 3 is able to find a solution in polynomial time. If we add
the additional size constraint
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?: 200pt

to the instance, Algorithm 3 takes exponential time to discover that there is no solution
for the new instance.

Chapter 6
Implementation
A tabular composition system should help users to design and produce high-quality
tables. A user friendly system should allow users to concentrate primarily on the manipulation of the logical structure of a table and to specify the layout structure using a
style-based approach. To achieve this goal, a tabular system should be able to abstract
and manipulate a table's logical structure and provide the ability to specify the layout requirements, including topology and style. In Chapter 2, we presented an abstract model
for the specification of a table's logical structure. This model can be used as the basis
of a tabular composition system. The editing model described in Chapter 3 provides
operations for the logical manipulation of tables. The topological rules and the style
rules described in Chapter 4 provide one method of specifying a table's layout structure
through a set of presentational rules. Based on these ideas, we have implemented a prototype tabular composition system XTABLE. XTABLE runs in a UNIX and X Windows
environment. In the remainder of this chapter, we first describe, in Section 6.1, the objectives of XTABLE. Then, in Section 6.2, we describe the steps that are involved in the
generation of a concrete table from an abstract table by applying a set of user-defined
topological and style rules. In Section 6.3, we present a hierarchical object-oriented view
of various tabular objects and their operations. Finally, we introduce the overall system
structure in Section 6.4 and the user interface in Section 6.5.
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Objectives

was designed to provide an interactive environment for the composition of highquality tables in two dimensions. It should meet following objectives:

XTABLE

• To describe and manipulate tables based on their logical structure
The logical relationships among the components of a table should be abstracted to
form an abstract table that is independent of the layout structure of the table. In
addition, XTABLE should provide operations to edit tables based on their logical
structure.
• To topologically arrange the tabular components in two dimensions
should topologically arrange objects in both horizontal and vertical dimensions, should allow a user to order labels, and should automatically place the
entries in appropriate positions so as to convey clearly the logical relationships
among tabular components.
XTABLE

• To specify style rules for different kinds of tabular components
should allow a user to specify both collective style rules for a collection
of tables and specific style rules for particular tables. These style rules should be
applied to presentational objects, logical objects, and layout objects.
XTABLE

• To format tables based on user-defined layout specifications
should automatically determine the physical dimensions of a final layout
according to user-defined topological and style specifications. It should provide
both fixed and automatic line-breaking methods and should satisfy column and
row constraints simultaneously. The formatting should satisfy row and column
constraints simultaneously.
XTABLE

• To provide a WYSIAWYG environment to edit the logical structure, topology and
styles of tables
The presentational-oriented, logical and layout objects should be organized hierarchically. Users should be able to select these objects by using a mouse and to
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indicate operations by menu, tool-box and dialog-box techniques. The new presentation of a table should be redisplayed on the screen right after each operation.
• To create a stand-alone tabular system that can support various formatting systems
should be independent of any existing document formatting system. It
should generate formatted tabular output for several typesetting systems; for example, for B-'I'.EX, troff, and Postscript.
XTABLE

6.2

Abstract to concrete

We specify, in XTABLE, the logical structure of a table using the abstract model given
in Chapter 2 and the layout structure using the topological and style rules described in
Chapter 4. Given an abstract table, a topological specification, and a style specification,
we generate a concrete table using a two-step process. First, the arrangement step generates a grid structure and a set of size constraints for the columns and rows in the grid
structure. Then, the formatting step determines the physical dimensions of the columns
and rows for the grid structure according to the size constraints.

6.2.1

Grid structure

The implemented grid structure is more complex than the definition we used in Chapter 5,
where we extracted only the properties necessary for the formal description of tabular
formatting. In XTABLE, a grid structure consists of three components: a grid, a set of
nonoverlapping items, and a set of separations. Recall that an m x n grid is a planar
integer lattice with m rows and n columns. An item is an object that is placed in a block
of a grid. We use a four-element tuple (position, content, format, size function) to define
an item. The position of an item is the block in which the item is placed. The content of
an item can be any kind of data, such as a string of characters, a fixed-size picture and
image, a table, and so on. At present, we allow only strings of characters. The format of
an item includes the typographic attributes that determine the appearance of the item,
such as font families and sizes, background patterns, line spacing, and so on. The size
function is a decreasing step function that describes the line-breaking characteristics of
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the items. Before we define separation, we need to introduce more terminology. The lines
that horizontally separate the rows are called row grid lines and the lines that vertically
separate the columns are called column grid lines. A grid point is the intersection of a
row grid line and a column grid line. A separation is either a rule surrounded by white
space or white space that we use to separate cells, blocks, rows, and columns in a table.
We can use a three-element tuple (position, rule style, spacing) to define a separation.
The position of a separation specifies two grid points between which the separation lies.
These two grid points must be on the same horizontal line or the same vertical line. The
rule style consists of the rule type and the rule width. The spacing specifies the extents
of the left and right (or upper and lower) spacing on each side of the rule.

6.2.2

Size constraints

Although the formatting algorithm in Chapter 5 supports any size constraints expressed
as linear equalities or inequalities, we further restrict the size constraints in XTABLE to
simplify the user interface and decrease the execution time of the tabular formatting
algorithm. XTABLE allows only four kinds of linear inequalities for the size constraints:

• l :,::; ~]=p w 3 (the width of a set of consecutive columns is no less than l)

• ~]=p w 3 :,::; u (the width of a set of consecutive columns is no more than u)

~r=p h; (the height of a set of consecutive columns is no less than l)
• ~r=p h; :::: u (the height of a set of consecutive columns is no more than u)
• l :::;

We have used w3 to denote the width of the jth column and h; to denote the height of
the ith row, and l and u are positive integer constants. We believe that these four kinds
of size constraints are sufficient to specify most size requirements for tables. XTABLE,
however, does not allow the specification of equality constraints for columns or rows,
which imposes the equality of column widths or row heights in a table.
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Arrangement

Given an abstract table, a topological specification, and a style specification, it is easy
to generate a grid and the blocks occupied by the items in the grid. It is more difficult
to determine the formatting attributes for the items and the separations. We have to
decide on a reasonable strategy to determine what formatting attributes an item or a
separation should use when multiple inheritance occurs.
As we mentioned in Section 4.4.1, there are three approaches for handling multiple
inheritance of style rules. The strategy we use is a combination of priority order and combining style approaches. We try to combine the style rules of all super-objects. Whenever
there is no satisfactory combination, we use the style rules of the super-object with the
highest priority as specified by the user. There are two possible ways to determine the
inheritance priority: fixed and free. With fixed priority , the inheritance ordering of style
rules is predetermined by the designers of the system. For example, we, as system designers, can specify that the style rules for rows have a higher priority than the style rules
for columns. In this framework, users do not have to specify the inheritance ordering of
style rules. On the other hand, users are unable to change the fixed priority. With free
priority, the inheritance ordering of style rules is dynamically specified by users based
on the requirements of their tables. Although it gives users flexibility to handle style
inheritance, this approach requires users to specify inheritance orderings for each table.
The combination of these two approaches provides a better solution. In XTABLE, the
priority for some scopes, including the whole table, the stub, the boxhead the stub head,
the body, and the categories, is predetermined. We use the genealogical tree, shown in
Fig. 6.1, to describe the relationships between these scopes. Therefore, we can predetermine the priority for these scopes using single inheritance. The style rules for a cell can
be inherited according to the priority: the category that contains a label that occupies
the cell, the region that contains this cell, and the whole table. For example, in Table 6.1,
the cells that contain the label Winter inherit the style rules of category Term first,
then of the stub, and finally of the whole table. Since the style rules for these scopes
determine the general appearance of a table, they are appropriate for most tables. With
fixed-priority inheritance, users do not need to indicate the inheritance ordering if they
specify only the style rules for these scopes. Since the remaining scopes, including the
rows, the columns, the blocks, the labels, the subcategories, the entries, the entry set,
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body

categorys1

category,n

categorn1

categorybm

Figure 6.1: The genealogical relationship of some scopes.

and the entry values, are specified infrequently and may cause multiple inheritance, the
priority for these scopes is determined by users according to their requirements. For
the style rules with these scopes, the last specified style rule has the highest priority.
Moreover, these style rules have higher priority than the style rules in the preceding
single-inheritance ordering.
Multiple formatting attributes for a cell or for a separation are combined by inheritance of the style rules of various objects based on the priority we have described. A
cell may inherit the font family from the style rule of the stub and the font size from the
style rule of the whole table. If an item occupies a block that contains more than one
cell, we need to determine the formatting attributes of the cell used to display the item.
In XTABLE, we use the formatting attributes of the top-left cell of a block to display the
item that occupies the block.
We give an example to explain our inheritance strategy. Table 6.1 is generated by
specifying four style rules. We assume that the style rules are specified in this order:
TABLE:
BOXHEAD:
COLUMN 2:
ROW 4:

Roman
bold face
Courier
Helvetica

The labels in the boxhead are displayed in bold Roman by inheriting the Roman attribute
from the whole table and the bold face attribute from the boxhead. The label Spring
in cell (4, 2) is displayed in Helvetica because the style rule for the 4th row is specified
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Table 6.1: The average marks for 1991-1992.

1991

Winter
Spring
Fall

1992

Winter
Spring
Fall

Assignments

Examinations

Assl Ass2 Ass3

Midterm Final

Grade

85
80
80

80
65
85

75
75
75

60
60
55

75
70
80

75
70
75

85
80
75

80
80
70

70
70
65

70
70
60

75
75
80

75
75
70

last. Label 1991 is presented in Roman instead of Helvetica because the top-left cell (3,
1) of its block inherits the font family from the whole table.

6.2.4

Formatting

The formatting step must calculate the physical dimensions of the columns and the rows
in a grid structure so that all size constraints are satisfied and all items can be placed
completely inside the block they occupy. If an item is a long string, there are two ways to
break the string into lines. Fixed line breaking requires users to indicate the line breaks
in the string and automatic line breaking requires the system to determine the linebreak points based on the current dimension of the column. XTABLE allows both fixed
line breaking and automatic line breaking. We adopt the main ideas of the formatting
algorithm presented in Chapter 5 to determine the physical dimensions of a table. Since
the allowable size constraints in XTABLE are simpler, we are able to reduce the running
time of the algorithm by making two changes. First, we do not use the simplex method
to solve the linear equalities and inequalities since the size constraints in XTABLE can be
expressed using a small number of inequalities. We use a more efficient inequality solver.
Second, we use a branch-and-bound strategy to generate only those step combinations
that guarantee to give a layout for a table. Any step combination for which does not
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give to a layout is not considered. For example, suppose two items o1 and o2 are placed
in the same column and o1 has a step [20, 30) and o2 has a step [50, 60); then there is no
layout for a step combination that contains these two steps because they do not overlap.
By omitting such step combinations, the number of step combinations that are checked
in the exponential-time search is greatly reduced.
The size functions of items are dependent on the medium that is used to display
the table. Since different media use different font sizes, the line breaks of an item may
be different with different media and the same table may be presented differently with
different media. Thus, the formatting process needs to take a size function as a parameter
and generate a concrete table that is dependent on the given size function.

6.3

Tabular objects and their operations

We adopt an object-oriented technology in XTABLE to provide an interactive environment
for the manipulation of the logical structure, the topology, and the styles of tables.
Tabular components are classified into object classes and editing operations are associated
with them. Table 6.2 shows the object classes and their operations in XTABLE.
There are three kinds of object classes: presentational objects, logical objects, and
layout objects. The presentational objects include the entire table and the four major
regions: the stub, the boxhead, the stub head, and the body. The logical objects are
the logical components of an abstract table including category, subcategory, label, entry,
entry set, and entry value. The layout objects are the layout components of a concrete
table including block, row, and column.
There are also three kinds of operations for the object classes: logical, topological, and
style. A logical operation changes the logical structure of a table for example, by adding
a category to a table, deleting a label from a category, or editing an entry. Logical
operations can be decomposed into sequences of the editing operations introduced in
Chapter 3. A topological operation changes only the topological specification of a table,
for example, transposing a table, moving a category from the stub to the boxhead, or
changing the ordering for a category. A style operation changes only the style specification
of a table, for example, changing the cell style, the separation style, or the arrangement
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Table 6.2: The object classes and their operations.
Objects

Table

Operations
Logical operations Topological operations

Clear

Transpose

Presentational- Stub
oriented
objects Boxhead

Arrangement style,
category h. style,
basic style*
Arrangement style,
basic style*

Body

Spanning style,
basic style*
Add, remove,
copy, combine,
split, text edit

Move,
change order

Add, remove,
copy,
logical move, Topological move,
Subcategory
change order
combine, split,
text edit
Remove, copy,
Label
move, text edit
Entry
Entry value
Entry set

Copy, move,
remove, compute,
text edit

Block
Layout
objects

Frame style,
grouping style,
size constraints,
category h. style,
basic style*

Stub head

Category

Logical
objects

Style operations

Row

Copy, move,
remove, text edit

Column
*Basic style includes cell style and separation style.

Category h. style,
basic style*
Frame style,
basic style*

Frame style,
cell style
Frame style,
basic style*
Spanning style,
frame style,
size constraints,
basic style*
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style for dilferent objects.
After introducing some internal object classes, we obtain the object hierarchy shown
in Fig. 6.2. The operations of the object classes in this hierarchy are synthesized. The objects at lower levels may inherit the operations of ancestral objects. The hierarchy enables
us to use object-oriented technology to implement an interactive editing environment.

6.4

Overall system structure

We separate the collective style specification from the specific style specification in
XTABLE. The collective style rules are in a separate file and the specific style rules
are associated with a specific table. Thus, the collective style rules can be applied to
multiple tables.

6.4.1

Input and output

As shown in Fig. 6.3, XTABLE accepts three kind of input: table files, collective
style files, and user instructions. A table file has three parts: an abstract table, a
topological specification, and a specific style specification. A collective style file contains
only collective style rules. Appendix D gives examples of a table file and a collective style
file. Through an interactive editing environment, users provide XTABLE with instructions
for the manipulation of the logical structure, the topological specification, and the style
specification (both specific and collective). At any time, the current status of the abstract
table, the topological specification, and the specific style specification can be saved as
a table file, and the current status of collective style specification can be saved as a
collective style file. The updated presentation of an edited table is displayed on the fly.
Users can create an abstract table in a particular topology without specifying any style.
In this case, the table file contains only the abstract table and the topology, and the table
is displayed on the screen using the default style specification. XTABLE is designed to
be a preprocessor for some formatting systems, including H-'IEX, Postscript, and troff.
Currently XTABLE generates only H-'IEX output.
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Table
Stub
~-~O~r~ie~n~t~ed~o~b~je~c~t~::::--j Boxhead
Stub head
Body

Category
Structure object
Subcategory
Table object

Logical object

Label
Value objec

1?----1

Entry set
Entry value

Block
Row

Column

Figure 6.2: The object class hierarchy.
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r---------------,

I

, Table fil e ,I

: Collective style file :

L--------J

L-----· --

______ .J

I,

XTABLE
.

r----1------,
I

f1"'JEX file J

J

L _________

Figure 6.3: The input/output of XTABLE.

6.4.2

Internal data structures and processes

as shown in Fig. 6.4, maintains four major data structures for the abstract
table, the topological specification, the specific style specification, and the collective style
specification. Their initial values are given by a table file and a collective style file or
assume defaults if neither table file nor collective style file is provided. During the interactive editing process, these data structures are updated according to user commands.
We use Motif as the interface between a user and the system. We generate three intermediate data structures whenever XTABLE displays a table or compiles a table specification
into a I1"'JEX file. The arrangement process generates a grid structure and a set of size
constraints, and then the formatting process generates a concrete table. A concrete table
can either be displayed through the Motif interface or be transformed into a source file
for T1"'JEX. Since different systems use different font sizes, the formatting process needs to
know the size function for a particular system before calculating the absolute positions of
all the items and rules. Thus, we need to implement the size functions for Motif, I1"'JEX,
Postscript, and troff. Due to limitations of the I1"'JEX table environment, we transform
a concrete table to the T1"'JEX picture environment in which all tabular items and rules
XTABLE,
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I

, Table file ,

: Collective style file :

Collective style output

Grid structure

Size constraints

Formatting process

Concrete table

1------""{

\
Motif display

~'IEX output

r--- -----,

:L _________
~'IEX file

:

_J

Figure 6.4: The internal system structure of XTABLE.
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11-1'.EX, we need to

User interface

XTABLE's user interface enables users to select editing objects by using mouse and to
indicate the operations by the menu, tool-box, and dialog-box techniques. Fig. 6.5 shows
the main window of XTABLE in which a table is displayed. There are three editing areas
in the main window: stub, boxhead, and table. The categories that are assigned to the
stub (the boxhead) appear in the stub area (the boxhead area) and the concrete table is
presented in the table area. A menu bar and a set of tool boxes are created for users to
use for editing. Once users have selected an object and indicated an operation and its
arguments, a new presentation of the table is generated in the table area after applying
the operation to the object. Two approaches are used to specify editing operations: tool
boxes and menus.

6.5.1

Tool boxes

The most frequently used operations (add, remove, copy, move, combine, split, and
text) are provided as tool boxes. Once the user clicks on a tool box, the corresponding
operation is active until the user clicks on another tool box. When a tool box is active,
the user needs to indicate to which object the operation is applied and to specify the
required arguments by pointing and dragging in the three editing areas. We use different
mouse buttons to distinguish the insertion modes: the left, middle, and right keys are
used to insert an object before, under, and after the active object, respectively. The tool
box select is used to indicate the editing objects for menu operations. The content
of the current active object is displayed in the subwindow at the bottom of the main
window. Users can edit the content of the object in that subwindow and press the
button content on its left after the editing is down. The button redraw at the bottom
is used to redisplay the edited table on the screen.
To show how users edit tables using XTABLE, we have included some screen shots
in Appendix C. Suppose we have constructed the table given in Fig. C.l. To move the

File Edit Style Collective-Style Calculation Setting !Selectl~iRe.,ove!~~!Comblne!~~
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::i::i
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70
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category Year from the stub to the boxhead immediately before the category Mark, we
first click on the tool box move, click on Year in the stub area, and, finally, click on
Mark in the boxhead area by pressing the left key of the mouse. Now we obtain the
table given in Fig. C.2. To add a new label Ass4 under the subcategory Assignments
and place it after Ass3 in the ordering, we first click on tool box add, then click on
the label Assignments in the table area by pressing the middle key of the mouse, and
finally enter Ass4 in the content widget and press content. Figs. C.3 and C.4 show the
changes to the table after adding a new label and assigning the new name Ass4. Now we
can enter the marks that are associated with Ass4 to obtain Fig. C.5. We first click on
tool box text, then drag the cursor to select all the cells for the new marks, and finally
enter the marks in the table.

6.5.2

Menus

Most topological operations, style operations, and system commands are listed in the
menu bar. The menu File consists of input and output commands, such as reading a
table file or a collective style file, and generating a :0-TEXsource files; the menu Edit
consists of the other logical and topological operations that are not available as tool
boxes; the menu Style consists of the style operations for specific style specification that
can be applied only to the current edited table; menu Collective-Style consists of the
style operations for collective style specification that can be applied to a collection of
tables; the menu Calculation consists of the operations average, total, minimum, and
maximum that are used to compute entry values; and the menu Setting consists of the
commands for the selection of the system parameters. Users have to select an editing
object with the tool box select before pulling down the menu and clicking on an option.
If an operation is associated with only one object, such as transpose or clear for the
whole table, then the user can directly click on the operation without first indicating
the editing object, independently of which tool box is active. When a style operation
is selected, a dialog box pops up to assist users to edit the formatting attributes of the
style rule for the selected object.
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Merits and limitations

is a tool that helps users to design high-quality tables in two dimensions. It
provides an interactive environment for editing the logical structure, topology, and style
of a table and for presenting a table easily with multiple layout structures. XTABLE is
also a tool that helps users to explore the data from different viewpoints. By arranging
table items :flexibly in two dimensions, users are able to discover relationships among of or
patterns in the data. This ability helps users to analyze and understand tabular data in
an efficient way. Tables 6.3 shows the correlations for 10 TV programs based on whether
people in a sample of 7,000 UK adults said they "really liked to watch" the range of
programs such as World of Sport (WoS), Match of the day (MoD), and Panorama (Pan).
In Table 6.3, TV programs are subcategories of two TV broadcasting stations: ITV and
BBC. This presentation does not show any clear pattern in the data. After combining the
TV programs with the corresponding TV broadcasting stations and reordering them, we
obtain Table 6.4 that shows a cluster for the five Sports programs and another cluster for
the five Current Affairs programs. Now we can clearly see the main pattern of the data:
correlations of 0.3 to 0.6 between the five Sports programs and of 0.2 to 0.5 between the
five Current Affairs programs, with correlations of approximately 0.1 between these two
clusters. What we have done in this example is similar to knowledge discovery and data
mining that extracts understandable rules and patterns from a large database. Resently
there has been an increased interest in exploring various data mining techniques for
database applications [FPSSU95]. XTABLE can be used as a visual data-mining tool for
database applications if we can establish a connection between XTABLE and a database
system.
XTABLE

Since XTABLE is a prototype for validating our tabular model, it does not provide some
functionality that a production system will provide. For example, we did not provide
well-designed languages for the specifications of table files and the collective style files,
because we originally did not expect users to edit them directly. However, there are
at least two advantages to allow users to edit these files directly. First, it provides a
batch-oriented approach for users to compose tables. In this way, XTABLE can be used
as a formatting system that compiles table specifications and generates formatted tables
for various systems. Second, other systems can direct their output to XTABLE so that
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Table 6.3: The initial table of correlations for 10 TV programs.
Programs

PrB Thw ToD WoS

ITV PrB
Thw
ToD
WoS

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5

0.3
0.1

0.1

BBC GrS
LnU
MoD
Pan
Rgs
24H

0.5
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.1

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4

0.1
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.2

0.1
0.3

0.5
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.1

GrS LnU MoD Pan Rgs 24H
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.1

0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1

0.5
0.1
0.0
0.6

0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.1
0.1
0.3

0.1
0.4
0.2
0.1

0.1

0.6
0.0

0.2
0.2
0.1

0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1

0.1
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.1

0.0
0.2
0.1
0.3

0.1
0.3
0.1

0.1
0.5

0.1

Table 6.4: The modified table of correlations for 10 TV programs.
Programs

WoS MoD GrS PrB Rgs

ITV WoS
BBCMoD
BBC GrS
ITV PrB
BBC Rgs

0.6
0.6
0.5
0.3

0.6
0.5
0.3

0.5
0.3

0.3

BBC 24H
BBC Pan
ITV Thw
ITV ToD
BBC LnU

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.6

0.6
0.6

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

24H Pan Thw ToD LnU
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.3

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.5

0.4
0.4

0.2
0.2
0.3

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.4
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.2

0.2
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they can use XTABLE's abilities to edit, analyze, and format tabular data. For example,
as we have mentioned, XTABLE can be a data-mining tool if a database table can be
transformed to an XTABLE table.
Since XTABLE is based on the abstract model and the presentational model, it inherits
the merits and the limitations of these models (see Sections 2.4 and 4.5). All the tables
except Tables 2.3 and 5.4 in this thesis were generated by XTABLE in B-'JEX format. We
have edited the B-'JEX files for Table 5.1 to add the footnotes. For Tables 2.2, 4.15, and
4.16, we treated the labels in the body as entries and introduced some empty labels with
which the fake entries can be associated.

Chapter 7
Concluding remarks
We presented a tabular model that can support the different stages of tabular composition, including the description and manipulation of logical structure, the specification
of topology and style, and the formatting of concrete tables. Based on this model, we
have implemented a prototype tabular composition system XTABLE that helps users to
design high-quality table layouts. XTABLE enables users to concentrate primarily on the
manipulation of a table's logical structure and the specification of the layout with presentational rules. The resulting concrete tables are automatically generated by applying
user-defined topology and style specifications to the logical structure. By separating the
logical structure of tables from their layout structure, we are able to edit tables based
on the logical relationships among tabular items, regardless of where the items appear
in the layout structure. We can also easily present a table with different topologies and
styles so as to compare different presentations and select the most appropriate one.
We have investigated only the basic requirements for tabular editing, presentation,
and formatting. As a result of our exploration, we believe that there are many issues
that should be investigated further. In the following sections, we discuss some issues
regarding abstract models, presentation, formatting, and browsing.
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Relational database tables

The basic difference between relational database tables and abstract tables is the logical
dimension. A database table is two-dimensional with attributes in one dimension and
tuples in the other. To represent an abstract table in a relational database, we need
to determine which category corresponds to the attribute names, which category corresponds to the primary keys, and which category corresponds to the non-primary keys.
Other database models exist, however, for the direct representation of multidimensional
tables. Darrell Raymond [Ray96] proposes the use of partial orders as a unifying data
model for databases. His model makes it possible to represent multidimensional tables
directly in a partial-order database and present them in different topological layouts by
applying partial-order operators. Using his model, each dimension of an abstract table
can be specified with a partially ordered set and the topology of a table can be specified with a nested partial-order product of these dimensions. For example, using the
three-dimensional abstract table defined on page 34, if we place the categories Year
and Term in the stub and the category Mark in the boxhead, the topology can be
specified as (Year x Term) x Mark, where the parentheses indicate the grouping.

7.2

Extending the abstract model

As we have mentioned in Section 2.4, we can extend the model by allowing multiple
mappings to specify the tables that are a combinations of several tables in a multidimensional structure.
Our abstract model captures only the logical relationships among labels and entries;
there are often other relationships among entries. For example, an entry may be the sum
of some other entries, as in a spreadsheet. If we extend the abstract model to capture
this kind of relationship, we can update an entry once the values of its associated entries
are changed. To achieve this objective, we may allow entry values to be formulas whose
variables are other entries. We can use, for example, Average({Year.1991, Mark.Final})
to represent the value of an entry that is the average of the final marks for the three terms
of 1991.
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The abstract model does not distinguish entry and label types; for example, string,
number, date, time, and so on. Such distinctions could be used for specifying styles and
for computing derived values.

7.3

Different abstract model

Our abstract model requires the distinction between labels and entries. An item has
to be a label or an entry, but not both. This limits the representation of the logical
associations among such items. For example, a table that converts temperatures between
Celsius and Fahrenheit contains two groups of items: the temperatures in Celsius and
the temperatures in Fahrenheit. Items in both groups can be either labels or entries.
To specify this table with our abstract model, we need to determine which group acts
like labels and which like entries. A possible approach to this problem is to make no
distinction between labels and entries. We can specify entries as a category and use a
relation rather than a function to specify the logical associations among items in different
categories. This, however, increases the complexity of arranging items in two dimensions
if a table contains more than two categories. We need add one more topological rule to
specify which category is put in the body. If one places a category that contains entries
in the stub or in the boxhead, the labels may need to be put in the table body. This
kind of presentations is, however, against the convention for high-quality tables [Wri68].

7.4

Logical structure recognition

We map an abstract table into a concrete table, but what about the reverse? Can we
derive the logical structure of a table when given a concrete table? Image processing
techniques enable us to determine the tabular items in a two-dimensional grid. To reconstruct a logical structure we need to distinguish labels from entries. We can use some
presentational heuristics to distinguish them. For example, the font and the size oflabels
may be different from the font and size of entries, or the stub and boxhead separation
may be different from other separations in rule type, in rule width, or in spacing. If
a user can provide the positions of stub and boxhead separation, recognition is much
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easier. Douglas et al. [DHQ94] present an approach that extracts the logical structure
from a table in plain text in two steps: first recognizing its canonical layout, which is
similar to a relational database table, and then applying a series of transformations to
the canonical layout. Reconstructing a multidimensional logical structure from a twodimensional database table is comparatively easy, because the attribute names and the
items in a column that is a part of the primary key are used mostly as indices; thus, they
can be classified as labels. Automatic recognition of tabular logical structure can improve
the efficiency of table construction from published documents, hand-written drafts, and
database output.

7.5

Different presentational methods

Our tabular model focuses only on presenting tables as a row-column structure in two
dimensions. We have not addressed the issue of presenting tables in other forms, such as
with bar graphics, line graphics, pie charts, and so on. We would need to introduce different presentational rules to specify the topology and style for these graphical elements.
Also we need to investigate possible graphical techniques that utilize the full capabilities
of the human visual system. In addition, how might we present an abstract table in three
dimensions? We could use different pages as sheets to present the third dimension or we
could use a two-dimensional display to present a three-dimensional layout.

7.6

Complexity of tabular formatting

We have given the complexities of tabular formatting problems with different combinations of restrictions in Table 5.1 on page 99, in which 3 problems were solved, 10
problems have conjectures, and 11 problems are unsolved. We obtained the conjectured
results by inference and did not give proofs in this thesis. We now give a brief discussion
of these conjectured results. For convenience, we define a tabular formatting problem
with restrictions as TF(L, S, 0), where L is either "fixed line breaking" or automatic
line breaking"; S is "none", "linear" for linear equality or inequality, or "non-linear" for
non-linear expression; and O is "none", "diameter", "area" or "w_space" for white space.
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For example, the formatting problem TF(automatic, linear, diameter) uses automatic
line breaking to find a table with the minimal diameter that satisfies the size constraints
expressed as linear equalities or inequalities.
Beach proved that TF(fixed, linear, diameter) is polynomial-time solvable [Bea85].
This result implies that TF(fixed, linear, none) is polynomial-time solvable. Since all
item sizes are fixed, a solution with minimal diameter is also a solution with the minimal area and a solution with the minimal white space. Thus, TF(fixed, linear, area) and
TF(fixed, linear, w_space) are also polynomial-time solvable. Since TF(fixed, none, diameter), TF(fixed, none, area), and TF(fixed, none, w_space) are subproblems of TF(fixed,
linear, diameter), TF(fixed, linear, area), and TF(fixed, linear, w_space), respectively,
they are also polynomial-time solvable. For TF(automatic, none, none), we can first fix
the item sizes by typesetting all items in their maximum widths; thus, it can be transformed to TF(fixed, none, none), which has been proved to be polynomial-time solvable
by Beach [Bea85]. Therefore, TF(automatic, none, none) is polynomial-time solvable.
We have proved that TF(automatic, linear, none) is NP-complete (see Theorem 5.1).
If we restrict TF such that the size constraints contain at least two linear equalities:

W1 S I:i=l W 3 S W2

and H1 S I:~ 1h; S H2, it is still NP-complete, because the proof
of Theorem 5.1 also holds in this case. We name this NP-complete problem SUBTF.
To prove that TF(automatic, linear, diameter) is NP-complete, we can define an equivalent problem of TF(automatic, linear, diameter) by changing the definition of TF in
Section 5.3 on page 105 to:
INSTANCE:
QUESTION:

An m x n grid, r nonoverlapping items: Ok = (tk, lk, bk, rk, Ok, 1/Jk)
(1 S k Sr) , s size constraints: e1 , e2 , ••• , e., and an integer D.
Are there n + m integers W1, W2, ... , Wn and h1, h2, ... , hm such that
l. W = w1, w2, ... , Wn satisfy all width constraints among e 1 , e2 , .•• , e,;
2. H = hi, h2, ... , hm satisfy all height constraints among e 1 , e2 , .•• , e,;
3. Vok(l

s ks r), I:;~1. Wp?: 1/Jk[min] and ok(I:;~1. wp) s I:~::•• hq.

4. I:1=1 Wj + I:~1 h; s D

We add D to the INSTANCE portion and add condition 4, which specifies that the sum of
the table width and height is no more than D, to the QUESTION portion. We can prove
that TF(automatic, linear, diameter) is NP-complete by reducing SUBTF to this equivalent problem. Similarly, we obtain an equivalent problem of TF(automatic, linear, area)
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by replacing condition 4 with
n

m

~w3 ~h,::; D
j=l

i=l

and obtain an equivalent problem of TF(automatic, linear, w_space)by replacing condition 4 with
n

m

r

r1c

r1e

~ w3 ~ h, - ~(( ~ wv)Jk( ~ wp)) ::; D.
j=l

i=l

k=l

p=l1c

p;;;;l1,:

We can also prove that TF(automatic, linear, area) and TF(automatic, linear, w_space)
are NP-complete by reducing SUBTF to their equivalent problems. The formal proofs
will be given in Wang and Wood [WW96].
We have not classified the complexities of TF( automatic, none, diameter), TF( automatic,
none, area), and TF(automatic, none, w_space). These problems may be polynomialtime solvable. The complexity results for all problems that handle size constraints with
non-linear expressions are also unknown.

7. 7

Formatting algorithms

To obtain an algorithm to solve the tabular formatting problem that runs in polynomial
time for many common tables, we ignored objective functions. We can improve our
algorithm by generating locally optimal solutions for an objective function among a
set of layouts. In a polynomial-time search, we can check all the step combinations and
select an optimal solution among the layouts found in the search, rather than terminating
when we have found a layout that satisfies the size constraints. A more challenging and
interesting future investigation includes the following problems:
• If we take objective functions into account in the formatting process, can we design

an algorithm to solve the problem in polynomial time for many tables?
• If we simplify the problem by weakening the size constraints instead of ignoring

the objective functions, can we still obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for many
tables?
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Large tables

When a table is too large to be presented on a given page, we need to break it into
subtables. This process is more complex than the pagination of text. Where should we
break the table such that difficulty of reading is minimized? Since our tabular model
captures logical structure, we expect that it provides sufficient information to assist in
the pagination of tables. For example, if a subcategory has subsubcategories, it is unwise
to break a table such that the subsubcategories appear on different pages. To reduce the
difficulty of reading a multipage table, we may have to duplicate the labels in the stub
or in the boxhead for each page. Observe that when one dimension is much larger than
the other dimension, we can break the table with respect to the larger dimension and we
may be able to place the subtables side by side in the smaller dimension on one page.

7.9

Tabular browsing

Our tabular model provides a basis for adding tabular browsing in an interactive environment since the model captures the logical structure. Such an extension might highlight
the entries that satisfy queries. Here are some example queries:
1. Highlight all marks that are less than 50 and associated with the Winter term and

the final examination.
2. Highlight all the students who gained the highest mark in the midterm of a course.
3. Highlight all students whose final marks are between 90 and 100.
We might also wish to create a subtable in response to a query and then automatically
lay it out using the methods described in the thesis. We should be able to borrow the
ideas in database query languages such as SQL; however, the design of an appropriate
query language is an open problem.

Appendix A
Expressiveness
To find out how well the abstract and presentational models described in Chapters 2 and
4 can be used to specify the tables in the real world, we performed two experiments that
measure the expressive power of these models. We checked books from different sources,
including statistics, sociology, science, and business. The CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics [CRC88] collects a few hundred tables used in chemistry and physics. These
tables are representative of scientific tables that may contain many numbers, mathematical equations, and special symbols. The Human Activity and the Environment [Sta86],
published by Statistics Canada, contains 148 statistical tables. Most of them contain
footnotes and many of them have three or more categories. Most of the tables in Investments: Principle/Practices/Analyses [BR74] are two-dimensional numerical tables.
Social Problems [Rit86] contains many tables with long text.
The result of the experiment for the logical structure, given in Table A.1, reveals that
the abstract model can be used to specify 56 percent of the tables in these four books
if we consider footnotes and 97 percent of the tables if we ignore footnotes. From this
experiment we can see that most of the tables can be specified with a multi-dimensional
logical structure.
The result of the experiment for the layout structure, given in Table A.2, shows that
the presentational model can be used to specify the topology of 94 percent of the tables
in the four books and to specify the style of 97 percent of the tables. These percentages
also indicate that the presentational model matches the real-world situation quite well.
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Table A.1: The expressiveness of the abstract model.

i

Logical structure
Books

Can be specified
Without footnotes

I

Number Percent
CRC Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics
Human Activity and
Environment
Investment: Principles/
Practise/ Analyses
Social Problems
Total number

Cannot be specified

With footnotes
Number IPercent

Number

I Percent

Total
number

322

66

150

31

16

03

488

23

13

148

86

1

10

172

106

64

56

34

4

2

166

47

78

12

20

1

2

60

498

56

366

41

22

3

886
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Table A.2: The expressiveness of the presentational model.

t:>:l

~

Topology
Books

CRC Handbook
of Chemistry
and Physics
Human Activity
and Environment
Investmen:
Principles/
Practise/ Analyses
Social Problems
Total number

Style

Can be
specified

Cannot be
specified

Can be
specified

Cannot be
specified

Number J Percent

Number J Percent

Number IPercent

Number IPercent

Total
number

i
~
~

~

451

92

37

8

463

95

25

5

488

168

98

4

2

172

1

0

0

172

161

97

5

3

161

97

5

3

166

57

95

3

5

60

1

0

0

60

837

94

49

6

856

97

30

3

886
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Appendix B
Pseudo-code algorithms
This appendix includes the pseudo-code algorithms invoked by Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 in
Chapter 5:
Function

Find_Colurnn_Widths (com..steps, colurnn_widths):

bool

integer pair com..steps [1. . i tem__number] ;
var integer colurnn_widths [1 .. colurnn__number] ;
begin
array of inequality wid_inequ;
integer wid_inequ__num;

f*

Generate width inequalities for item sizes
wid_inequ__num : = 0;

*f

for each item Ok= (tk,lk,bk,rk,'Pk,ok) do

f*

ensure that the width of the block falls into the step for the item
• wp };
vid_inequ[wid...inequ__num] := { com..steps[k] .head '.','.
1

I:;~1•

wid_inequ[wid...inequ__num+1] := {
wid_inequ__num : = wid_inequ__num + 2;

I:;~

Wp '.','.

com_steps [k]. tail } ;

end for

f*

Generate width equalities and inequalities for width constraints

for each width constraint ez do
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wid_inequ[wid...inequJ1urn] := { ec } ;
wid_inequJ1urn : = wid_inequJ1urn + 1;
end for

I*

Solve the width equalities and inequalities

*I

if Inequality..Solver(wid...inequ, wid_inequJ1urn, colurnn_widths)) then
return ( true) ;
else return (false) ; end if
end

Function

Find-1low-11eights (corn_steps, row..heights):

bool

integer pair corn_steps [1 .. i temJ1urnber] ;
var integer row..heights [1. .rowJ1urnber];
begin
array of inequality heLinequ;
integer hei_inequJ1urn;

I*

Generate height inequalities for item sizes

*I

heLinequJ1urn : = 0;

for each item Ok= (tk, lk, bk, Tk, 1/Jk, ok) do

I*

ensure that the height of the item is no more than the height
of its block

*I

heLinequ [hei...inequJ1urn] : = { Ok ( com_steps [k] . head) :::;

I:!~,. hq

};

heLinequJ1urn : = heLinequJ1urn + 1;

end for

I*

Generate height equalities and inequalities for width constraints
for each height constraint ec do
heLinequ [hei...inequJ1urn] : = { ec } ;
heLinequJ1urn : = hei...inequJ1urn + 1 ;

end for

I*

Solve the height equalities and inequalities

*I

*I
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if Inequality...Solver(hei...inequ, heLinequ..num, row..heights)) then
return(true);
else return(false); end if
end

Function

Find..First_Combination(com..steps, column_widths, row..heights):

enum

var integer pair com..steps [1.. item..number];
var integer column_widths [1 .. column.number] , row..heights [1 .. row..number] ;
begin
array of inequality wid_inequ;
integer wid_inequ..num;

I*

Generate width inequalities for item sizes

*I

wid_inequ..num : = 0;
for each item Ok= (tk, lk, bk, rk, Ok, 'Pk) do

I*

ensure that the width of the block is no less than the minimal
step head of the item

*I

wid_inequ [wid...inequ..num] : = {

I:;~

1•

Wp

>

'Pk [min] } ;

wid_inequ..num : = wid_inequ..num + 1;
end for

I*

Generate width equalities and inequalities for width constraints

for each width constraint e1 do
wid_inequ [wid...inequ..num] : = { e1 } ;
wid_inequ..num : = wid_inequ..num + 1;
end for

I*

Solve the width equalities and inequalities

*I

if Inequality...Solver(wid...inequ, wid_inequ..num, column_widths)) then
for k:=1 to column..number do
Find...Step_Combination(k, column_widths, com_steps);
end for
if Find...Row..J!eights (com..steps, row..heights) then

*I
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return(Both_Ok);
else Find.Layout...Row..lleights(com..steps, row.lteights);
return (Wid_Ok) ;
end if
else return(Not.Found); end if
end

Function

Find...Next_Combination(com..steps, column_widths, row.lteights):

enum

var integer pair com..steps [1. . i tern.number] ;
var integer column_widths [1 .. column.number], row.lteights [1 .. row.number];
begin
integer pair next_com_steps [1. .item.number];
integer next_column_widths [1 .. column.number] , next.row.lteights [1 .. row.number] ;
integer pair selected_com_steps [1 .. i tern.number] ;
integer selected_col_wids[1 .. column.number], selected.row.1teis[1 .. row.number];
integer selected_value, this_value;
enum {Not.Found, Wid_Ok, HeLOk, Both_Ok, None_Ok, End} sel.result;
bool is_wid_ok, is.lteLok;
selected_value : = +oo;
for k = 1 to column.number do
next_co!ILsteps := com_steps;
if Find_Widened..Items (k, column_widths, next_com_steps) then
is_wid_ok : = Find_Column_Widths (next_com_steps, next_column_widths) ;
is.ltei_ok := Find..Row..lleights(next_com..steps, next.row.lteights);
if is_wid_ok and is.lteLok then
com_steps := next_com_steps;
column_widths : = next_column_widths;
row.lteights : = next_column_widths;
return(Both_Ok);
end if
if not is_wid_ok then
Find.Layout_Column_Widths(next_com_steps, next_column_widths);
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end if
if not is..heLok then
Find_Layout...Row...lleights(next_com_steps, next..row..heights);
end if
this_value := I;J= 1 next_column_widths[j] + I;Z:, 1 next..row..heights[i];
if this_value < selected_value then
selected_value := this_value;
selected_com_steps := next_com_steps;
selected_coLwids : = next_column_widths;
selected..row..heis := next..row..heights;
if not is_wid_ok and not is..heLok then
sel..result := None_Ok;
else if is_wid_ok then
sel..result := Wid_Ok;
else sel..result := HeLOk; end if;
end if
end if
end for
if selected_value f. +oo then
com_steps := selected_com_steps;
column_widths := selected_col_wids;
row..heights := selected..row..heis;
return(sel..result);
else return (End) ; end if
end

Function Find_Widened-1:tems(column, column_widths, com_steps):
integer column, column_widths[1 .. column-11umber];
var integer pair com_steps[1. .item_number];
begin
bool found;
integer other_width, this_step..head, next_width;

bool
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I* calculate the new width for the column based on current column widths *I
found := false;
next_,1idth : = +oo;

for each item Ok= (tk,lk,bk,rk,lik,'Pk) that satisfies lk 5, column 5, rk do
if com..steps [k] .head # 'Pk [max] then
this..step..head := com_steps[k].tail + 1;
other_width : =
1• column_widths [p] - column_widths [column];
if (this_step..head - other_width) < next_width then
next_width := this_step..head - other_width;
end if
found : = true;

I:;~

end if
end for
I* change the steps of the items for the new column width *I
if found then
column_widths[column] := next_width;
Find...Step_Combination(column, column_widths, com..steps);
end if
return(found);
end

Procedure

Find...Step_Combination(column, current_widths, com_steps)

integer column, column_widths;
var integer pair com..steps [1 .. i tem..number] ;
begin
integer block_width;

for each item Ok= (tk,lk,bk,rk,lik,'Pk) that satisfies lk 5, column 5, rk do
block_width :
1• column_widths [p];

=I:;~

com_steps [k] : = step Sk such that

end for

Bk. head

< block_width <

sk. tail;
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end

Function

Find..Layout_Column_Widths(com__steps, column_widths):

bool

integer pair com__steps [1. . i tem..number] ;
var integer column_widths [1 .. column.number] ;
begin
array of inequality wid_inequ;
integer wid_inequ.num;

f*

Generate width inequalities for item sizes

*f

wid_inequ.num : = 0;
for each item Ok= (tk, lk, bk, rk, t5k, 'Pk) do
wid_inequ [wid..inequ.num] : = { com__steps [k] . head :::;
wid_inequ[wid..inequ.num+1] := {

1:;~

1• wP ::;

1:;~1•

Wp

} ;

com_steps [k]. tail } ;

wid_inequ.num : = wid_inequ.num + 2;
end for

f*

Solve the width inequalities

*f

if Inequality...Solver(wid..inequ, wid_inequ.num, column_widths)) then
return ( true) ;
else return (false) ; end if
end

Function

Find..Layout..Row...lleights (com__steps, row.lieights):

integer pair com__steps [1. . i tern.number] ;
var integer row.lieights [1. . row.number] ;
begin
array of inequality heLinequ;
integer hei_inequ.num;

f*

Generate height inequalities for item sizes

*f

bool
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heLinequ.num : = O;
for each i tern Ok

= (tk, lk, bk, rk, Ok,'•Pk)

heLinequ[hei..inequ.num] := {

do

I:~~t, hq >

Ok(com_steps[k] .head)};

heLinequ.num : = heLinequ.num + 1;
end for

f* Solve the height inequalities *f
if Inequality..Solver(hei..inequ, hei..inequ.num, row..heights)) then
return ( true) ;
else return(false); end if
end

Appendix C
Screen shots of

XTABLE

This appendix includes a number of screen shots that shows how users edit tables using
XTABLE. The operations that generate these screen shots are given in Section 6.5.1.
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Appendix D
Examples of XTABLE's input files
This appendix gives examples of a table file and a collective style file. We specify an
abstract table, a topological specification, and a specific style specification in a table
file, and specify a collective style specification in a collective style file. The expressive
methods, however, are different from the ways we use in Chapters 2 and 4. For example,
a label in Chapter 2 is a string of characters, whereas a label in a table file consists of a
unique ID assigned by the system and a value shown on the screen. In Chapter 4 we use
pseudo-code to specify the style rules. In a table file or a collective style file, however,
we specify style rules in a less readable way; for instance, the cell style is specified as:
CELL

= (<font>, <slant>,

<shape>, <size>, <line space>, <vertical alignment>,
<horizontal alignment>, <background pattern>, <left leading space>,
<right leading space>, <top leading space>, <bottom leading space>)

and a separation style, say vertical separation, is specified as
VER.RULE

= (<line type>, <width>, <left space>, <right space>).

The keyword INHERITANCE indicates that the option is inherited from the super object
or the default value if the style rule is specified for the whole table.
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An example of a table file

TABLE mark
BEGIN
ABSTRACTION
CATEGORY Yeari"Year":
{_X2713438721"1991", _X271343936l"1992"};
CATEGORY Termi"Term":
CX271344256l"Winter", _X271344384l"Spring", _X271344448i"Fall"};
CATEGORY Marki"Mark":
{_X270847808l"Assignments", _X270847744l"Examinations", _X271344064l"Grade"};
SUBCATEGORY Mark ._X270847744 I "Examinations":
{_X270847936l"Midterm", _X271343616i"Final"};
SUBCATEGORY Mark._X270847808l"Assignments":
{_X270847488l"Ass1", _X270847552l"Ass2", _X270847680l"Ass3"};
MAPPING:
{{ Year._X271343936,
{ Year._X271343936,
{ Year._X271343936,
{ Year._X271343872,
{ Year._X271343872,
{ Year._X271343872,
{ Year._X271343936,
{ Year._X271343936,
{ Year._X271343936,
{ Year._X271343872,
{
{
{
{
{
{

Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343872,

Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,

Mark._X271344064} -> 11 70 11 ,
Mark._X271344064} -> 117511'
Mark._X271344064} -> 117511 '
Mark._X271344064} -> 117511'
Mark._X271344064} -> 117011'
Mark._X271344064} -> 117511'
Mark._X270847744._X271343616}
Mark._X270847744._X271343616}
Mark._X270847744._X271343616}
Mark._X270847744._X271343616}
Mark._X270847744._X271343616}
Mark._X270847744._X271343616}
Mark._X270847744._X270847936}
Mark._X270847744._X270847936}
Mark._X270847744._X270847936}
Mark._X270847744._X270847936}

-> 11 80 11 ,
-> 117511,
-> 117511'
-> 11 80 11 '
-> "70",

->
->
->
->
->

"75",
"60",
"70",
"70",
"55",
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{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343936,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,
Year._X271343872,

Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,
Term._X271344448,
Term._X271344384,
Term._X271344256,

Mark._X270847744._X270847936}
Mark._X270847744._X270847936}
Mark._X270847808._X270847680}
Mark._X270847808._X270847680}
Mark._X270847808._X270847680}
Mark._X270847808._X270847680}
Mark._X270847808._X270847680}
Mark._X270847808._X270847680}
Mark._X270847808._X270847552}
Mark._X270847808._X270847552}
Mark._X270847808._X270847552}
Mark._X270847808._X270847552}
Mark._X270847808._X270847552}
Mark._X270847808._X270847552}
Mark._X270847808._X270847488}
Mark._X270847808._X270847488}
Mark._X270847808._X270847488}
Mark._X270847808._X270847488}
Mark._X270847808._X270847488}
Mark._X270847808._X270847488}
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->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

11

115511 '
11

70 11 ,

117011'

117511'
117511'

117511

J

117011'
11

80 II ,

"8Q II

,

11

86 11 J

11

66

11
'

11ao11'
117511 J
11

80

11
'

nas"'
11

11
11

};

TOPOLOGY
STUB: Year> Term;
BOXHEAD: Mark;
STYLE
BOXHEAD:
CELL={ INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, BASELINE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE};
END

11

60 '
11
60 II ,

ao
80

86

II

J

11
'
11
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An example of a collective style file

GLOBAL_STYLE
TABLE:
CATEGORY_HEAD_TYPE = WITHOUT_HEAD,
STUB_RULE = { SINGLE, 24, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
BOXHEAD_RULE = { SINGLE, 24, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
BOX_LEFT_RULE = { DOUBLE, 24, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
BOX_TOP_RULE = { DOUBLE, 24, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
BOX_RIGHT_RULE = { DOUBLE, 24, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
BOX_BOTTOM_RULE = { DOUBLE, 24, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE};
STUB:
CELL= { INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, BOLD, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
HOR_RULE = { NONE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE};
BOXHEAD:
CELL= { INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, BOLD, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE},
VER_RULE = { NONE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE};
BODY:
TYPE= VERTICAL_SPANNING_ONLY,
HOR_RULE = { SINGLE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE};
ENTRY_VALUE "" :
CELL= { INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, LIGHT_GRAY,
INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE, INHERITANCE};
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